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Executive Overview

Carmel Area Wastewater District Wastewater Treatment

Capital Improvement Program 15-year Master Plan

Section 1: Executive Overview
1.1

Introduction

In March 2012, the Carmel Area Wastewater District (CAWD) retained Kennedy/Jenks
Consultants, (Kennedy/Jenks) to perform a condition survey of the assets at the wastewater
treatment plant (WWTP), and to develop an asset database to document and analyze the asset
condition data. The results of the survey were described in a Technical Memorandum (TM)
dated April 11, 2012. It was apparent from the survey results that the rate of renewal of the
aging assets had not kept up pace with the rate of deterioration, resulting in the noticeable
physical condition deficiencies of assets currently at the WWTP. When investment in asset
renewal lags behind the rate of consumption of the assets, this is referred to as “mining of
assets”. The net result is that many of the treatment plant assets are in need of significant
repairs to preserve the ability of these assets to reliably meet their service levels. Based on
these findings CAWD has initiated an asset management program to improve the management
of the WWTP assets. In April 2012, CAWD authorized Kennedy/Jenks to expand the asset data
for the WWTP and develop a 15-year capital improvement program (CIP) plan based on the
asset management data developed.
The 15-year CIP plan that is presented herein is based on asset data developed over the past
year and on detailed pre-design work for several major process areas. Kennedy/Jenks
conducted onsite training sessions and collaborative work sessions with CAWD staff to refine
the projects in the CIP. The District’s goal in implementing the CIP is to efficiently utilize capital
to upgrade its assets and reduce risk. The data used to develop this report provides a
foundation for CAWD to continue to apply asset management and develop asset management
best practices within the organization.

1.2

Scope

The scope of this 15-year Capital Improvement Program Plan for the Carmel Area Wastewater
District (CAWD) includes evaluation of assets which are part of the following areas of the
Secondary Treatment Plant:
x

Primary treatment

x

Secondary treatment

x

Solids treatment/disposal

x

Liquid disinfection/disposal

x

Site utilities/yard piping

x

Operations building and other miscellaneous buildings

Specific areas which are not evaluated as part of this planning document include: tertiary
treatment, lab facilities, supervisory control and data acquisition, and civil site work such as site
paving/grading and landscaping. Furthermore, the CAWD collection system, and administration
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building were not included in this planning effort. Capital improvements and maintenance of
these assets will be needed over the next 15 years, and these expenditures would be in addition
to the budgets described in this report.

1.3

Methodology

This CIP plan was developed using an asset management approach centered on key data for
the assets including: condition, replacement cost, consequences of failure, and the current
relative risk of failure associated with each asset. The functional requirements for the assets
(level of service) were reviewed to determine if assets were performing adequately to meet
regulatory requirements, and customer and staff expectations. Furthermore, financially
inefficient assets were identified where investment in replacing the asset would result in a
financial payback over the life cycle of the asset. Financial payback on initial investment
typically occurs when a more efficient asset or set of assets reduces operating costs such that
the operational savings over the life cycle pay for the initial investment and provide additional
savings beyond the initial investment.
The data developed for each asset was analyzed to provide an objective diagnosis of the
relative risk of failure of each asset. Subsequently, the relative risk associated with each asset
was used to prioritize the recommended capital improvement projects to reduce CAWD’s
business risk. Risk management strategies include not only capital improvement projects, but
also include regular maintenance activities and maintenance-repair activities. Many assets were
not included for rehabilitation or replacement as part of capital improvement projects but were
instead assigned with one of several maintenance risk management strategies which would fall
under a “maintenance and repairs” budget. Therefore, the capital improvement project plan
budget was developed with a corresponding maintenance and repairs budget as these two
program budgets are inextricably linked.
The distinction between a “capital improvement project” and a “maintenance and repair activity”
is a function of how projects are defined and executed. For this CIP plan, “capital improvement
projects” are defined as major non-routine projects that involve improvements to numerous
related assets that are combined into a single project to reduce risk and improve operational
efficiency. “Maintenance and repair activities” are defined as planned and unplanned activities
that generally focus on a single asset (or a small set of assets) at any given time to either
maintain the asset or address minor failures. Maintenance and repair activities are relatively
small in scale when compared to capital improvement projects and therefore this report includes
annual budget estimates for ongoing maintenance and repair in-lieu of defining individual
maintenance and repair projects.

1.3.1 Asset Database
An asset database for the WWTP was developed with data for over 600 identified assets in the
Secondary Treatment Plant. Each asset was classified by process area (i.e. Primary Clarifiers,
Aeration Basis, Digesters, etc.) and asset class (i.e. structure, electrical, process equipment,
pipe, etc.).
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The Asset Database contained the data for each asset as shown in Table 1.
Table 1:

Data Compiled in Asset Database
Process Area
Asset Class
Asset Description
Year Built
Condition Rating
Average Useful Life

Estimated Residual Life
Estimated Replacement Cost
(Installation and Materials)
Probability of Failure (PoF)
Consequence of Failure (CoF)
Relative Risk Category (High, Medium, Low)
Risk Management Strategy

Data was developed via field investigations, review of WWTP design and as-built drawings,
discussions with CAWD staff, and Kennedy/Jenks’ wastewater treatment engineering industry
knowledge. CAWD staff is planning to continue to update and use the asset database to
improve data quality, and to evaluate budgets, asset risks, and other data as conditions at the
plant change over time. Continued data management is essential to keep the database up-todate so that CAWD has the most accurate asset information to use in making future asset
management decisions.

1.4

Technical Memoranda

Kennedy/Jenks completed asset management and predesign evaluations to support the
development of this CIP and these evaluations are summarized in Technical Memoranda (TM)
included in Section 5 of this report. In the Asset Management Technical Memoranda the asset
management approaches used to analyze and review assets are described. In the Pre-Design
Technical Memoranda alternatives and pre-design level cost estimates are evaluated for several
high value projects which were identified for major capital improvements.
Asset management evaluations included:
x
x
x
x
x

TM-1 Preliminary Capital Projections – “Replace Assets at the End of Estimated
Residual Life”
TM-6 Levels of Service – Wastewater Treatment Plant
TM-7 Assessment of WWTP Asset Failure Modes Other than Physical Mortality
TM-8 WWTP Assets Business Risk Evaluations
TM-9 WWTP Asset Risk Management Strategies

Pre-design evaluations included:
x
x
x
x

TM-2 Evaluation of Alternatives for Disinfection System
TM-3 Evaluation of Alternatives for WWTP Effluent Pump Station Reliability
Improvements
TM-4 Digestion System Improvements Pre-Design
TM-5 Standby Dewatering Evaluation of Alternatives
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1.5

Budget Overview

1.5.1 CIP and Maintenance Budget
The budget projections for the 15-year CIP plan and associated ongoing 15-year maintenance
and repairs are summarized in Table 2 and 3 below and are described in more detail in
Sections 2 and 3 of this report. The average annual CIP budget projected for the Secondary
Treatment Plant over 15 years is estimated to be in the range of $2,000,000 per year. The
average annual maintenance and repairs budget projected for the Secondary Treatment Plant
over 15 years is estimated to be in the range of $650,000 per year.
The budgetary estimates in Tables 2 and 3 include: asset materials and installation costs,
construction markups, contingency, and engineering costs. The construction markup used was
30% added to the materials and installation cost to account for taxes, contractor bonds,
mobilization, overhead, and profit. An additional 25% contingency was added in addition to the
construction markups to account for unforeseen conditions and construction conflicts associated
with construction within an already developed area. A 20% engineering markup was then added
to account for costs associated with engineering pre-design, design, construction permitting,
construction support engineering, and construction management.
Table 2: 15-year Estimated Secondary Treatment Plant CIP Budget
Projection

15-Year CIP Budget(b)

-15%
Estimate(a)

Estimated

+25%
Estimate(a)

$26,000,000

$29,800,000

$38,000,000

Notes:
(a) -15% to +25% estimate range is based on Association for Advancement of Cost Engineering (AACE)
recommended practice.
(b) Includes Materials and Installation, Construction Markups, Contingency, and Engineering costs.

Table 3: 15-year Estimated Secondary Treatment Plant Maintenance Budget
Projection

15-Year Maintenance and Repairs Budget(b)

-15%
Estimate(a)

Estimated

+25%
Estimate(a)

$8,400,000

$9,800,000

$12,300,000

Notes:
(a) -15% to +25% estimate range is based on AACE recommended practice.
(b) Includes Materials and Installation, Construction Markups, Contingency, and Engineering costs.
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1.5.2 Total Replacement Cost vs. CIP/Maintenance Budget
On a percentage basis, the 15-year average annual investment in capital improvement projects
contained in this 15-year CIP plan is estimated to range between 2% and 4% annually of the
total estimated replacement cost of the Secondary Treatment Plant. The corresponding
maintenance budget contained in this 15-year CIP plan is estimated to equate to between
0.60% to 1.4% of the total estimated replacement cost of the Secondary Treatment Plant. These
percentages are reasonable renewal and maintenance budgets. An annual renewal budget of
3% assumes that the assets are renewed at a rate of once every 33 years; 4% assumes a
renewal rate of once every 25 years. The average of all assets average useful life listed in the
asset database is about 38 years. Given that asset renewal was minimized over the past
decade it is reasonable that the current asset renewal rate would be accelerated compared to
the overall average useful life of the assets.
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Carmel Area Wastewater District Wastewater Treatment

Capital Improvement Program 15-year Master Plan
CIP and Maintenance
Budget Projections

Section 2: CIP and Maintenance Budget Projections
2.1

Introduction

This section provides a synopsis of the budget projections produced from the data in the Asset
Database. The data in the Asset Database is dynamically linked to the budget projection
calculations and therefore budgets can be automatically updated by changing the estimated
materials and installation cost for individual assets or by changing the risk management strategy
selection for individual assets. The following explains how the risk management strategies were
used to develop the budget projections.

2.2

Risk Management

2.2.1 Risk Management Strategies
The District’s business risk associated with asset failures can be managed by three main
strategies: Capital Improvement Strategies, Maintenance Strategies, and Non-Asset Strategies
(see Table 4). The appropriate risk management strategy to use for any given asset is
dependent on the risk profile of the asset. A specific risk management strategy was selected for
each asset in the asset registry based on the risk profile of each asset. As a result, each asset
was categorized into either a capital improvement budget or a maintenance and repairs budget
depending on the risk profile of the particular asset. By separating assets into a capital
improvement budget or a maintenance budget, the budget estimates directly reflect the current
risk profile of the assets. The approach to applying risk management strategies to assets based
on risk is described in more detail later in this section and in TM-9 Asset Risk Management
Strategies. TM-9 contains definitions of each of the risk management strategies shown in
Table 4.
Table 4: Asset Risk Management Strategies
Capital Improvements
Strategies
Plan Rehabilitation/
Replacement
(Improve Condition)
Moderate Repair
(Improve Condition)
Add Backup/Redundancy
(Improve Reliability)

Maintenance Strategies
Predictive Maintenance
(Failure Prediction) and
Preventative Maintenance
(Maintain Condition)
Preventative Maintenance
(Maintain Condition)
Corrective Maintenance
(Fix it When it Breaks)

Non Asset Strategies
Take Asset Out of Service

Strategic Changes to Capacity
Requirements or Level of
Service (LOS)

2.2.2 Reducing Risk of High Risk Assets through Capital
Improvements
Business risk evaluations were conducted for each asset in the asset registry, and this work is
summarized in TM-8 WWTP Assets Business Risk Evaluations. Assets were rated for
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probability of failure (PoF) and Consequence of Failure (CoF) and graphed on a Risk Graph
similar to the graph shown in Figure 1. From their position on the Risk Graph assets were
identified as either high risk, medium risk, or low risk. High risk assets were those which had a
high PoF and high CoF. Capital improvement strategies were selected for the District’s high risk
assets because these strategies would best address the District’s risk. In rare cases,
maintenance strategies were deemed adequate to manage the risk of high risk assets. Nonasset risk management strategies were not identified as viable alternatives for the vast majority
of assets and therefore capital improvement strategies and maintenance strategies were
selected for the vast majority of assets.
In Figure 1, it is illustrated how capital improvement risk management strategies reduce the risk
of an asset failure. For example, by improving the condition of an asset through renewal
projects, the probability of failure can be reduced such that the asset’s risk becomes a medium
or low relative risk. Furthermore, by adding backup equipment the consequence of failure of a
particular asset can be reduced, because if it fails there is a readily available backup to maintain
service during failure of the primary asset. Through utilization of these risk reduction strategies
capital improvement projects were selected to decrease the risk of asset failures.

RiskGraph
10

ReduceConsequenceofFailure
y AddBackupAsset/Redundancy(Improve
Reliability)

9

HighRisk

ProbabilityofFailureRating

8

ReduceProbabilityofFailure
y Retrofit/Replace/RepairAsset
(ImproveCondition)

7
6

MediumRisk

5
4
3

LowRisk

2
1
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

ConsequenceofFailureRating

Figure 1: Reducing Risk Of High Risk Assets through Capital Improvements
The opinions of probable cost of capital improvements were calculated based on each individual
asset’s estimated material cost and installation cost. Construction markups, contingency, and
engineering costs were added to the estimated material cost and installation cost to establish an
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estimated CIP budget for each asset selected for capital improvements. Table 5 contains
information on how estimated costs were determined with markups for each of the capital
improvement risk management strategies.
Table 5: Capital Improvement Budget Calculations
Capital Improvement
Strategy
Plan Rehabilitation/
Replacement
(Improve Condition)
Moderate Repair
(Improve Condition)
Add Backup/Redundancy
(Improve Reliability)

Percent of Asset Construction
Contractor
Materials and
Markups
Contingency Engineering
Installation
100%

30%

25%

20%

50%

30%

25%

20%

100%

30%

25%

20%

As part of the CIP budgeting process pre-design evaluations were conducted for the
Disinfection System (TM-2), Effluent Pump Station (TM-3), Digestion System (TM-4), and for the
Standby Dewatering Equipment (TM-5). For these assets, the costs from the pre-design
evaluations were incorporated into the budget projections. Furthermore, some of the identified
projects included construction of additional major assets not currently in service and so the cost
of these additional assets were estimated and added into the CIP budget calculations without a
detailed pre-design evaluation. Section 3 of this report and the Project Descriptions section of
this report contain descriptions of the components of each CIP project and the scope of each
capital improvement project.

2.2.3 Risk Management through Maintenance and Repairs
Maintenance risk management strategies were for the most part selected for assets in the
medium risk and low risk categories. By identifying individual assets under the various
maintenance risk management strategies, it was possible to estimate annual maintenance
budgets as a percentage of the replacement cost of these assets. For budgeting purposes, the
maintenance and repair budget for each asset with a maintenance risk management strategy
was estimated to be a percentage annually of the materials and installation cost of the asset
plus contingency and variable engineering fees. Table 6 contains information on how estimated
costs were determined and markups applied to the budget calculations for each of the
maintenance management strategies.
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Table 6: Maintenance and Repairs Budget Calculations

Maintenance Strategy
Predictive Maintenance
(Failure Prediction)
Preventative Maintenance
(Maintain Condition)
Corrective Maintenance
(Fix it When it Breaks)

2.3

Annual Percentage
of Materials and
Installation

Contingency

Engineering

1.5%

30%

20%

2%

30%

5%

2%

30%

5%

Budget Planning by Process Area

Table 7 contains the budgets for the capital improvement and maintenance risk management
strategies. Budgets are divided up into 15-year CIP Budgets, 15-year Preventative/Corrective
Maintenance Budgets, and 15-year Predictive Maintenance Budgets. Preventative/corrective
maintenance would correspond with the “Maintenance and Repairs” line item currently used by
CAWD in budget plans. Predictive maintenance could also be included in the “maintenance and
Repairs” line item or could be a new line item in CAWD’s current yearly budgeting plan reports.
The budgets are listed for each process area and compared to the area assets total
replacement cost to illustrate the percent investment. Table 8 contains roll-up values for the
overall 15-year Secondary Treatment Plant CIP and maintenance budget projections with range
of accuracy estimates.
Included in the CIP budget are “Other Projects” such as a project for demolition of major assets
after they are replaced, various individual studies, as well as an allowance for projects to be
determined (TBD). Each project is described in more detail in Section 3.
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Table 7:

15-Year CIP and Maintenance Risk Management Strategies Budget Projection
Risk Management Strategies

Area
Influent
Influent Building
Influent Manhole
Influent Totals:
Primary Treatment
Headworks
Primary Clarifiers
Primary Treatment Totals:
Secondary Treatment
EQ/Aeration
Blower Building
RAS Pump Building
Secondary Clarifiers
Secondary Treatment
Totals:
Disinfection/Disposal
Chlorine Contact
Chlor/Dechlor Building
Effluent Bldg
Outfall
Disinfection/Disposal
Totals:
Solids Treatment/Disposal
DAF Thickener
Digester Control Building
Digesters
Belt Press Building
FOG Facility
Solids Treatment/Disposal
Totals:

10

Area Assets
15-Year Preventative/
Replacement 15-Year CIP 15-Year Predictive
Corrective
Cost
Budget
Maintenance Budgeta Maintenance Budgetb

Total 15-Year
Risk
Percent of
Management Replacement
Budget
Cost

$6,009,000
$413,000
$6,422,000

$2,198,000
$359,000
$2,557,000

$155,000
$0
$155,000

$828,000
$0
$828,000

$3,181,000
$359,000
$3,540,000

53%
87%
55%

$2,800,000
$3,183,000
$5,983,000

$675,000
$1,437,000
$2,112,000

$144,000
$0
$144,000

$410,000
$75,000
$485,000

$1,229,000
$1,512,000
$2,741,000

44%
48%
46%

$11,190,000
$3,885,000
$2,063,000
$4,671,000

$408,000
$695,000
$1,470,000
$1,949,000

$117,000
$168,000
$10,000
$10,000

$2,217,000
$513,000
$80,000
$234,000

$2,742,000
$1,376,000
$1,560,000
$2,193,000

25%
35%
76%
47%

$21,809,000

$4,522,000

$305,000

$3,044,000

$7,871,000

36%

$4,193,000
$3,687,000
$3,083,000
$2,199,000

$1,511,000
$1,359,000
$1,744,000
$0

$102,000
$191,000
$3,000
$266,000

$252,000
$482,000
$278,000
$464,000

$1,865,000
$2,032,000
$2,025,000
$730,000

44%
55%
66%
33%

$13,162,000

$4,614,000

$562,000

$1,476,000

$6,652,000

51%

$1,086,000
$2,836,000
$6,202,000
$4,451,000
$376,000

$1,000,000
$778,000
$3,940,000
$1,581,000
$0

$0
$29,000
$0
$41,000
$0

$230,000
$389,000
$345,000
$459,000
$80,000

$1,230,000
$1,196,000
$4,285,000
$2,081,000
$80,000

113%
42%
69%
47%
21%

$14,951,000

$7,299,000

$70,000

$1,503,000

$8,872,000

59%
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Risk Management Strategies

Area
Site Utilities/Yard Piping
Yard Piping
3W System
1W System
Site Utilities/Yard Piping
Totals:
Miscellaneous Buildings
Ops Building
Miscellaneous Structures
Miscellaneous Buildings
Totals:
Other Projects
Demolition
To Be Determined
Studies
Other Projects Totals:
Totals (Rounded Up to
Nearest $100K)

Area Assets
15-Year Preventative/
Replacement 15-Year CIP 15-Year Predictive
Corrective
Cost
Budget
Maintenance Budgeta Maintenance Budgetb

Total 15-Year
Risk
Percent of
Management Replacement
Budget
Cost

$3,856,000
$444,000
$263,000

$2,041,000
$406,000
$263,000

$192,000
$0
$0

$376,000
$0
$0

$2,609,000
$406,000
$263,000

68%
91%
100%

$4,563,000

$2,710,000

$192,000

$376,000

$3,278,000

72%

$3,299,000
$1,989,000

$2,044,000
$88,000

$0
$0

$245,000
$401,000

$2,289,000
$489,000

69%
25%

$5,288,000

$2,132,000

$0

$646,000

$2,778,000

53%

$0

$400,000
$3,000,000
$375,000
$3,775,000

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$400,000
$3,000,000
$375,000
$3,775,000

$1,400,000

$8,400,000

$39,600,000

$72,200,000 $29,800,000

55%

Notes:
(a) Predictive maintenance could be tracked as a new separate line item in CAWD budget plan reports.
(b) Preventative/corrective maintenance would correspond to the “Maintenance and Repairs” line item used in current CAWD budget plan reports.
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Table 8: 15-year Estimated Secondary Treatment Plant CIP and Maintenance
Projection

15-Year CIP Budget
15-Year Maintenance and Repairs Budget
15-Year Total CIP and Maintenance

-15%
Estimate(a)
Estimated +25% Estimate(a)
$26,000,000 $29,800,000
$38,000,000
$8,400,000
$9,800,000
$12,300,000
$33,700,000 $39,600,000
$49,500,000

Notes:
(a) -15% to +25% estimate range is based on AACE recommended practice.
(b) Includes Materials and Installation, Construction Markups, Contingency, and Engineering costs.
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Carmel Area Wastewater District Wastewater Treatment

Capital Improvement Program 15-year Master Plan

Capital Improvements
Projects

Section 3: Capital Improvement Projects
3.1

Introduction

Capital improvement projects were developed based on the risk evaluations and risk graphs
developed in TM-8 WWTP Assets Business Risk Evaluations. High risk assets were selected to
receive capital improvements and are recorded in the asset registry. Each of the assets
selected for CIP renewal were grouped into projects according to their particular process area.
In this way projects are focused on the process areas and asset renewal is organized such that
each process area can be renewed as a comprehensive project. This is a financially efficient
approach to organizing projects so that contractor mobilization costs and contingencies are
minimized by not having recurring mobilization and rework in each area. In some cases,
projects in different process areas were grouped into larger multi-process projects to expedite
project delivery of highest risk areas and to take advantage of economies of scale for contractor
mobilization costs.

3.2

Major CIP projects

Projects were grouped into logical groupings to complete work more efficiently. The projects
included in the CIP are summarized in Table 9.
Table 9: Major CIP Projects
Pre-Design
Report?
(Yes/No)

CIP
Brief Description
Budget(a)(b)
Studies Budgeted Include: Flooding/Storm Water
Reliability Study, Septic Tank Waste Receiving Study,
$375,000
Studies
N/A
and Additional Asset Management Re-Evaluations
Misc Yard Piping Allowance for ongoing buried piping rehabilitation
$1,341,000
No
work
Rehabilitation
Multiple Process Area Improvements Project:
Multi-Process Area y WWTP Electrical Power System - Upgrades to
Improvement
Main Power Feed and Standby Power Systems
Yes –
Project #1:
y Blower System - Blower System Energy
(Hypochlorite
$5,278,000
Efficiency and Reliability Improvements
System PrePower/Blower/
y Chlor-Dechlor - New Hypochlorite and Sodium
Design Only)
Chlor-Dechlor/
Bisulfite Storage and Feed Systems
1 Water System y 1-Water - Rehabilitation of 1 Water System
Project

Purchase temporary portable pumps and flexible
hose for backup RAS/WAS pumping and install quick
RAS Portable
Pumps and Piping connect pipe connections for emergency installation
of portable backup pump system
Address immediate digester equipment deficiencies
Interim Digester
including the sludge heating system and sludge
Improvements
recirculation piping.

No

$250,000

Yes

$778,000
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Pre-Design
Report?
(Yes/No)

Project
Digester Firm
Capacity

Dewatering
Improvements
x
Multi-Process Area
Improvement
Project #2:
Influent/
Effluent/
3 Water System

x
x

Multi-Process Area
x
Improvement
Project #3:
x
RAS/Aeration
Multi-Process Area
x
Improvement
Project #4:
Primary and
x
Secondary Clarifier
Rehabilitation
Storm Water
Pumping
Improvements
Demolition of
Abandoned Assets
Project
Headworks
Rehabilitation
Thickener
Replacement
Chlorine Contact
Rehabilitation

14

Brief Description
Construct a new digester to provide firm digestion
capacity when one digester is out of service and
to replace existing Digesters 2 and 3. Includes
Yes
cleaning and rehabilitation of Digester 1 after new
digester is built and in service.
Install new standby dewatering equipment to allow
maintenance of sole operating dewatering press.
Yes
Upgrades to dewatering building mechanical and
electrical systems.
Multiple Process Area Improvements Project:
Influent Building – Construction of a new influent
pump screening system, rehabilitation of existing
influent pumps, replacement/retrofit of existing
Yes –
influent manhole and main influent process
(Effluent
piping.
Pump
Effluent – Replacement of existing effluent pumps
Station Only)
and electrical system in Effluent Building.
Miscellaneous Effluent Building rehabilitation.
3 Water System - New 3 Water Hydropneumatic
Tank, Strainer and Instrumentation.
Multiple Process Area Improvements Project:
RAS Pump Building – Electrical, Controls, and
Mechanical Improvements
No
EQ/Aeration Basins - Replacement of existing
aeration basin valves, gates and miscellaneous
piping and instrumentation.
Multiple Process Area Improvements Project:
Primary Clarifier – Rehabilitation of clarifier
structures and effluent launderer, rehab/replace
sludge collector mechanisms.
No
Secondary Clarifier - Rehabilitation of clarifier
structures and effluent launderer, rehab/replace
sludge collector mechanisms.
Construct a new Storm Water Pump station to
pump storm runoff to head of WWTP.
No
Demolish Digesters 2 and 3, existing chlorine gas
storage/feed building, and other abandoned
assets.
Rehabilitate miscellaneous equipment, piping and
upgrade electrical assets.
Replace existing dissolved air flotation thickener
with a gravity belt thickener.
Rehabilitate underground Chlorine Contact
structure concrete, large diameter process piping,
and improve access into structure for
maintenance.

CIP
Budget(a)(b)

$3,940,000

$1,581,000

$3,279,000

$1,628,000

$3,386,000

$700,000

No

$400,000

No

$675,000

No

$1,000,000

No

$1,511,000
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Project
Ops Building
Improvements
TBD

Pre-Design
Report?
(Yes/No)

CIP
Brief Description
Budget(a)(b)
Renovate Operations Building interior including
restrooms, office spaces, building mechanical and
$599,000
No
upstairs electrical room.
To be determined project placeholder budget
$3,000,000
No
Total (Rounded Up to Nearest $100K) $29,800,000

Notes:
(a) Assumed -15% to +25% range of accuracy of budgetary estimates.
(b) Includes Materials and Installation, Construction Markups, Contingency, and Engineering costs.

3.3

Capital Improvements Yearly Budget Projections and
Scheduling

Figure 2 contains a graphical representation of the scheduling and corresponding annual
budgets for the projects in Table 9. The approach to project scheduling is to implement renewal
projects for high risk assets expeditiously to reduce CAWD’s business risk exposure. See TM-8
WWTP Assets Business Risk Evaluations for detailed graphs showing assets risk exposures by
process area. The approach to expeditiously address major business risks results in a project
implementation schedule with several large projects being implemented in the first five years of
the fifteen year plan projection. The average annual CIP budget for the first five year period is
estimated to be in the range of $3.5 million, the average annual CIP budget for the second five
year period is estimated to be in the range of $1.5 million, and the average annual CIP budget
for the third five year period is estimated to be in the range of $1.0 million.
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$6,000K

AnnualBudget

$5,000K
$4,000K
$3,000K
$2,000K
$1,000K
0

2013

2014

Studies

$75K

$75K

Power/Blower/Chlor-Dechlor/1 Water

$528K

RAS Portable Pump and Piping

$250K

Interim Digester Improvements

$778K

Digester Firm Capacity

$197K

$197K

Dewatering Improvements

$791K

$791K

Influent/Effluent/3W

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

$75K

2022

2023

2024

2027

$82K

$1,773K $1,773K
$246K

$1,476K $1,476K

$41K

$122K

$977K

$488K

Primary and Secondary Clarifier Rehab

$508K

Storm Water Pumping

$350K

$2,878K

$350K

Demo Abandoned Assets

$400K

Headworks Rehab

$675K

Thickener Replacement

$1,000K

Chlorine Contact Rehab

$1,511K

Ops Building Improvements

$599K

TBD
Total

2026
$75K

$2,375K $2,375K

RAS/Aeration

Misc Yard Piping Rehab

2025

$75K

$1,000K $1,000K $1,000K
$89K

$89K

$89K

$89K

$89K

$89K

$2,708K $4,609K $4,524K $3,688K $2,037K $1,141K

$89K

$89K

$578K

$597K

$89K

$89K

$2,968K $2,075K

$89K

$89K

$764K

$688K

$89K

$89K

$89K

$1,089K $1,164K $1,089K

Figure 2: 15-Year Capital Improvement Project Annual Budget Summary
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Carmel Area Wastewater District Wastewater Treatment

Capital Improvement Program 15-year Master Plan

Project Descriptions

CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

YardPiping–MiscellaneousYardPipingRehabilitation
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:
Description:

Functional
LevelofService:
CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:
BusinessCase
Summary:

Photos:(None)


ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$1,341,000
Engineering
x

PredictiveMaintenanceofYardPipingwithahighconsequenceof
failure(COF)
Afterinspectionsofselectburiedpipingsegmentsthathaveahigh
consequenceoffailure,itmaybefoundthattheburiedpipelineshouldbe
rehabilitated.Anallowanceisestimatedforrehabilitationofburiedpiping
intheWWTP.
BuriedpipingwithahighCOFandselectedforpossiblerehabilitation
includes:
x 1WaterDistributionPiping
x 3WaterDistributionPiping
x NaturalGasPiping
x FireWaterPiping
x InfluentPiping
x CarmelMeadowsInfluentPipeline
x PipingBetweentheHeadworksandPrimaryClarifiers
x SecondaryClarifier#1EffluentPiping
x Digester1SludgePiping
x Digester1GasPiping
x DigesterGasPipingtoFlare
x GasPit
x DigestersSupernatantPiping
Pipingassetsshouldcarryfluids,gasorchemicalswithoutleaksorbreaks.
PhysicalMortality:Theconditionofburiedpipingisunknownhowever
duetotheprevalentcorrosionthatcanoccurinwastewaterprocess
pipingitislikelythatconditionissuesexistinsomeburiedpiping.
TheconditionofmostoftheburiedpipingattheWWTPisunknown
thereforeinspectionsaspartofpredictivemaintenanceshouldbedone.It
islikelythatsomeburiedpipingisinpoorconditionandinneedof
rehabilitationduetothecorrosiveenvironmentsbothwithwastewater
processesandthenearbymarineenvironment.






CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

MultiͲProcessAreaImprovementProject#1
OperationsBuilding–MainPowerFeedandSwitchgearElectrical
Upgrades
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:

Description:

Functional
LevelofService:
CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:

BusinessCase
Summary:



ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$1,533,000
Engineering
x ElectricalSystemsIntegrationStudy;
x InfluentBuilding–StandbyPowerUpgrades
x 1WaterSystemRehabilitation
Upgradeswitchgearandmainpowerfeeders.Relocateupdatedelectrical
equipmenttooptimizespaceintheOperationsBuildingandtomake
spaceintheelectricalroomforafutureSCADAcontrolandmonitoring
station.
ThemainpowerfeedintotheplantprovideselectricityfortheWWTP
operations.
LevelofServiceFailure:Obsoleteelectricalequipmentisincreasingly
difficulttomaintain.Lackofintegrationofelectricalpowersystemsare
impactingthereliabilityofWWTPoperation.
PhysicalMortality:Themainpowerfeedequipmentisapproximately
40yearsold.
ThemainpowerfeedintotheOperationsBuildingwasbuiltin1970when
theOperationsBuildingwasbuilt.Upgradesarelikelynecessarydueto
agealoneandatthistimewhenequipmentisupgradeditwouldbe
beneficialtobetterintegratetheplantelectricaltosimplifythepower
feedanddistributionintheplanttoimprovemaintainabilityand
reliability.

Photos:







MainPowerFeedSwitchgear


ConduitsinBasement


CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

MultiͲProcessAreaImprovementProject#1
InfluentBuilding–StandbyPowerElectricalUpgrades
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:

Description:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$1,428,000
Engineering
x
x

ElectricalSystemsIntegrationStudy;
OperationsBuildingMainPowerFeed/SwitchboardElectrical
Upgrades
Upgradeswitchgear,electricalequipment,andcontrolsassociatedwith
thestandbyenginegeneratorslocatedintheInfluentBuildingElectrical
Room.Upgradeswillmostlikelyrequirereplacementofexistingelectrical
equipment.
UpgradestomiscellaneousInfluentPumpSystemElectricalcomponents
shouldbeincorporatedwiththisprojectasneededtotakeadvantageof
mobilizationintheInfluentBuildingElectricalRoom.
TheStandbyPowerSystemandmiscellaneousInfluentPumpelectrical
needstobetestedtodeterminetheextentofreliabilityissuesandfurther
PreͲdesignworkwillberequiredtodefinethedetailsoftheproject.

Functional
LevelofService:

CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:

BusinessCase
Summary:

TheprojectcouldbegroupedwithimprovementstotheOperations
BuildingMainPowerFeed/SwitchboardElectricalUpgradesdependingon
therecommendationsofanElectricalSystemIntegrationStudy.
TheInfluentBuildingelectricalroomhousesthebackupenginegenerators
fortheWWTP,whichprovidepowertoallthetreatmentprocessesinthe
eventofapoweroutagetocontinuetomeetNPDESpermitrequirements.
TheInfluentPumpstransfervariableinfluentflowfromtheInfluentwet
welltotheHeadworks.
LevelofServiceFailure:Lackofreliabilityofcriticalelectricalsystems
includingtheinfluentpumpingsystemandthestandbypowersystem.
PhysicalMortality:Asignificantportionoftheexistingelectrical
equipmentintheInfluentBuildingElectricalRoomhasbeeninservicefor
about30years,whichistheaverageusefullifeforelectricalequipment.
TheStandbyPowerSystemhasahighconsequenceoffailureincludinga
completeshutdownofallsystemsintheeventofapoweroutageanda
failureofthestandbypowersystem.TheStandbyPowerSystemisreliant
heavilyonelectricalsystemswhichareattheendoftheirusefullife,and
thereforetoimprovereliabilitythesystemneedstobetestedanditis

likelythatupgradesarenecessarytoaddressagingequipment.Theextent
ofupgradesisdependentonfurthertestingoftheswitchgear,wiring,
breakersandlikelysignificantcodechangessincetheoriginaldesign
30yearsago.
Photos:





GeneratorSwitchgearbuiltin1982




DistributionSwitchboard“ISD”(Sludge
Dewatering,Lab,Influent)



DistributionSwitchboard“ISD2”(Blower
Building,Main)




CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

MultiͲProcessAreaImprovementProject#1
BlowerBuilding–BlowerSystemEnergyEfficiencyandReliability
Improvements
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve

LeadDepartment:

$695,000
Engineering

RelatedProjects:

N/A

Description:

Replaceexistingstandbyblowerwithaproperlysizedblowertoprovidea
backupblowerforthesinglereliableblower.Includeenergysaving
modificationstotheexistingblowerssuchasinletthrottlingorvariable
speeddrivesiffinanciallyefficient(i.e.acceptablepaybackonenergy
savingsinvestment).Otherimprovementstotheairpipingandupgrades
toblowerelectricalsystemsmaybeincludedintheproject.
Theblowersprovideairtotheaerationbasinstomaintainsufficient
dissolvedoxygenlevelsintheaerationbasins.

Functional
LevelofService:
CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:




BusinessCase
Summary:



PhysicalMortality:Theexistingstandbyblowershavebentdriveshafts
andvibrateexcessivelywhenoperated.Thestandbyblowerswithbent
shaftsaretheonlybackupstoasinglereliableblower.
LevelofService:Redundancy/Reliabilityoftheblowersystem.Dissolved
oxygenintheaerationbasinsiscriticalforreducingBODinthetreatment
process.Currentlythereisonlyonereliableblower.Foracriticalsystem
suchastheblowersthereshouldbearedundantblower.
FinancialInefficiency:Theblowersusethemostenergyofanyother
processinthetreatmentplant.Investmentsinmoreenergyefficient
controlscouldreducetheoveralllifecyclecostoftheblowersystem.
Reliabilityandredundancyofcriticalprocessequipmenthasbeen
establishedasalevelofservicegoal.Theblowersystemcurrentlydoes
nothaveareliableredundantblowerwhichincreasesriskoffailureofthe
aerationprocessandmakestakingdowntheonlyreliableblowerfor
regularmaintenancemoredifficult.


Photos:







OversizedStandbyBlowerwithBentShaft

OnlyReliableAerationBlower(Turblex)






CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

MultiͲProcessAreaImprovementProject#1
Chlorination/DechlorinationBuilding–Hypochloriteand
SodiumBisulfite(SBS)Improvements
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:
Description:

Functional
LevelofService:

CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$1,359,000
Engineering
x

3WSystem

Converttheexistingchlorinegasdisinfectionsystemtoabulk12.5%liquid
sodiumhypochloritedisinfectionsystem.AnewtankstoragedoubleͲ
containmentpadwouldbebuiltwithmultiplepolyethylenestoragetanks
tostoresodiumhypochloritechemical.Chemicalfeedpumpswouldbe
locatedonthedoubleͲcontainmentpadandwouldpumpsodium
hypochloriteupstreamofthechlorinecontactchannelsfordisinfection.A
feedwouldalsobeprovidedfordisinfectionoftherecycledwater
upstreamoftherecycledwaterchlorinecontactchannels.SeeTMͲ2for
analysisofdisinfectionalternatives.
Constructanadditionalsodiumbisulfite(SBS)storagetanktoprovidea
redundantSBSstoragetanktoincreasereliabilityofthedechlorination
system.
Thechlorinationanddechlorinationchemicalsystemsfunctionstodose
anddispersechlorineupstreamofthechlorinecontactchannelfor
disinfectionanddoseSBSdownstreamofthechlorinecontactchannelto
dechlorinatepriortodischargetotheocean.
RegulatoryLevelofService:Theexistingchlorinegascylinderroomis
usedforbothstorageofstandbychlorinegascylindersandforuseof
cylinders.Becausethechlorinegascylinderroomisusedforstorageof
cylinders,achlorinescrubberisrequiredperCaliforniaFireCode(CFC)
Section3704.2.2.7Exception2.Thegasstorageroomiscurrentlynot
equippedwithascrubber.
PhysicalMortality:Therehavebeenminorvalvefailuresinthechlorine
gassystemintherecentpastwhichcallsforupgradesandrehabilitationof
theexistinggasfeedsystempiping.

BusinessCase
Summary:

Theexistingchlorinegasfeedsystemwillrequireupgradestomeet
regulatoryrequirementsandaddressphysicalmortalityissues.Thereare
severaldisinfectionalternativesthatcouldbeimplementedtoaddressthe
currentfailuremodes.ThealternativesaresummarizedinTMͲ2andthe
preferredalternativeshouldbebasedonanorganizationaldecisionbased
ontheadvantagesanddisadvantagesofthetypesofsystems.Forthe
purposesoftheprojectdescriptionitisassumedthat12.5%liquidsodium
hypochloritestorageandfeedisthepreferredalternative.
Theexistingsodiumbisulfitesystemiscomprisedofasinglestoragetank
andmultiplefeedpumps.Ifthesinglestoragetankorconnectedpiping
fails.theentiresodiumbisulfitesystemcouldfailwhichwouldleadto
chlorinebeingdischargedouttheoutfall(apermitviolation).Tankfailures
arefairlycommonatWWTP,thereforetoincreasereliabilityaredundant
storagetankisrecommended.

Photos:





ChlorineCylinderStorageandUse





ChlorineGasFeedHeaderwithAutomaticShutoffValves


ChlorineFeedPiping

StandAloneSBSTank




CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

MultiͲProcessAreaImprovementProject#1
1WaterSystem–1WaterSystemRehabilitation
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:
Description:

Functional
LevelofService:
CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:
BusinessCase
Summary:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$263,000
Engineering
x

OperationsBuildingMainPowerFeed/SwitchboardElectrical
Upgrades
Constructionofanew1waterfeedsystem(storagetank,distribution
systempressurizationpumps,andhydropneumatictank).New1Water
Systemfeedsystemwouldbelocatedinanewlocationnotinthe
operationsbuildingelectricalroom.Replacementof1Waterdistribution
pipingnotincluded(seeMiscellaneousYardPipingRehabilitationand
ReplacementProject).
Supplypotablewaterthroughouttheplantforuseinrestrooms,sinks,lab,
pumpsealwater,andemergencyeyewashshowers.
PhysicalMortality:Theexisting1WSystemhasreachedtheendofits
usefullifeandmajorcomponentssuchasthestoragetankcouldfail
resultinginalossofservice.
The1WSystemisacriticalsupportsystemandsupportsmanyuses
aroundtheplant.Regularrehabandreplacementoftheequipmentis
necessarytoimproveconditionofassetsandextendtheusefullifeofthe
system.

Photos:

1WaterHydropneumaticTank

1WaterStorageTankandPressurizationPumps




CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

RASPumpBuilding– RAS/WASPortablePumpsandPiping
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:

Description:

Functional
LevelofService:

CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$250,000
Operations
x
x

EQ/AerationPipe,Valve/Gate,andInstrumentationRehabilitation
RASPumpBuildingElectrical,ControlsandMechanical
Improvements
Purchaseportablepumpstoprovideanindependentemergencybackup
pumpsystemforRAS/WASpumping.Mechanicalimprovementsinclude
installingpermanentconnectionsforportablepumpstotheRASwetwell
foremergencyRAS/WASpumpingintheeventofafailureoftheRAS
pumps,pipingorvalves.
EquipmentintheRASPumpBuildingfunctionsto:Pumpactivatedsludge
collectedintheSecondaryClarifierstotheAnoxicSelector(upstreamof
aerationbasins),topumpWAStothethickener,andtoPumpSecondary
ClarifierScumtoRASorWASstream.
PhysicalMortality:Existingelectricalwiringhasbeenseverely
compromisedduetocorrosion.Electricalequipment(wiring,breakers,
MCC,etc.)are40yearsoldwhichisbeyondtheaverageusefullifeof
electricalequipment.



PhysicalMortality:Existingmechanical(valvesandpiping)equipmentis
agedandwillneedtoberehabilitatedorreplaced.

BusinessCase
Summary:

TheRASpumpingsystemiscriticaltotheactivatedsludgetreatment
process.Electricalsystemsareapproximately40yearsold(beyond
averageusefullife)andhaveadvancedcorrosionasaresultofflood
eventsfloodingthepumproom.Mechanicalequipmentsuchasvalves
maybeseizedupduetolackofuse.





Photos:







CorrodedWiringinRASPumpBuilding

RASPumps


CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

DigestionSystem– InterimDigesterImprovements
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$778,000
Engineering

RelatedProjects:

x DigesterFirmCapacityImprovements
x Digester1Rehabilitation
EquipmentreplacementinsidetheDigesterControlBuildingincludinga
newhotwaterboiler,newsludgespiralheatexchanger,newsludge
recirculationpumps.Possibleleaksinthenaturalgasfeedlinetothe
boilerneedstobeinvestigatedandrepaired.Newinterconnectpiping
betweenDigester2andDigester1toallowheatingDigester2withnew
equipment.
TheDigesterControlBuildingequipmentheatsthedigestersludgeto
facilitatemesophilicconditionsandpathogenremovalintheanaerobic
treatmentprocessinordertomeetClassBbiosolidsregulations.

Description:

Functional
LevelofService:
CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:

LevelofServiceFailure:LackofReliability/Redundancyofcriticalprocess
equipment.RegulatorynonͲcomplianceofbiosolidscouldresultifthereis
afailureofthesinglesludgeheater,becausecurrentlythereisno
redundancyoftheexistingsludgeheatingsystem.



PhysicalMortality:Theexistingsludgeheaterhas70%lifeconsumed.
FerricchlorideinjectedupstreamoftheSludgeRecirculationPumpand
SludgeHeaterhavecorrodedtheinsideofthisequipmentwhichcould
leadtoprematurephysicalfailures.



PhysicalMortality:ThepipingvalvesthatallowheatingofDigester2are
notfunctioningduetoalongperiodofdowntime.



PhysicalMortality:Theexistingboilerrunsonnaturalgasprovidedby
PG&E.Leakshavebeenfoundrecentlyintheexistingnaturalgasfeedline.



PhysicalMortality:Digester1cannotbetakendownforcleaninguntil
afterDigesterFirmCapacityImprovementsarecompleted.Potential
increasesinraggingoftheheatingrecirculationsystemcouldoccurasa
resultoflackofcleaning.





BusinessCase
Summary:

Photos:

Currently,onlyDigester1canbesuccessfullyheatedmakingitimpossible
totakeDigester1outofserviceformaintenance.Furthermore,thereis
inadequateredundancyintheexistingsludgeheatingsystemforheating
sludgeintheeventofafailureoftheexistingsinglehotwater
boiler/sludgeheater.Heatingsuppliedbythecogenerationmicroturbine
heatreturnunitisnotsufficienttoheatDigester1withoutadditional
heating.




ExistingSludgeHeater(CombinedBoilerandHeat
Exchanger)




ExistingSludgeRecirculationPump–
FerricChlorideInjectionUpstream


CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

DigesterFirmCapacityImprovements:
Digesters–DigesterFirmCapacityImprovements
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$2,850,000
Engineering

RelatedProjects:

x InterimDigesterImprovements
x Digester1Rehabilitation
Constructanewapproximately360,000Ͳgallondigestercompletewith
ancillaryequipment(mixingsystem,digestergasequipment,sludge
heatingequipment,etc.).Thenewdigesterwouldbeintegratedwith
Digester1.Newequipmentwouldbeplacedonanelevatedequipment
padadjacenttothenewdigesterandtheDigesterControlBuilding.
Thedigestersprovidesolidsretentiontimeofover15daysforanaerobic
digestion.Ancillaryequipmentheatsandmixesthedigestersludgeto
facilitatemesophilicconditionsandpathogenremovalinordertomeet
ClassBbiosolidsregulations.Gasequipmenthandlesflammabledigester
gasproducedasabyproductofdigestion.
LevelofService:Capacityfailure.Theexistingdigestionsystemdoesnot
haveadequatecapacitytodigestsludgewithDigester1outofservice(i.e.
firmcapacitywithlargestunitoutofservice).

Description:

Functional
LevelofService:

CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:


PhysicalMortality:Digesters2and3arebothinpoorconditionand
exhibitsignsofstructuraldegradation.



PhysicalMortality:Digesters2and3gaspipingisinpoorcondition.



PhysicalMortality:Digester2Mixerislosingaquartofoileveryweek
whichmaybeanindicationofapendingfailure.
Digester1cannotbetakenoutofserviceforroutinemaintenancework
suchascleaningtheinsideofthedigesterorforrehabilitationofaging
assets.Accordingtocurrentsludgeflowestimates,theexistingstandby
digesters(Digesters2and3)donotcurrentlyhaveadequatecapacityto
operatealonewithDigester1offline.Furthermore,Digesters2and3are
inpoorconditionandshouldnotbereliedontooperatelongterm
withoutimprovements.TMͲ4reviewedalternativesandcompared
repairingDigesters2and3vs.buildinganewdigester.Therecommended
alternativeistobuildanewdigesterofadequatesizetoreplace
Digesters2and3.Afterthenewdigesterisbuilt,Digester1canbetaken
offlineforserviceandrehabilitation.

BusinessCase
Summary:

Photos:





Digester2





Digester3


CracksinDigester2


RuststainingonDigester2
(rebarcorrosionorferric)

CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

DigesterFirmCapacityImprovements:
Digesters–Digester1Rehabilitation
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
LeadDepartment:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
Engineering

ProposedBudget:

$1,090,000

RelatedProjects:

x InterimDigesterImprovements
x DigesterFirmCapacityImprovements
RehabilitateDigester1bycoatingtheinsideofthedigesterwithan
elastomericpolyurethanecoating,replacingthesteelcoverandinstalling
thesecondmixer.

Description:

Functional
LevelofService:

CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:


BusinessCase
Summary:



Thedigestersprovidesolidsretentiontimeofover15daysforanaerobic
digestion.Equipmentlevelofserviceistoheatandmixthedigestersludge
tofacilitatemesophilicconditionsandpathogenremovalinordertomeet
ClassBbiosolidsregulations.
PhysicalMortality:Digester1isabout35yearsoldandhassignsof
degradationasseenbyahorizontalcrackaroundthedigesterwithsome
leakageandefflorescence.
PhysicalMortality:ThesteelcoveronDigester1iscriticaltothe
operationofthedigesterasitcontainsthemethanegasproducedinthe
anaerobicdigestionprocessthecoveris35yearsold.Itisnotknownwhen
thecoverwaslastrehabilitatedbutfixedsteelcoversoftenneedtobe
recoatedafter20yearsofuseanddependingontheinteriorconditionof
thecoveritmayneedtobereplacedbythetimethisprojectisinitiated.
Digester1waslasttakenoutofservice15yearsago.Bythetimethis
projecttakesplaceabout20yearswillhavepassedsincethedigesterwas
lastinspected.TheDigester1structureisshowingsignsofdegradation
andinternalcoatingwouldextendtheusefullifeofthestructure.The
steelcoverisacriticalcomponenttokeepmethanegasinthedigester
andrehabilitationorreplacementwillbenecessarysothatthephysical
conditionofthiscriticalcomponentisreliable.


Photos:
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CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

BeltPressBuilding – DewateringImprovements
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$1,581,000
Engineering

RelatedProjects:

N/A

Description:

Constructionofabackupdewateringskidadjacenttotheexistingbelt
filterpress(BFP).RequiresdemolitionofthecurrentnonͲoperationalBFP
whichislocatedtooclosetothecurrentoperatingBFPsuchthatcertain
maintenancetaskscouldnotbecompleted(i.e.removingrollers).
Recommendeddewateringequipmentincludesascrewpress,orrotary
press,whichhaveasmallerfootprintthanaBFPandwillpermitfuture
maintenanceoftheBFP.Constructionshouldbesequencedtoallow
temporarydewateringactivitieswiththenewskidoutsideoftheBFP
buildingwhiledemolitionandmaintenanceactivitiescommenceinside
thebuilding.OncethenonͲoperationalBFPisremovedandrequired
maintenanceiscompletedontheexistingBFP,thenewdewatering
equipmentcanbeinstalledintheBFPbuilding.

Functional
LevelofService:
CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:

Theprojectwouldalsoaddressmiscellaneousmechanical,electrical
systems,andcontrolsupgradestoreplaceassetswhichareneartheend
oftheirusefullife.
Thedewateringequipmentdewatersdigestedsludgetoreducethe
volumeofsludgethatneedstobetransportedfordisposal(approximately
85%reductioninsludgevolume).
LevelofServiceFailure:LackofReliability/Redundancyofexisting
dewateringequipment.ThereiscurrentlyonlyoneoperableBFPtherefore
iftheBFPbreaksdowntherewouldbenomeansofdewateringsludge
requiringcostlyliquidhaulingand/oremergencydewateringservices.



LevelofServiceFailure:LackofmaintainabilityoftheexistingBFP.The
existingBFPcannotberebuiltduetotheadjacentnonͲoperationalBFP
andlackofspaceadjacenttotheunit.



PhysicalMortality:TheexistingoperationalBFPwasinstalledin1998and
isinneedofrepairsforreliableoperation.
PhysicalMortality:OthermiscellaneousassetsintheBFPbuildingareat
theendoftheirusefullifeandshouldbereplacedaspartofthisproject
foreconomiesofscale.
TheonlyoperationalBFPcannotbetakendownformaintenancewithout
removingtheexistingnonͲoperationalBFP.IftheonlyoperationalBFP



BusinessCase
Summary:

breaksdownthereisnostandbymeansofprovidingdewateringwhich
wouldresultinanemergencysituationinwhichanemergencydewatering
contractorwouldneedtobebroughtin.Thismaytakeseveraldaysor
severalweeksdependingupontheavailabilityoftemporarydewatering
contractors.HaulingwetsludgetoMontereyRegionalWWTPwouldbe
costlyandamajorendeavor.Standbydewateringprovidesdewatering
reliability.SeeTMͲ5foranalysisofdewateringequipmentalternatives.
TheBFPbuildinghasotherassetssuchasthefiltratereturnpumps,and
electricalandPLCequipmentthatarenearingphysicalmortalityneedto
replacedanditwouldbebeneficialtoreplacethisequipmentatthesame
timeasothermajorworkinthebuilding.
Photos:













SeverelyRustedMonorailCraneEquipment

NonOperationalBFP(tobedemolished)

FiltrateReturnPumps

AbandonedPolymerSystem

CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

MultiͲProcessAreaImprovementProject#2
InfluentBuilding/InfluentManhole–InfluentManhole
Replace/RetrofitandInfluentConveyanceImprovements
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:
Description:

Functional
LevelofService:

CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$1,129,000
Engineering
x

HeadworksEquip,PipingandElectricalRehab

ImproveHydraulicCapacityoftheInfluentManholeandImprovethe
ConditionoftheInfluentManholeSluiceGatesandInspect/Rehabilitate
BuriedInfluentPiping.TheInfluentPipingandValvesintheInfluent
Buildingmayalsoneedtobeupgradedatthesametimetoimprove
conditionupstreamoftheinfluentmanhole.TheInfluentBuildingneeds
repairstotheroofandtheinfluentwetwellequipmentandlighting.
TheInfluentPumpstransfervariableinfluentflowfromtheInfluentwet
welltotheInfluentManholewhichisatahigherelevationtoallowgravity
flowthroughtheprimaryandsecondarytreatmentprocesses.The
influentwetwellprovidesremovalofgreaseandsettlingofheavyobjects
beforetheinfluentpumpsandprovidesstoragevolumetokeepinfluent
pumpsfromcyclingonandoff.
LevelofServiceFailure:Athigherinfluentflows,thewaterlevelinthe
InfluentManholenearlyoverflowsthestructurebecauseofbackupof
gravityflow.
PhysicalMortality:Theconditioninsideburiedandexposedinfluent
pipingisunknownandthereforepipingshouldbeinspectedandan
allowancebudgetedforimprovementstopipingtomitigateagainst
possiblecorrosionrelatedfailureofinfluentpumppiping.



PhysicalMortality:TheconditioninsidetheInfluentWetWellisunknown
andthereforeneedstobeinspectedandanallowancebudgetedfor
rehabilitationofthewetwellorslidegates.



PhysicalMortality:Theconditionoftheinfluentmanholesluicegatesand
walkwayispoorandrehabilitationisneeded.





BusinessCase
Summary:

TheWWTPInfluentSystemconveysinstantaneousflowsupto10MGD
duringwetweatherandwouldbesubjecttosignificantuntreated
wastewaterspillsifafailureoftheconveyancesystemwastooccur.
HydraulicconcernsrelatedtotheInfluentManholecapacitycoupledwith
unknowncorrosionofinfluentpipingsystemsmakestheInfluentManhole
andInfluentPipingahighriskgroupofassets.
Inspectionofinteriorpipeconditionandultrasonicpipethicknesstests
mayrevealthatpipingisingoodconditionanddoesnotneedtobe
rehabilitated.Thustheriskprofilefortheseassetswouldbereduced.
Theinfluentmanholestructurewouldbeimprovedtobetterprovidethe
levelofserviceofprovidinggravityflowintotheheadworks.

Photos:



CorrodedInfluentManholeSluiceGate





InfluentManhole

PipingIntoInfluentManhole

InfluentWetWell







CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

MultiͲProcessAreaImprovementProject#2
EffluentBuilding–EffluentBuildingPumping
andElectricalImprovements
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:
Description:

Functional
LevelofService:
CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$1,744,000
Engineering
x Outfall(YardPiping)
x 3WSystemRehabilitation
Rehabilitatetheexistingeffluentpumpsystemwithnewproperlysized
effluentpumpsandupgradeagingelectricalsystemsintheeffluent
building.Othermiscellaneousbuildingimprovementsincluderoofrepairs
andrehabilitatingtheexistingstandby3Wpumps.
Theeffluentpumpingsystemfunctionstopumptreatedeffluentoutthe
outfall.
PhysicalMortality:Theexistinghighflowpumpsareattheendofthe
averageusefullifeforpumpsandtherehavebeenvibrationissues
encounteredwhichcouldleadtoacceleratedpumpfailure.
CostEffectiveness:Theexistinglowflowpumpthatisusedprimarilyto
pumpreverseosmosisconcentratewaterhasa58%wiretowater
efficiencyascomparedtoamoreefficientpumpthatcouldhave76%wire
towaterefficiency.
PhysicalMortality:Roofleakscouldleadtowaterdamageandshort
circuitsintheelectricalgear,whichcouldleadtoacompletefailureofthe
pumpstation.
PhysicalMortality:TheelectricalgearandPLChaveoutlivedtheiruseful
servicelife,whichreducestheeffluentpumpstationreliability.



Obsolescence:Obsolescenceofelectricalgearreducestheavailabilityof
sparepartswhichmakesmaintainingtheequipmentdifficult.



Safety:Electricalgearintheeffluentbuildinghasnotbeenverifiedto
meetarcflashsafetyrequirements.

BusinessCase
Summary:

Photos:

TheEffluentPumpSystemisacriticalsystemandfailureoftheeffluent
pumpscouldresultinwastewateroverflowsinthetreatmentprocess.The
EffluentPumpsare40yearsoldwhichisatypicalaverageusefullifefor
wastewaterpumpingequipment.FailuresoftheEffluentPumpelectrical
componentshaveoccurredintherecentpastresultinginacomplete
shutdownoftheEffluentPumpSystemandalmostresultedinwastewater
overflows.ApreͲdesignalternativesanalysiswasconductedtosummarize
recommendedeffluentpumpstationimprovementsandispresentedin
TMͲ3.




EffluentBuildingElectricalGear





TwoHighFlowEffluentPumps

LowFlow(ROConcentratePump)

Standby3WPumps


CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

MultiͲProcessAreaImprovementProject#2
3WaterSystem–3WaterSystemRehabilitation
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:
Description:

Functional
LevelofService:
CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:
BusinessCase
Summary:



ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$406,000
Engineering
x HypochloriteandSBSImprovements
x EffluentBuildingPumpingandElectricalImprovements
Constructionofreplacementequipmenttoreplacetheexisting30Ͳyear
old3Water(3W)Systemhydropneumatictank,whichisbeyonditsuseful
life.Replacementof3Wstrainerandreplacementof3Wsystemcontrols
electricalandinstrumentationsystems.Theexisting3Wpumpsare
30yearsold,butmayberebuilttoextendtheusefullife,orthepumps
maybereplaced.
SupplyreclaimedwaterthroughouttheWWTPforpumpsealwater,
sprayͲwaterforsecondaryclarifierscumcollection,beltfilterpressspray
water,andvariouswashdownandflushinguses.
PhysicalMortality:Theexisting3WSystemhasreachedtheendofits
usefullifeandmajorcomponentssuchasthehydropneumatictankcould
failresultinginalossofservice,thehighestconsequencesoffailurecould
berelatedtolossofprocesspumpsealwater.
The3WSystemisacriticalsupportsystemandsupportsmanyuses
aroundtheplant.Regularrehabandreplacementoftheequipmentis
necessarytoimproveconditionofassetsandextendtheusefullifeofthe
system.


Photos:





3WaterHydropneumaticTank

3WaterSupplyPumps




3WaterStrainer

CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

MultiͲProcessAreaImprovementProject#3:
RASPumpBuilding–Electrical,Controls,andMechanical
Improvements
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:
Description:

Functional
LevelofService:

CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$1,220,000
Engineering
x EQ/AerationPipe,Valve/Gate,andInstrumentationRehabilitation
x PortablePumpingEquipmentPurchase
Inspectandrepairorreplaceelectricalequipment(wiring,breakersand
MCC)intheRASPumpBuilding.Installnewdedicatedsludgewasting
pumpsandanultrasoniclevelsensorintheRASwetwell.Rehabilitation/
Replacementofexistingpumpvalves.
EquipmentintheRASPumpBuildingfunctionsto:Pumpactivatedsludge
collectedintheSecondaryClarifierstotheAnoxicSelector(upstreamof
aerationbasins),topumpWAStothethickener,andtoPumpSecondary
ClarifierScumtoRASorWASstream.
PhysicalMortality:Existingelectricalwiringhasbeenseverely
compromisedduetocorrosion.Electricalequipment(wiring,breakers,
MCC,etc.)are40years,whichisbeyondtheaverageusefullifeof
electricalequipment.



PhysicalMortality:Existingmechanical(valvesandpiping)equipmentis
agedandwillneedtoberehabilitatedorreplaced.



LevelofService:Safety.Inadditiontotheconditionandageofelectrical
equipment,electricalequipmentintheRASPumpBuildingisinclose
quarterstoworkingareaswhichincreaseshazardsifworkneedstobe
donetorepairelectricalequipmentintheeventofanelectricalfailure.



FinancialInefficiency:Sludgewastingpumpstoreplacethecurrent
practiceofflowcontrolvalvesmayimproveefficiencyofthesludge
processbyreducingloadingonsolidstreatmentequipment.
TheRASpumpingsystemiscriticaltotheactivatedsludgetreatment
process.Electricalsystemsareapproximately40yearsold(beyond
averageusefullife)andhaveadvancedcorrosionasaresultofflood
eventsfloodingthepumproom.Mechanicalequipmentsuchasvalves
maybeseizedupduetolackofuse.ImprovementstoWASmetering
couldresultingreaterfinancialefficiencyofthesolidstreatmentprocess.

BusinessCase
Summary:



Photos:



CorrodedWiringinRASPumpBuilding





RASPumps

Electrical/MCCRoom(NoticeDeskinfrontofMCC)




CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

MultiͲProcessAreaImprovementProject#3:
EQ/Aeration–Pipe,Valve/GateandInstrumentationRehabilitation
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:
Description:

Functional
LevelofService:

CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$408,000
Engineering
x

RASPumpBuildingElectricalControlsandPortablePumping

RehabilitateexposedprocesspipingandvalvesintheareaoftheAeration
Basins.ReplacefailedAerationBasineffluentsluicegates.Also,conduits
andwiringandmiscellaneousinstrumentationwillneedtobe
rehabilitated.
TheAerationBasinconvertsBODtobiomass.Pipingconveysreturn
activatedsludgeandmixedliquortosupporttheprocessand
instrumentationprovidesmonitoringforreportingandcontrolofthe
process.
PhysicalMortality:Exposedpipingandvalvesinandaroundtheaeration
basinsareinacorrosiveenvironmentandwillneedtoberehabilitatedor
replaced.PVCpipingwillneedtobereplacedduetoexposuretoUVlight.



PhysicalMortality:Sluicegatesfortheaerationbasinseffluentare
corrodedandarenolongeroperable.Sluicegateswillneedtobe
rehabilitatedorreplacedduetocorrosion.



PhysicalMortality:Instrumentationandassociatedelectricalandcontrols
willneedtobereplacedattheendoftheirusefullifeaspartofother
rehabworkinthisproject.Instrumentationisexposedtosunlightwhich
reducesthelifeofpanelsandgauges
Tokeeptheaerationbasinmechanical,instrumentation,andelectrical
systemsinacceptablecondition,rehabilitationofagingassetsshouldbe
planned.

BusinessCase
Summary:




Photos:








PVCMixedLiquorReturnPiping
andFlowmeter


CorrodedSluiceGateStemOperatorGuide

CorrodedRASPiping


AerationBasinInstrumentation


CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

MultiͲProcessAreaImprovementProject#4:
PrimaryClarifiers–PrimaryClarifiersSludgeCollectors
andStructuralRepairs
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:
Description:

Functional
LevelofService:
CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:


BusinessCase
Summary:



ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$1,437,000
Engineering
x SecondaryClarifiersSludgeCollectorsandStructuralRepairs
RehabilitatethePrimaryClarifierstructures(byinternalliningorconcrete
repair).Rehabilitateeffluentlaunders(coating).Replacesludgecollector
mechanisms.
ThePrimaryClarifiersremovesettleablesolidsfromtheliquidtreatment
process.
PhysicalMortality:ThePrimaryClarifierStructuresareover40yearsold,
whichistheaverageusefullifeforthistypeofstructure.Therearesignsof
degradationoftheconcretestructurebothontheexteriorofthetanks
(crackswithefflorescence)andinsidetheeffluentandscumboxes
(concretebiogenicsulfidecorrosion).
PhysicalMortality:ThePrimaryClarifierSludgeCollectorsarebeyond
theirusefullifeandwillneedtoberepairedorreplaced.
ByrepairingthePrimaryClarifierstructures,theusefullifeofthe
structurescanbegreatlyextended.Addressingstructuraldegradation
proactivelywouldallowsimplerlesscostlyrepairmethodstobeinstigated
asopposedtolettingthedegradationcontinueuntilthestructureisin
majordisrepairwhichwouldbemorecostlytorepair.


Photos:







PrimaryClarifierSludgeCollectorDrive

PrimaryClarifierEffluentLaunderer

PrimaryClarifierStructurewithVerticalCracks




CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

MultiͲProcessAreaImprovementProject#4:
SecondaryClarifiers–SecondaryClarifiersSludgeCollectors
andStructuralRepairs
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:
Description:

Functional
LevelofService:
CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:


BusinessCase
Summary:



ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$1,949,000
Engineering
x

PrimaryClarifiersSludgeCollectorsandStructuralRepairs

RehabilitateSecondaryClarifierstructuresafterdetailedseismicreview
andmaterialstestingofthestructure.Rehabilitateeffluentlaunders
(coating).Replacesludgecollectormechanisms.
TheSecondaryClarifiersremovesuspendedandfloatablebiomassfrom
themixedliquorcomingfromtheAerationBasins.
PhysicalMortality:TheSecondaryClarifierStructuresare40yearsold
(Clarifier1)and30yearsold(Clarifier2),whichisabouttheaverageuseful
lifeforthistypeofstructure.Becausetheyarenearingtheendoftheir
usefullifethestructuresshouldbeevaluatedandrepairedtoextendthe
usefullife.
PhysicalMortality:TheSecondaryClarifierSludgeCollectorsarebeyond
theirusefullifeandwillneedtoberepairedorreplaced.
ByrepairingtheSecondaryClarifierstructurestheusefullifeofthe
structurescanbegreatlyextended.Addressingstructuraldegradation
proactivelywouldallowsimplerlesscostlyrepairmethodstobeinstigated
asopposedtolettingthedegradationcontinueuntilthestructureisin
majordisrepairwhichwouldbemorecostlytorepair.


Photos:







WoodenBridge

SecondaryClarifierEffluentLaunderer

SecondaryClarifierCenterStructure


CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

StormWaterPumpingImprovements
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$700,000
Engineering

RelatedProjects:

N/A

Description:

Constructastormwaterpumpstationtoimprovecontrolofstormwater
onsite.Thestormwaterpumpstationwouldpumpanycontaminated
stormwaterrunoffcollectedonsitetotheequalizationbasinor
headworks.
CompliancewithStateWaterBoardGeneralPermitNo.CAS000001
(GeneralPermit)WasteDischargeRequirements(WDRS)fordischargesof
stormwaterassociatedwithindustrialactivitiesexcludingconstruction
activities
LevelofService:TheWWTPcurrentlyhastheabilitytocontainstorm
wateronsite;however,nopermanentpumpingsystemisinplacetopump
contaminatedstormwatertotheheadoftheWWTP.Portablepumps
mustcurrentlybeusedtopumpcontainedstormwatertotheheadofthe
WWTP.
Thisprojectwouldenhancethecontrolofstormwateronsite.However,
majorfloodingeventsfromtheCarmelRiverwouldnotbemanagedby
thispumpstation.

Functional
LevelofService:

CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:

BusinessCase
Summary:
Photos:(None)








CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

DemolitionofAbandonedAssets
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$400,000
Engineering

RelatedProjects:

x DigesterFirmCapacityImprovements
x ChlorͲDechlorImprovements
Demolishmajorstructureswhichhavebeenreplacedwithnew
infrastructure.MajorstructurescouldincludeDigester2,Digester3,and
theChlorͲDechlorBuilding.
N/A

Description:

Functional
LevelofService:
CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:
BusinessCase
Summary:



PhysicalMortality:Existingstructuresthatareabandonedshouldbe
demolishedtoavoidongoingissueswithstructuraldegradationand
seismicdamage.
Abandonedstructuresshouldbedemolishedastheycouldbeasafety
concernifnotmaintained.Demolishingthesestructureswouldcreate
spaceatthesiteforbetteraccesstooperateandmaintainprocessesthat
areinservice.Forexample,demolitionoftheChlorͲDechlorBuildingwill
improveaccessformaintenanceoftheChlorineContactChannels.


Photos:







Digester2

Digester3

ChlorͲDechlorBuilding


CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

Headworks–Equipment,PipingandElectrical Rehabilitation
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:
Description:

Functional
LevelofService:
CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:

BusinessCase
Summary:



ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$675,000
Engineering
x

InfluentManholeReplace/RetrofitandInfluentConveyance
Improvements
Rehabilitateequipment,pipingandelectricalassetsintheheadworks
area.Theassetsthatshouldberehabilitatedrangefromchannelgrinder
equipment,sludgepiping,andelectricalsystemtomeetarcflash
requirements.
TheHeadworksprocessremovesragsandgritfromtheliquidtreatment
process.AlsointheHeadworksstructureisprimaryclarifiersludgeand
scumpumpswhichconveysludgeandscumtothedigesters.
PhysicalMortality:TheHeadworkswasoriginallybuiltabout40yearsago.
Improvementsin2001addressedrepairstosomeequipmentbutother
equipmenthasnotbeenrehabilitatedandisbeyondtheaverageuseful
life.
Obsolescence:Existingelectricalequipmentisobsoleteandtherefore
difficulttomaintain.
TomaintainthefunctionalityoftheequipmentintheHeadworksarea,it
isnecessarytoplanarehabilitationprojecttooccurinabout10years.
Headworksequipmenthasanaverageusefullifeofabout15yearsdueto
theharshdutyenvironment.Electricalassetswillneedtobeupdatedto
currentplantstandards.


Photos:
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CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

ThickenerReplacement
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$1,000,000
Engineering

RelatedProjects:

N/A

Description:

ReplacetheexistingDissolvedAirFlotation(DAF)Thickenerwithamore
efficientGravityBeltThickener(GBT).InadditiontothickeningWASthe
gravitybeltthickenerwouldalsohandlewashwaterwhichcomesfromthe
membranemicrofiltration(MF)filtersintherecycledwaterprocess.
TheDAFThickenerthickensWASandMFwashwatertoreducethevolume
ofsludgesenttodigesters.Thethickenerincreasessludgeconcentration
andreturnsliquidremovedfromsludgetotheheadoftheWWTP.
FinancialInefficiency:TheexistingDAFthickenerisnotasefficientin
separatingsuspendedsolidsfromWASandMFwashwateraswouldbea
GBT.AmoreefficientthickenerwouldreducetheTSSloadrecycledtothe
headoftheplantandincreasetheTSSsenttothedigesters.Thiswould
likelyreducetheoperationsandenergycostofthesecondarytreatment
processandimprovetheefficiencyofthedigestionanddewatering
systems.
ApreͲdesignreportwillbeneededtodefinethepaybackinreductionof
poweruseinthesecondaryprocessthatcouldberealizedbyreplacingthe
existingDAFthickenerwithaGBT.Inadditiontoimprovedpowercosts
theGBTwouldhelpresolvecurrentoperationalissueswiththeexisting
MFwashwaterthickenerwhichisusedsolelyforthetertiaryplant.Itmay
bepossibletoeliminatetheMFwashwaterthickenerandsendMF
washwaterdirectlytotheGBT.

Functional
LevelofService:
CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:

BusinessCase
Summary:





Photos:
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CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

ChlorineContact–ChlorineContactStructureRepairsandMiscPiping
Rehabilitation
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:
Description:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$1,511,000
Engineering
x

DemolitionofAbandonedAssetsProject

Functional
LevelofService:

RehabilitatetheChlorineContactstructuresafterdetailedseismicreview
andmaterialstestingofthestructure.Rehabilitatelargediameterpiping.
ReplacesteelcoversontopoftheChlorineContactPipeGallerywhich
leakandallowrainwaterintothepipegallery.
TheChlorineContactChannelsprovidecontacttimeforchlorineto
sufficientlyremoveorinactivatepathogens.

CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:

PhysicalMortality:TheChlorineContactstructurewillbe40yearsoldat
thetimeofthisprojectandassessingtheneedforrepairswillextendthe
usefullifeofthisstructure.



PhysicalMortality:Pipinginthepipegalleryshouldberecoatedtoavoid
furthercorrosionofthepipesoccurringwherethecoatinghasfailed.
Abudgetallowanceisestimatedforthisprojecttoevaluatethechlorine
contactstructuretodetermineifthereareconditionissues.Other
miscellaneouspiping,mechanicalandinstrumentationworkwillbe
necessarytorehabilitateassetsassociatedwiththechlorinecontact
channels.

BusinessCase
Summary:





Photos:





PipinginChlorineContactPipeGalleryCoatingFailure

RustedPipingandEquipmentinSkimmerPumpWetWell








CracksonConcreteDeckAboveChlorineContactChannels


CarmelAreaWastewaterDistrict
MajorCapitalProjectDescription

OperationsBuilding – OpsBuilding Improvements
ProjectNumber:
Funding:
ProposedBudget:
LeadDepartment:
RelatedProjects:
Description:

Functional
LevelofService:

CurrentFailure
Mode(s)
Addressed:



BusinessCase
Summary:

ToBeAssigned
Reserve
$599,000
Engineering
x

OpsBuildingͲMainPowerFeedandSwitchboardElectrical
Upgrades
RenovatetheOpsBuildingncludingrestrooms,officespaces,building
mechanical,roofing,SCADAsystemwiringandrepurposingtheupstairs
electricalroomtofacilitateaddeduseablespaceforcentralSCADA
monitoringandcontrolorforotherusessuchaslibrarystorage.
TheOperationsBuildingisthecenterofoperationsandcontrolofthe
WWTP.CurrentlytheOperationsBuildingisamultiͲpurposebuildingwith
officespace,restrooms/lockerrooms,librarystorage,andalsohouses
criticalplantinfrastructureincludingthemainelectricalpowerfeed
equipmentfortheWWTP.
LevelofService:TomeetthestrategicWWTPlevelsofserviceof
ReliabilityandRegulatoryCompliance,theOperationsBuildingshould
serveasthecentralSupervisoryControlandDataAcquisition(SCADA)
interfacelocationwheretheplantprocessescanbeeffectivelymonitored
andcontrolled.TheOpsbuildingSCADAcontrolandmonitoringsystem
willneedimprovementstocontinuetoeffectivelymonitorandcontrolthe
WWTPprocess.Furthermore,currentlyduringmaintenanceofSCADA,
operationshasdifficultymaintaininginterfacewithSCADA.
PhysicalMortality:TherestroomsandlockerroomsintheOperations
Buildinghavenotbeenrenovatedsinceoriginalconstructionin1970and
areinpoorcondition.
PhysicalMortality:Buildingmechanicalsystemsareinpoorconditionand
needtobereplacedwithnewerandmoreefficientsystems.
TheOperationsBuildinghasbeeninservicesince1970withoutanymajor
improvements.Electricalimprovementsareplannedfortheplant’smain
powerfeedwhichterminatesintheOpsBuildingaspartofaseparate
project.Thisprojectwouldfollowthoseelectricalimprovementsto
improvethefunctionalityofthespaceandSCADAaccessibility.Other
improvementsshouldbemadetotherestroomsandlockerroomsto
improvetheconditionofthefacilities.Buildingmechanicalsystemsshould
alsobereplacedwithmoreefficientequipmenttoimproveenergy
efficiency.Theroofshouldalsoberepairedtopreventleaks.

Photos:
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SCADAWiringinOperationsBuilding
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29 June 2012

Technical Memorandum No. 2
To:

Ms. Barbara Buikema, Mr. Jim Pinkevich
Carmel Area Wastewater District

From:

Mr. Patrick Treanor, P.E., Kennedy/Jenks Consultants

Review:

Mr. Bob Ryder, P.E., Kennedy/Jenks Consultants

Subject:

Evaluation of Alternatives for Disinfection System
K/J 1268007*01

This memorandum presents an evaluation of disinfection system alternatives for the Carmel
Area Wastewater District (CAWD) wastewater treatment plant (WWTP). The alternatives that
are evaluated in detail in this evaluation are:
1. Alternative 1: Maintain and improve existing gaseous chlorine disinfection system.
2. Alternative 2: Construct a new bulk storage and feed system for 12.5% liquid sodium
hypochlorite.
3. Alternative 3: Generate 0.8% liquid sodium hypochlorite onsite using direct electrolysis
hypochlorite generators.
Other disinfection technologies which are discussed, but not evaluated in detail, in this
memorandum include ultraviolet disinfection, ozone, and pasteurization. These non-chlorine
disinfection alternatives do not appear to be more favorable than liquid and gaseous chlorine for
the CAWD WWTP at this time. One reason that these non-chlorine disinfection alternatives are
not well suited for the existing CAWD WWTP is that a residual of mono-chloramines is currently
required through the tertiary membrane treatment process to control bio-fouling as well as for
disinfection residual of the recycled water. Furthermore, moving away from chlorine disinfection
would either require changing the operation of the tertiary process, or having chlorine feed in
addition to a non-chlorine disinfection system. Further discussion of pros and cons of these nonchlorine disinfection systems are discussed herein.

Previous Studies
Previous studies regarding the chlorination system at CAWD include a “Disinfection Options
Study” by HDR written in 1998, and an “Offsite Consequence Analysis” by Montgomery Watson
written in 1993. The 1998 report by HDR reviewed alternatives for disinfection including: options
to maintain the current chlorine gas system, options for a 12.5% liquid sodium hypochlorite
system, and options for ultraviolet (UV) disinfection. The HDR report concluded that continued
use of chlorine gas would be an acceptable alternative with continued upgrades for safety and
reliability. For future long-term implementation the HDR report recommended 12.5% liquid
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sodium hypochlorite. 14 years have passed since the HDR report and CAWD is re-evaluating
these conclusions. The 1993 Montgomery Watson study identified several chlorine gas leak
scenarios that could have significant offsite impacts.

Evaluation Criteria
Level of Service Goals
A disinfection system pre-design meeting was conducted with the CAWD WWTP operations
staff including the plant superintendent, lead operators, staff operators, laboratory technicians,
and maintenance staff. The meeting included a discussion of the level of service goals for the
disinfection system as envisioned by each attendee at the meeting. The level of service goals
for the disinfection system compiled by the CAWD staff are shown in Table 1.
Table 1:

CAWD Level of Service Goals
Improved Safety for Staff
Improved Safety for the Public
Simplicity of Operations

Reliability of the System
Economical Life Cycle
Compatibility with Existing Systems (i.e. biofouling control in MF/RO)

These levels of service goals, developed by CAWD staff, are well aligned with the standard of
care for the design of this type of system in the municipal sector and therefore will serve as
criteria by which the alternatives will be compared in this evaluation.

Risk Profile
At certain concentrations, chlorine is a toxic chemical. Therefore, maintaining and operating
chlorine storage and delivery systems can carry risk to operations staff of exposure to chemical
above safe levels; and in the case of chlorine gas there is also risk of offsite public exposure.
Furthermore, disinfection systems for WWTP effluent and recycled water are vulnerable to
failure, resulting in permit violations. Table 2 identifies four major risk categories to be assessed
relatively for the future disinfection system improvement alternatives.
Table 2:

Risks Associated with Chlorine Disinfection at CAWD

Chemical Exposure above Safe Levels (onsite
and offsite)
NPDES Permit Violations
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Disinfection Requirements
The CAWD WWTP currently utilizes chlorine for three principal functions:
1. Disinfect the secondary effluent to meet National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) requirements.
2. Maintain a mono-chloramines residual in the MF/RO recycled water process to reduce
bio-fouling.
3. Disinfect the tertiary treated recycled water to meet California Department of Public
Health (DPH) recycled water permit requirements.
The design criteria for the quantity of chlorine being used at the CAWD wastewater treatment
plant (WWTP) for different influent flow rates are described in Table 3.
Table 3:

Design Criteria: Chemical Usage

Plant Flow (MGD)
Minimum Chlorine Dose
(mg/l as Cl2)
Maximum Chlorine Dose
(mg/l as Cl2)
Required Capacity
Range of System (lb/day
as Cl2)

Maximum
Instantaneous
Effluent

Winter Avg.
Effluent

Summer Avg.
Effluent

Recycled
Water

9
10

4
10

1.5
10

1.0
10

20

20

20

20

750 to 1,500

330 to 660

125 to 250

80 to 160

Actual historical chemical usages of gaseous chlorine in pounds per day (ppd) from 2008 to
2012 are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Historic Effluent Chlorine Usage Data (2008 – 2012)
The daily chemical usage for 2008 to 2012 indicates that chlorine usage ranged from about
1,300 ppd to less than 100 ppd.

Alternative 1: Maintain and Improve Existing Gaseous Chlorine System
The existing chlorine gas storage and feed system is comprised of one ton chlorine gas
containers, chlorinator equipment, a water champ educator mixer diffuser system, backup
eductors and diffusers for chlorine solution, chlorine gas detection and ventilation in the cylinder
storage room, and various piping and appurtenances.
The existing gas storage and feed does not currently meet the desired levels of safety for the
CAWD treatment plant staff. Recent pipe leaks have highlighted the vulnerabilities of the
existing system. Recently an automatic switchover valve on the tertiary manifold in the chlorine
ton container storage room failed from internal corrosion and leaked chlorine gas into the
storage room. Other vulnerabilities in the chlorine gas distribution piping have been identified as
potential points of failure for chlorine gas leaks outside of the chlorine storage room and outside
of the limits of the chlorine gas detection system.
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Improvements to Existing Gaseous Chlorine System to Meet Level of Service
System rehabilitation upgrades will be required to maintain safety and reliability of the existing
gas chlorine system. The existing system was originally constructed in the early 1980’s prior to
many of the toxic/hazardous chemical regulations and requirements. The system has been
retrofit within the last 10 years with new effluent chlorinators and a new chlorine detection
system for the Cylinder Storage Room. Furthermore, a new water champ was installed in the
last 10 years.
Elements of the existing system which have been identified as needing improvement to maintain
the desired levels of service include:
y

Chlorine gas piping and appurtenances

y

Tertiary chlorinators

y

Containment, scrubber and ventilation improvements in the Chlorine Storage Building

Chlorine Gas Distribution Piping and Appurtenances: The existing chlorine gas system
includes a network of Schedule 80 PVC chlorine gas piping in the Chlorine Building area, and in
the Tertiary Building area. Furthermore, there is a transfer pipe which transfers chlorine gas
from the Chlorine Building to the Tertiary Building; a distance of about 300 feet.. The network of
piping includes manual valves, and solenoid valves. Much of the piping and valves are near the
end of their typical 25-year useful life and need to be replaced to improve safety for plant staff
and the community. Furthermore, to decrease the potential for chlorine leaks, exterior piping
should be reconstructed to include double containment to contain possible leaks. The double
containment should terminate into areas containing gas detection and gas containment.
Tertiary Chlorinators: The effluent chlorinators located in the chlorine building were replaced
with new chlorinators within the last 10 years; however the tertiary chlorinators were not
replaced during that time and will need to be replaced in the near future to maintain reliability of
the recycled water chlorination process. Chlorinator equipment typical useful life is in the range
of 15 years.
Scrubber/Ventilation Improvements: The existing one-ton container storage room is not
equipped with a chlorine scrubber which would treat exhaust fumes from the building containing
chlorine gas in the event of a major chlorine leak in the building. The storage room typically
contains eight one-ton containers in use (four for the effluent disinfection system and four for the
recycled water disinfection system). There are also typically five additional standby one-ton
containers stored in the Chlorine Storage Room. A chlorine ton container can deliver a
maximum of 450 ppd of chlorine. Chlorine ton containers are typically delivered at 5 to
11 containers per truck. There is sufficient existing storage of chlorine at the WWTP for about a
month of normal winter use.
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CAWD has been advised by others that a chlorine scrubber system may not be required by the
California Fire Code (CFC) for this system. The CFC has two separate requirements for
buildings containing chlorine gas containers for: 1) storage of containers, and 2) use of
containers. The Chlorine Storage Room at the CAWD WWTP serves both functions, that of a
storage room, and for use of chlorine containers. The following summarizes the requirements
for each function (use and storage). These referenced sections of the CFC are attached to this
technical memorandum for information.
1. Use of Chlorine Gas (CFC Section 3704.2.2.7 Exception 1): A chlorine scrubber is not
required by the 2010 CFC for use of one-ton chlorine gas containers as long as
automatic closing fail-safe valves are installed on the containers that are controlled by a
gas detection system. The CAWD system is equipped with a gas detection system and
fail-safe valves on the containers in use and therefore the use of toxic gas in the storage
room does not require a scrubber.
2. Storage of Chlorine Gas (CFC Section 3704.2.2.7 Exception 2): Storage of one-ton
chlorine gas containers has separate requirements in the 2010 CFC. Per the CFC,
scrubbers are required for storage rooms unless the containers are located within gas
cabinets, exhausted enclosures (ventilated structures do not qualify), containment
vessels, or containment systems. To meet the intent of the CFC for storage of the five
standby containers, which are not in use in the chlorine storage room, it is recommended
that the building be exhausted to a scrubber or the stored vessels be located within an
exhausted enclosure. An exhausted enclosure is defined as “an appliance or piece of
equipment which consist of a top, a back and two sides providing a means of local
exhaust for capturing gasses. Rooms or areas provided with general ventilation, in
themselves are not exhausted enclosures” (see attached CFC excerpts for full definition
of an exhausted enclosure).
Miscellaneous Upgrades: During the asset survey conducted by Kennedy/Jenks in March
2012, several building upgrades were identified for the existing building that houses the
chlorination equipment which included installing a permanent stair at the back of the building to
replace the existing metal stair which is corroded, and rehabilitate aged electrical equipment.
Furthermore, critical system components such as the ton cylinder delivery crane may need to be
retrofit to improve the safety of this critical piece of equipment.

Alternative 1 Level of Service
Table 4 shows a comparison of the levels of service provided by the current chlorine gas system
side by side with the levels of service that would be provided with improvements to the existing
system to improve safety.
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Table 4:

Current System and Alternative 1 - Levels of Service

Level of Service Goal
Improved Safety for
Staff

Improved Safety for the
Public

Simplicity of
Operations

Reliability of the
System
Economical Life Cycle

Compatibility with
Existing System

Current System
Recent failure of automatic
switchover valve and condition
of manual shutoff valves and
piping is a safety concern.
The chlorine storage room is
not equipped with a scrubber.

Operations work during
container unloading and
connecting containers to
system requires specialized
safety training. Otherwise
operations are fairly simple.
System has proven reliable
over the approximately
30 years of operation.
The current system has the
lowest consumables cost of any
other disinfection system on the
market.
Compatible with existing
system.

Alternative 1
Improvements to piping would
increase the safety of the
system.
Improvements to piping would
increase the safety of the
system. Including a scrubber
on the building would limit the
potential of leaks inside the
chlorine storage room from
escaping offsite.
No change.

Reduction in piping
vulnerabilities would increase
reliability.
No change.

No change.

Alternative 1 Estimated Cost
Capital Cost: Table 5 shows the estimated probable construction cost for improvements to the
existing gaseous chlorine system to meet level of service goals.
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Table 5:

Item
1
2
3
4

5
6

7

8

Alternative 1: Maintain and Improve Existing Gas Chlorine
System Estimated Probable Construction Cost Estimate
Description
Chlorine Building Modifications
Chlorine Gas Treatment System (Scrubber)
Scrubber Concrete Pad
PVC Piping Replacement
Miscellaneous Upgrades
Chlorine Building Subtotal
Tertiary Building Modifications
Replace Old Chlorinators (3)
PVC Piping Replacement
Tertiary Building Subtotal
Yard Piping Replacement
PVC Piping Replacement and Double Contained Pipe
Yard Piping Subtotal
Electrical
Miscellaneous Electrical Improvements
Electrical Subtotal
Project Subtotal:
Mobilization/Demobilization:
Contractor Overhead and Profit:
Project Total:
Pre Design Contingency @ 30%:
Total with Contingency:

Cost
$200,000
$25,000
$40,000
$20,000
$260,000
$50,000
$20,000
$70,000
$25,000
$25,000
$70,000
$70,000
$450,000
$45,000
$90,000
$585,000
$175,000
$760,000

Typically, engineering and construction management are about 20% of construction cost and
therefore the projected budget for capital expenditures for Alternative 1 would be $910,000. The
total replacement capital cost of the entire chlorine gas disinfection system including the
Chlorine Storage Building chlorinator equipment, gas detection equipment, electrical,
instrumentation, etc. is estimated to be in the range of $2,500,000 (including engineering and
construction management). Therefore, the capital cost for near term upgrades does not account
for future rehabilitation and replacement to maintain approximately $2,500,000 worth of assets.
Current estimates being developed for the CAWD assets predict that additional improvements
will be required in the chlorine storage building in the next 10 to 20 years to continue to maintain
the existing gas chlorine system. These estimates are projected based on estimated residual life
estimates and are currently at a preliminary level of accuracy. However, given the age of the
assets associated with the gas chlorine system it is currently estimated that additional
improvements in the range of $500,000 will be required in the next 10 to 20 years to continue to
rehabilitate or replace existing gas chlorine system assets not included in the initial near term
upgrades. Assets not included in the initial rehabilitation that may need to be rehabilitated or
replaced in the next 10 to 20 years include the effluent water champ eductors, effluent
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chlorinators, Chlorine Building mechanical components, chlorine gas disinfection control
systems, and Chlorine Building structural assets.
Consumables Cost: The cost of gaseous chlorine is the lowest cost consumables alternative
for disinfection. Although there is high volatility in the cost of chlorine that has raised prices as
much as 4 to 1, the typical gaseous chlorine cost per pound is about $0.30 per pound of
chlorine. Therefore, for the CAWD usage the annual cost for chlorine should be approximately
$30,000 per year.

Alternative 2: 12.5% Concentration Liquid Sodium Hypochlorite Bulk
Storage and Feed
Storage and feed of 12.5% liquid sodium hypochlorite (hypo) is a common disinfection approach
for municipal applications. The equipment can be simple to operate and can be built with full
redundancy to create a reliable system. This type of system would consist of: hypo storage
tanks, chemical metering pumps, chemical containment curbs, chemical feed piping, carrier
water systems (optional), emergency eyewash/showers, and electrical and instrumentation.
12.5% hypo is a toxic chemical and therefore safety measures should be taken to mitigate
exposure. Direct exposure to the eyes can cause serious damage. Liquid sodium hypochlorite
naturally off-gasses a little chlorine gas at well below safety thresholds, but can cause corrosion
in enclosed areas. Accidental contact between hypo and acids causes an exothermic reaction
which can liberate toxic levels of chlorine gas from solution. This sort of accidental off-gas
resulting from acid coming into contact with 12.5% sodium hypochlorite has occurred more
frequently than chlorine gas releases from chlorine gas systems. However, these occurrences
are from operator error as opposed to the failure of equipment or safety systems. Acids should
not be stored inside the hypo containment area per code requirements and acid based cleaners
should not be used on hypo spills.
Chemical Storage Tanks and Containment Area: For this Alternative 2 at CAWD, it is
assumed that two hypo storage tanks would be located outdoors on a new concrete chemical
containment pad. The new chemical spill containment pad could be located in the existing green
space west of the Tertiary Building. Figure 2 shows a preliminary layout for the concrete
containment pad for Alternative 2. An alternative location for the storage tanks could be on top
of the existing Tertiary Chlorine Contact Channels. Constructing the tanks in this location would
reduce the capital cost by eliminating a new elevated concrete foundation designed for flood
conditions. Furthermore, with this location the chemical metering pumps could be located inside
the existing tertiary building. For cost purposes, an entirely new chemical storage pad is
assumed to be conservative.
Sodium hypochlorite is typically delivered in 3,000 to 3,500-gallon tank trucks which are then
offloaded into polyethylene (PE) or fiberglass storage tanks. Two 4,000-gallon storage tanks are
proposed to provide redundancy. Typically, during summer there would be more than 30 days of
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chemical storage onsite, and during the winter about 20 days, which would be adequate for a
truck delivery every week or two. Also, storage time will not be prolonged so that the hypo
solution strength will not seriously diminish in summer heat, which would require a shade cover
over the tanks.
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Chemical Metering Pumps: Chemical metering pumps will be required to feed hypo to the
Effluent Chlorine Contact Channel as well as for the Tertiary Chlorine Contact Channel. Full
redundancy for the two chlorine contact channels would require four pumps. Positive
displacement gear pumps provide accurate, durable and reliable service over a wide
metering range and are recommended for the hypo metering pumps. The gear pumps may
be sized to handle the entire flow range with each pump and the pumps for the effluent can
be interchangeable with the pumps for the recycled water. Each gear pump would be sized
to pump the range between 1,500 ppd and 80 ppd by a variable speed motor drive.
Table 6:

12.5% Liquid Sodium Hypochlorite Design Summary

Parameter

Unit

Plant Flow
Min Cl2 Dosage
Average Cl2 Dosage
Max Cl2 Dosage
Min Dose Cl2 Usage
Average Dose Cl2 Usage
Max Dose Cl2 Usage
Sodium Hypo Solution
Concentration
Available Cl2 per Gallon
12.5% Hypo
Required per Day
Useable 12.5% Hypo
Storage Volume
Days of Reserve Chemical
Storage (Effluent Usage +
Recycled Water Usage)

MGD
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
lb/day
lb/day
lb/day
Trade
Percent
lb/gal
gal/day
gal
days

Maximum
Instantaneous

Winter
Avg.

Summer
Avg.

Recycled
Water

9
10
12
20
750
900
1,500
12.5%

4
10
12
20
330
400
670
12.5%

1.5
10
12
20
130
150
250
12.5%

1
10
12
20
83
100
170
12.5%

1.04
1,400
(max dose)
8,000

1.04
380
(avg dose)
8,000

1.04
140
(avg dose)
8,000

1.04
96
(avg dose)
8,000

5
(max dose)

15
(avg dose)

30
(avg dose)

Included
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Alternative 2 Level of Service
Table 7 describes the levels of service that would be provided by a new hypo storage and feed
system.
Table 7:

Alternative 2: Levels of Service

Level of Service
Goal
Improved Safety for
Staff

Improved Safety for
the Public
Simplicity of
Operations

Reliability of the
System
Economical Life
Cycle

Compatibility with
Existing System

Alternative 2
A liquid sodium hypochlorite system should be generally considered
to carry less risk than a chlorine gas system. There would be some
safety concerns associated with a 12.5% liquid hypochlorite
disinfection system. For instance, acids should never come into
contact with sodium hypochlorite as this can cause an exothermic
reaction which can produce heat and off gas of chlorine gas at toxic
levels. Therefore, acids and acid based cleaners should be kept
away from the hypo containment area.
As long as acids are kept away from the liquid hypochlorite storage
area there would be little risk of offsite public exposure to chlorine
gas.
A hypo storage and feed system would be similar to the existing
liquid sodium bisulfite storage and feed system and therefore
operations staff would already have the knowledge necessary to
successfully operate the system.
Hypo storage and feed systems should be built with fully redundant
equipment to maintain continuous service of the disinfection system
even during potential equipment failures.
Hypo would cost approximately $70,000 more annually in chemical
cost than is currently spent on chlorine gas. Near term capital
improvements costs are similar to improving the existing gaseous
chlorine system.
Hypo can be accurately dosed at equivalent rates as the existing
chlorine gas system. Modifications to the existing system could
include installing new chlorine injection equipment (water champ).
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Alternative 2 Estimated Cost
Capital Cost: Table 8 shows the estimated probable construction cost for a new bulk hypo
storage and feed system.
Table 8:

Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Alternative 2: New 12.5% Sodium Hypochlorite Storage and Feed
Estimated Probable Construction Cost Estimate
Description
New Sodium Hypochlorite System
Site Work
Containment Area Elevated Foundation
Containment Area Concrete Equipment Pads
Flood and Spill Concrete Containment Walls
Stairs
Chemical Piping and Appurtenances
Chemical Metering Pumps
Two New Water Champs
Tanks
Emergency Eyewash Showers
Concrete Coatings
Electrical
Instrumentation and Programming
Project Subtotal:
Mobilization/Demobilization:
Contractor Overhead and Profit:
Project Total:
Pre Design Contingency @ 30%:
Total w/Contingency:

Cost
$15,000
$35,000
$5,000
$20,000
$20,000
$50,000
$50,000
$70,000
$60,000
$10,000
$20,000
$70,000
$50,000
$475,000
$45,000
$95,000
$615,000
$185,000
$800,000

Typically, engineering and construction management are about 20% of construction cost and
therefore the projected budget for capital expenditures for Alternative 2 would be $960,000.
Consumables Cost: The typical cost of 12.5% sodium hypochlorite is about $0.60 to $1.00 per
pound of chlorine. The price of liquid sodium hypochlorite fluctuates as the market is dependent
on manufacturing output which historically has varied. For the CAWD usage of approximately
100,000 lbs of chlorine used per year, the annual cost for chlorine would be in the range of
$60,000 to $100,000 annually. Historically the price of 12.5% sodium hypochlorite has reached
as high as $2.50 per pound and as low as $0.40 per pound of chlorine, which demonstrates the
volatility. Most of the chlorine production facilities in the U.S. are located in the Gulf Coast
region and are therefore subject to production outages caused by hurricanes. Furthermore,
municipal chlorine usage comprises only 5% of the market with the other 95% being consumed
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by the plastics and pesticides market, which means municipalities have less control over price
increases.

Alternative 3: Low Concentration (0.8%) Onsite Hypochlorite
Generation by Direct Electrolysis
Onsite sodium hypochlorite generators (OSHG) generate low concentration (0.8%) sodium
hypochlorite through the electrolysis of a saturated sodium chloride solution brine. OSHG is the
safest method to deliver chlorine and is increasingly being used throughout North America. The
process consumes water, salt, and power. Generation of 1 pound of chlorine (as Cl2) requires
approximately 3 to 3.5 pounds of salt, 15 gallons of water (treated by a water softener to remove
hardness), and 2 to 2.5 kilowatt-hours (kWh) of electrical energy. Brine enters the electrolytic
cell, which forms a sodium hypochlorite solution and hydrogen gas through a series of chemical
reactions that produces a net reaction of:
NaCl + H2O = NaOCl + H2
The hydrogen is vented to the atmosphere where it becomes diluted and is not an explosive
hazard. A feed water softening system is required to minimize calcium carbonate scaling of the
OSHG electrodes. The water softener would be a typical dual self regenerating sodium zeolite
commercial water softener.
The 0.8% hypochlorite solution produced onsite is a non-hazardous solution concentration,
significantly reducing the requirement for special handling and containment procedures,
including a Risk Management Plan (RMP). There are a number of manufacturers of similar
OSHG systems including: Severn Trent’s ClorTec, Process Solutions, Inc’s MICROclor, MIOX
systems, and Siemens’ Wallace & Tiernan OSEC Systems. This Pre-Design Memorandum
utilizes data from the ClorTec system.
Redundant Supply: To insure the continuous operation of the chlorination system in case of
equipment shutdowns, the system is proposed for redundancy as well as with backup chemical
storage in case both the OSHG units fail. Two 600-lb/day OSHG units are recommended at a
minimum for the CAWD WWTP. Typically, one unit would be sufficient for winter average
conditions. Two units would need to be on line during peak storm influent conditions or chemical
would be supplied from the reserves in the storage tanks.
Typically, the OSHG units discharge to a storage tank containing about one day of solution at
maximum production from which chemical metering pumps paced by flow and residual
discharge to the chlorine contact chamber. Reserve chemical storage would be included to
provide an emergency supply in the event that both generators fail, providing time for obtaining
emergency chemical delivery and/or for repairing the hypochlorite generator equipment. Storing
concentrated 6% hypochlorite as an emergency backup to the low concentration chemical
storage is typical and is recommended for high dosage requirements and when there is repair or
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maintenance of an OSHG unit. It is more concentrated than 0.8% and therefore requires less
space. A 6% concentration hypochlorite solution will not degrade rapidly like 12.5%
hypochlorite. Table 9 shows the days of backup chemical that would be available for the
different wastewater flows under the worst case condition of both hypochlorite generators going
offline. Figure 3 shows a general equipment layout including the reserve chemical storage
tanks.
Feed Water Requirements: The electrolytic cells require hardness below 10 mg/L to prevent
electrode scaling and therefore a water softening system should be included. The most efficient
operation of the OSHG units is when the temperature of the feed water is above 60o F. The
temperature should be confirmed during winter conditions of high chlorine demand. A water
heater may be required during winter.
The existing #1 water system has noticeable red discoloration due to iron corrosion in the onsite
#1 water piping. This corrosion issue should be addressed by CAWD to utilize OSHG. The
reject from the RO membranes could be used as a feed water supply for the OSHG; however,
the supply is not continuous and therefore a storage tank would be required to provide a
continuous supply of RO reject for the generation of 0.8% hypo.
Power Requirements: The power requirements for an OSHG system at CAWD are
summarized in Table 9 for the various flow conditions.
Salt Handling and Brine Storage: High purity salt is required for OSHG and is locally available
from Morton Salt in Newark, Ca. The salt can be delivered in tanker trucks in quantities up to
50,000 lbs (5,000 gallons). The equipment layout for OSHG in Figure 3 shows that the brine
would be stored in an 8,000-gallon tank. The brine storage tank is sized so that a full truck load
of salt can be delivered. This reduces the frequency of salt deliveries to about seven times a
year on average and reduces higher costs associated with purchasing partial truck loads. The
bulk salt deliveries would be transferred to the tank from the delivery truck by using a blower. As
the salt is blown into the storage tank the displaced air would escape through a filtered vent on
top of the vault.
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Table 9:

Low Concentration Onsite Generation System Design Summary

Parameter
Plant Flow
Min Cl2 Dosage
Average Cl2 Dosage
Max Cl2 Dosage
Min Dose Cl2 Usage
Average Dose Cl2 Usage
Max Dose Cl2 Usage
Sodium Hypo Solution
Concentration
Available Cl2 per Gallon
0.8% Hypo Required per Day
0.8% Hypo Generators:
0.8% OSHG Units
Cl2 Generated by one OSHG
Unit
0.8% Sodium Hypo Generated
by one Unit
Standby Chemical Storage:
6% Hypo Standby Storage
Volume
6% Storage Available Cl2
0.8% Solution Storage Volume
0.8% Storage Available Cl2
Chemical Reserve Days
w/Generators Offline (Effluent +
RW Usage)
Brine System:
Salt Required
Salt Delivery
Brine Tank Size
Days of Reserve Brine (Effluent
+ RW Usage)
Power Requirements:
Daily Power Required (Effluent
+ RW Usage)
Water Requirements:
Daily Water Required (Effluent
+ RW Usage)

Maximum
Instantaneous
9
10
12
20
750
900
1,500
0.8%

Winter Avg.
4
10
12
20
330
400
670
0.8%

Summer Avg.
1.5
10
12
20
130
150
250
0.8%

Recycled
Water
1
10
12
20
83
100
170
0.8%

0.067
22,500
(max dose)

0.067
6,000
(avg dose)

0.067
2,250
(avg dose)

0.067
1,500
(avg dose)

number
lb/day

2
600

2
600

2
600

2
600

gal/day

9,000

9,000

9,000

9,000

gal

8,000

8,000

8,000

8,000

lb
gal
lb
day

4,000
8,000
500
2.8
(max dose)

4,000
8,000
500
8.8
(avg dose)

4,000
8,000
500
18
(avg dose)

4,000
8,000
500
Included

lb/day
lb
gal
day

4,500
(max dose)
50,000
8,000
10

1,200
(avg dose)
50,000
8,000
30

450
(avg dose)
50,000
8,000
70

300
(avg dose)
50,000
8,000
Included

kWh/day

3,200

1,000

500

Included

gal/day

22,500
(max dose)

7,500
(avg dose)

3,750
(avg dose)

Included

Unit
MGD
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
lb/day
lb/day
lb/day
Trade
Percent
lb/gal
gal/day
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Operations and Maintenance: Standard system operating procedures are described as
follows. When the OSHG system is energized either locally or remotely from the storage tank
level, a solenoid valve opens on the potable water feed pipe, and water flows through the water
softener. Softened water is then fed into the brine tank, where salt dissolves to form a 30% brine
solution, which is further diluted to a 12:1 water-to-brine ratio solution before the electrode
electrolyzer. This solution is pumped through the electrolytic cells, where a low-voltage direct
current is applied to the brine to produce a typical 0.8% hypochlorite solution. The solution is
then fed into the storage tank; from there the metering pumps inject the solution as needed.
When the hypochlorite tank levels reach a low-level set point, the onsite generation system
automatically starts and fills the tank and is turned off on high tank level.
Periodic electrode cell cleaning is required to keep the electrolyzer working efficiently. Typically
one or two mild acid washes a year should keep the electrolyzer clean of calcium carbonate
build up. Pumps are a main part of the system. For reliability the pumps should be kept on a
regular maintenance interval. Daily analytical measurements of chlorine concentration,
hypochlorite and brine volumes, and electrode cell power demand should be taken to confirm
the system is operating effectively.
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Alternative 3 Level of Service
Table 10 describes the levels of service that would be provided by a new 0.8% sodium
hypochlorite onsite generation, storage and feed system.
Table 10:

Alternative 3: Levels of Service

Level of Service Goal
Improved Safety for
Staff

Improved Safety for the
Public
Simplicity of
Operations
Reliability of the
System
Economical Life Cycle

Compatibility with
Existing System

Alternative 3
0.8% liquid sodium hypochlorite is a non-hazardous solution due
to the low concentration of Cl2. The 6% liquid hypochlorite used
for standby chemical storage is still a hazardous concentration
and therefore similar safety procedures should be followed for 6%
hypo as 12.5% hypo.
As long as acids are kept away from the 6% liquid hypochlorite
storage area there would be little risk of offsite public exposure to
chlorine gas.
The onsite sodium hypochlorite generator equipment is more
complex and has a greater number of critical components than the
12.5% hypo storage and feed system (Alternative 2).
The system would be designed with redundant generators and
standby chemical storage.
Consumables costs associated with OSHG can be lower than the
cost of bulk 12.5% sodium hypochlorite. However at times when
12.5% hypo bulk costs are less than $0.60 per pound, the cost to
generate sodium hypochlorite onsite can be higher.
0.8% Liquid sodium hypochlorite can be accurately dosed at
equivalent rates as the existing chlorine gas system. Modifications
to the existing system could include installing new chlorine
injection equipment (water champ).
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Alternative 3 Estimated Cost
Capital Cost: Table 11 shows the estimated capital cost for a new onsite 0.8% sodium
hypochlorite generation storage and feed system.
Table 11:

Low Concentration (0.8%) Onsite Hypo Generation System
Probable Construction Cost Summary

Item
Description
Cost
Sodium Hypochlorite Generation Equipment (Housed in Tertiary Building)
1
OSHG System (2 x 600 lb/day Capacity)
$450,000
2
Equipment Installation & Startup
$30,000
Storage Tank Area
3
Site Work
$15,000
4
Tank Area Elevated Foundation
$40,000
5
Tank Area Concrete Equipment Pads
$10,000
6
Flood and Spill Concrete Containment Walls
$25,000
7
Stairs
$20,000
8
Brine Piping
$5,000
9
Brine Pumps
$10,000
10
Brine Tank
$30,000
11
Chemical Piping and Appurtenances
$50,000
12
Chemical Metering Pumps
$65,000
13
Two New Water Champs
$70,000
14
Tanks
$60,000
15
Emergency Eyewash Showers
$10,000
16
Concrete Coatings
$20,000
17
Electrical
$100,000
18
Instrumentation and Programming
$70,000
Project Subtotal: $1,080,000
Mobilization/Demobilization: $100,000
Contractor Overhead and Profit: $200,000
Project Total: $1,380,000
Pre Design Contingency @ 30%: $400,000
Total w/Contingency: $1,780,000
Typically, engineering and construction management are about 20% of construction cost and
therefore the projected budget for capital expenditures for Alternative 3 would be $2,140,000.
Consumables Cost: The consumables cost for OSHG is summarized in Table 12.
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Table 12:

Low Concentration (0.8%) Onsite Generation System
Consumables Cost Summary

Estimated lbs of Chlorine Used per Year

100,000 lbs
Unit Cost per lb
Salt Cost
$0.25
Electricity Cost
$0.24
Potable Water Cost
$0.05
Electrolytic Cell Replacement
Total Yearly Consumables Costs $0.66

Annual Cost
$25,000
$24,000
$5,000
$6,000
$60,000

Discussion of Non-Chlorine Disinfection Systems
Non-chlorine disinfection systems are not recommended for CAWD to implement at this time.
The two primary reasons why these are not recommended have to do with the capital cost
investment, questionable reduced O&M payback, and in the cases of UV and pasteurization
chlorine would still be required on-site for micro-filtration membrane bio-fouling control with
chloramines and for recycled water disinfection residual. The following provides a brief synopsis
of non-chlorine disinfection technologies.
Ultraviolet Light (UV) Disinfection: This disinfection technology utilizes UV wavelength light to
kill microorganisms and viruses. The 1998 HDR disinfection options study evaluated UV as a
disinfection alternative for disinfection at CAWD. UV disinfection was not recommended due to
cost and other factors including changes to the NPDES coliform limits. The HDR UV alternative
developed also assumed that liquid sodium hypochlorite would be required to be used during
wet weather to reduce the size of the UV disinfection system. Furthermore, the O&M costs cited
for UV were higher than for liquid hypochlorite in the HDR study.
Pasteurization: Pasteurization can be used to disinfect wastewater by heating the wastewater
to a temperature which kills microorganisms and viruses. The heating can be achieved via heat
exchangers which can utilize waste heat from various sources such as engine generators
powered by digester gas. This approach is currently being tested at full scale wastewater
treatment plants and there are promising advantages to this technology at WWTP which have
significant amounts of excess waste heat. However, CAWD does not currently have a source of
excess waste heat, as the waste heat which does exist should be used to heat the digesters.
Therefore, the capital costs associated with pasteurization at CAWD do not appear to be
justified without a significant source of onsite waste heat.
Ozone: Ozone is a strong oxidant and virucide which is effective in disinfecting wastewater.
Ozone is generated onsite because it is unstable and quickly decomposes to elemental oxygen.
Ozone generator equipment and ancillary equipment is complex and requires specialized
training. The capital cost for an ozone system would include construction of: ozone generation
equipment, ozone contact vessel (or contact pipeline), and ozone destruct equipment for offgasses from the ozone contactor. Generation of ozone onsite is power intensive. The EPA
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estimates that 90 kW of continuous load is required to disinfect 1 MGD of wastewater and
therefore the cost of power for ozone disinfection would be greater than $100,000 a year for
CAWD. The annual power costs would therefore exceed the average annual cost of 12.5%
liquid sodium hypochlorite. Due to the complexity of the operations, high capital costs and high
power costs, ozone is not recommended for further evaluation for the CAWD WWTP at this
time.

Costs Comparison
The estimated capital cost, yearly consumables, risk management planning and liability
insurance costs for the three chlorine alternatives presented are summarized in Table 13.
Table 13:

Estimated Costs Comparison

Initial Estimated Capital Cost
10-year Projected Capital
Improvements
Consumables Cost per year
Estimated Total Capital
Replacement Value(d)
20-Year Present Worth of
Costs(e)
20-year Annual Cost(f)(g)

Alternative 1
Cl2 Gas w/ Scrubber
$910,000

Alternative 2
12.5% Hypo
$960,000

Alternative 3
OSHG
$2,140,000

$500,000

$0

$0

$30,000

(a)

$100,000

(b)

$60,000(c)

§$2,500,000

§$1,000,000

§$2,200,000

$2,010,000

$2,960,000

$3,340,000

$100,000

$148,000

$167,000

Notes:
(a) Based upon gas chlorine cost of $0.30/lb. and 100,000 lb Cl2 per year usage.
(b) Based upon bulk sodium hypochlorite cost of $1.00/lb. and 100,000 lb Cl2 per year usage (Historical variations in
hypochlorite cost range from $0.40/lb to $2.50/lb).
(c) See Table 12 for OSHG Consumables Cost Summary.
(d) Capital replacement value estimates the total cost of assets if they were completely replaced in 2012 dollars.
(e) 20-year present worth includes capital and consumable cost, and assumes no inflation.
(f) Assumes consumables cost plus straight line amortization of capital cost.
(g) Labor is not included as alternatives can be operated by existing plant staff.

The economic comparison in Table 13 shows that the lowest overall cost option is Alternative 1,
maintaining the existing gas chlorine feed system. The significant cost advantage of the gas
chlorine system is that it utilizes existing structures and existing equipment. If chlorine gas was
being evaluated as a completely new storage and feed system, it would most likely have a
20-year present worth of about $3,000,000.
The market price of 12.5% bulk hypochlorite used in Alternative 2 can change significantly from
year to year, as it has for periods in the past. 12.5% sodium hypochlorite volatility could either
decrease or increase the total cost of Alternative 2 on an annual basis. The use of $1.00 per
pound of chlorine for hypo is conservative.
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Alternative 3 costs are slightly higher than Alternative 2 and there does not appear to major
economic driver toward Alternative 3 and an OSHG disinfection system except if the price of
12.5% sodium hypochlorite increased significantly for an extended period of time. As discussed
below the decision to use OSHG would likely need to be a public policy decision based on
reducing transportation of hazardous chemicals on local highways.

Level of Service Comparison
The desired levels of service for each alternative are compared side by side in Table 14.
Table 14:

Do Alternatives Meet Level of Service Goals?

Level of Service Goal
Improved Safety for Staff
Improved Safety for the Public
Simplicity of Operations
Reliability of the System
Economical Annual Cost
Compatibility with Existing
System

Alternative 1
Cl2 Gas w/ Scrubber
Partial Improvement
Partial Improvement
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Alternative 2
12.5% Hypo
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Alternative 3
OSHG
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Risk Comparison
Table 15 compares the risks associated with each alternative relatively, therefore the
comparison is not meant to assign how likely the risk could occur, but is based on the likelihood
compared relatively with the other alternatives.
Table 15:

Relative Risk Comparison

Risk
Chemical Exposure above Safe
Levels (onsite and offsite)
Free Chlorine Damage to
Micro-Filtration Membranes
NPDES Permit Violations
Recycled Water Permit
Violations

Alternative 2
Alternative 1
Cl2 Gas w/ Scrubber 12.5% Hypo
Higher Risk
Moderate Risk

Alternative 3
OSHG
Lower Risk

Equal Risk

Equal Risk

Equal Risk

Lower Risk
Equal Risk

Lower Risk
Equal Risk

Moderate Risk
Equal Risk
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Apparent Best Alternative
The cost savings associated with continuing to use chlorine gas for disinfection at CAWD would
be about $1 million over the next 20 years when compared to 12.5% sodium hypochlorite.
However, the level of service desired by CAWD plant staff in terms of safety would not be
completely met by continued use of chlorine gas, though the current level of safety would be
improved by upgrading piping systems and adding a scrubber to treat leaks originating in the
one-ton storage room. Kennedy/Jenks has not conducted a detailed probability based risk
analysis for harmful exposures offsite or onsite resulting from chlorine gas leaks for the CAWD
system and cannot verify the risk analyses conducted by Montgomery Watson in their 1993
Offsite Consequence Analysis. Therefore, it is difficult to quantify a dollar amount to place on
the potential damage to human health that would be added to the cost of Alternative 1 to
account for possible future exposure to chlorine gas. It is conceivable that $1 million in costs
could be incurred by CAWD in a law suit if a person or persons were affected by a chlorine gas
release in the next 20 years.
The 20-year present worth for OSHG shows that this is the highest cost alternative. The
decision to choose OSHG as the disinfection alternative would be a public policy decision as
there has been increasing public pressure to discontinue the transport of hazardous chemicals
on public highways and in residential areas. OSHG eliminates most of this public concern and is
therefore increasing in prominence for public water and wastewater utilities.
Based on the desires of CAWD staff for improved safety and operational simplicity, it appears
that Alternative 2, disinfection with 12.5% liquid sodium hypochlorite, is the best apparent
alternative for improvements at this time. The total replacement cost for hypo assets is lower
than any other alternative. 12.5% liquid sodium hypochlorite is the most frequent chlorine gas
conversion in the industry with the majority of municipal WWTP using this disinfection approach.
However, CAWD should consider possible future public pressures associated with increased
trucking of hazardous chemicals to the WWTP. If public policy associated with hazardous
chemicals transport dictates over the life-cycle cost than OSHG may be a more preferable
alternative for CAWD to consider.
If CAWD decides to move forward with implementing a 12.5% liquid sodium hypochlorite
disinfection system, Kennedy/Jenks recommends that this be built to replace the current
chlorine gas system within the next 5 years. The estimated schedule from start of design to
completion of construction of a new 12.5% liquid sodium hypochlorite would be in the range of
52 weeks.
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Evaluation of Alternatives for WWTP Effluent Pump Station Reliability Improvements
K/J 1268007*01

Purpose
This memorandum presents a condition assessment and evaluation of alternatives for
sustaining and improving the effluent pump station (EPS) at the Carmel Area Wastewater
District (District/CAWD) wastewater treatment plant (WWTP). This evaluation is being
performed as part of a 15-year capital improvement plan currently being developed for the
CAWD WWTP.

Effluent Pump Station Flows
The EPS is used to pump treated secondary effluent and reverse osmosis (RO) concentrate
reject to the outfall diffuser system in Carmel Bay. Average daily flow at the EPS was
0.6 million-gallons per day (mgd) over the last four years of record (Jan 2008 – April 2012). In
contrast, the maximum-day flow over the same period was 4.1 mgd. A histogram of daily flows
for the period of record is shown in Figure 1.
For the four year period of record, daily effluent flow was less than 4.0 mgd 99.8% of the time.
During normal dry weather operations, the flow rate to the EPS is limited primarily to the RO
concentrate reject stream produced in the recycled water treatment facility, as the rest of the
treated wastewater is reused as recycled water. This concentrate reject pumping in the EPS
accounts for the majority of pumping in the pump station as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1:

Effluent Pump Station (Jan 2008 - April 2012)

The peak flows that are pumped by the EPS during high wet weather flow conditions are
reduced by the fact that CAWD operations staff utilizes 0.5 million-gallons of equalization
storage upstream of the EPS to trim the influent peak flows into the treatment train. During the
period of record the maximum influent flow rate was 7.8 mgd and the maximum flow rate in the
EPS was 5.4 mgd. CAWD staff reports that influent peak wet weather flows have exceeded
10 mgd for brief periods prior to 2008. A sustained influent flow event of 10 mgd lasting over
5 hours could be equalized in the 0.5 million-gallon storage basin to reduce the sustained flow
of the EPS to 8 mgd. Furthermore, in extreme cases CAWD operations could utilize the
equalization basin below the tertiary building (often referred to as the FEB) to store
272,000 gallons of additional volume.
The information used to determine a basis for the firm capacity for the EPS in this evaluation
includes: flow data (Jan 2008 – April 2012), reports of 10 mgd influent peak wet weather flows
prior to 2008, and the equalization storage capabilities at the WWTP. From this information an
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EPS firm capacity of 8 mgd (5,600 gpm1) is used in this pre-design evaluation as a basis for the
alternatives evaluations.
The ratio between firm capacity for peak flows of 8 mgd (5,600 gpm) and average-day effluent
flow 0.6 mgd (420 gpm) is very high (13:1). This high turndown ratio has resulted in effluent
pumps that are sized to meet peak flow demands and are not optimized for common duty
conditions.

Effluent Pump Station Configuration
The pump station is configured with a wet well and dry well. A single dry-pit submersible pump
(jockey pump) was installed to handle concentrate reject from the recycled water facility and is
used for pumping most of the pump station effluent (Figure 2). This is an end-suction centrifugal
pump with a screw-type impeller, suitable for stringy solids. It is driven by a 7.9-hp, 1750-rpm,
submersible-duty motor, and has a nameplate duty condition of 390 gpm (0.56 mgd) at 22 feet
of head.

Figure 2:

1

Jockey Pump

gpm = gallons per minute
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During a recent pump test, the jockey pump produced 780 gpm (1.1 mgd) with a level of 6.7 feet
in the wet well. Motor current was measured at 11.1 amps during this test vs. a nameplate
current rating of 11.0 amps. Water level in the wet well was higher than usual to facilitate flow
testing while flows into the lift station were low. This caused jockey-pump output to be artificially
high during the test, but still about as expected when operating at 1750 rpm.
The jockey pump is connected to an adjustable-frequency drive (AFD) that automatically
modulates pump speed to maintain wet-well water level within a narrow operating band. CAWD
operations staff report no problems with the jockey pump; however, access to the pump
discharge valve is limited (Figure 3). This is a difficulty when the District needs to service the
check valve.

Figure 3:

EPS Discharge Valves

Two high-service pumps are provided for peak-flow events (Figure 4). Their drive shafts connect
75- hp vertical motors on the top floor to the end-suction high-service pumps in the dry well.
Each high-service pump is a 1,160-rpm Fairbanks-Morse solids handling unit, with a nameplate
duty condition of 5,000 gpm (7.2 mgd) at 41 feet of head.
At full speed (1160 rpm), output from the two high-service pumps far exceeds flows entering the
wet well. Thus, adjustable-frequency drives are used to reduce pump speed and rate of flow.
The high-service pumps have been generally reliable, although CAWD staff has observed
noticeable vibration during the infrequent times that they operate. There is some concern that
the vibration may be related to the drive shafts and bearings, which could lead to total pump
failure during a peak-flow event.
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Figure 4:

High-Service Pumps

In addition to effluent pumps, the dry well also contains two treated-water (No. 3 Water) pumps
(Figure 5). These are no longer in use; however, the District wishes to keep these pumps as
emergency backup for the primary No. 3 Water Pump System.
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Figure 5:

Treated Water (No. 3 Water) Pumps

The concrete pump station structure was constructed in the early 1970’s. It consists of belowgrade wet and dry wells that contain the pumps and mechanical piping, and an above-grade
building structure for the motors and related electrical gear.
District staff report moderate water intrusion through existing pipe penetrations. Water leakage
into the dry well is pumped back to the wet well with a small sump pump. CAWD staff is
concerned that there is insufficient air gap to separate the sump-pump discharge from water
stored in the wet well. This could lead to flooding of the dry well if the sump pump system failed
and water levels in the wet well siphoned back to the dry well. Otherwise, the concrete structure
appears to be in good condition.
All pumps are controlled automatically from a Tesco programmable logic controller (PLC-6)
using level sensing from the wet well (Figure 6). PLC-6 is considered serviceable; however,
CAWD staff report that the system is not user-friendly. This was evident during the K/J
witnessed performance testing earlier this year when it became difficult for CAWD staff to
operate the pumps manually.
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Figure 6:

Existing PLC-6

Instrumentation (level, flow and pressure) is generally adequate for normal day-to-day needs;
however, level feedback to the PLC is limited to a single level transmitter. Failure of this
instrument could lead to complete failure of the pump control system, and related alarms.
Adjustable-frequency drives are approximately 7 – 8 years old and are considered serviceable.
However, the existing electrical switchgear appears to be original equipment (i.e. 1970 vintage),
and beyond its useful life. CAWD staff is concerned that there may be reliability and safety
issues with this gear, given the corrosive atmosphere in the building and the absence of recent
electrical maintenance. In addition, replacement parts for the switchgear are no longer available.
The last known failure of the pump system occurred about 10 years ago during winter high-flow
conditions at nighttime. Although the exact nature of the failure is unknown it is known that the
failure was related to the pump station electrical or control systems. CAWD operations staff
report that the failure resulted in complete non-operation of the pumps and required about three
hours for a staff electrical technician to correct the issue, once they were alerted to the problem.
A spill would have been likely had the pump station been out of service much longer.

Pump Station Analysis
Hydraulics
The EPS conveys treated effluent 0.7 miles to discharge through a subsurface diffuser into
Carmel Bay, via a 24-inch transmission main. Although the hydraulic grade elevation in the wet
well (el. 8 feet – 10 feet) is higher than Carmel Bay (el. 2.4 feet at max high tide), the maximum
elevation of the pipeline, which passes over a ridge, is approximately 31 feet. Therefore,
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pumping is required to convey effluent to the high point. A vacuum-relief valve at the high point
allows water to flow by gravity to Carmel Bay (Figure 7).

Figure 7:

Hydraulic Profile for Ocean Outfall

Typically, the dry-weather pumping head is in the range of 25 – 27 feet, while approximately
30 feet of total-pumping head is required at 8 mgd.
Backpressure from the outfall diffuser system does not influence pump output until flows would
approach 12 mgd, which is considerably higher than historical peak flows. As a result, most of
the pumping head is static over the usual range of flows.

Jockey Pump
The maximum sustainable capacity of the jockey pump is 720 gpm (1.04 mgd) based on the
manufacturer’s performance curve. High levels in the wet well can cause the pump to exceed
this flow (at full speed); however, this could cause an overcurrent condition for the submersible
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motor, which is rated for 11.0 amps. The manufacturer’s performance curve is shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 8:

Jockey Pump Performance

As a practical limit, the minimum sustainable flow for the jockey pump is about 200 gpm, which
is equivalent to the typical dry-weather night-time flow entering the treatment plant. While the
pump can safely produce lower flows, efficiency drops off dramatically below 200 gpm.
Hydraulic efficiency of the jockey pump is about 68%. Motor efficiency is between 80% - 84% at
average-daily flows. This yields an effective wire-to-water efficiency of about 56%, which is
considerably lower than could be achieved with a pump designed for clean-water service e.g.
vertical turbine.
On average, the jockey pump consumes approximately 130 kW-hrs/million-gallon (Mgal)
pumped. This is equivalent to about 28,000 kW-hrs per year at an average-daily flow of
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0.6 mgd. Annual cost of effluent pumping is about $3,100 assuming an average loaded rate for
electricity of $0.11 per kW-hr2.

High-Service Pumps
Maximum sustainable capacity of each high-service pump is between 8 – 9 mgd. At maximum
speed, the high-service pumps can deliver approximately 7,000 gpm (10 mgd); however,
efficiency is low and this would likely cause an overcurrent condition for the existing 75-hp
motors (Figure 9). These pumps operate near their best-efficiency point (BEP) when running at
75% speed, which yields about 4,200 gpm.

Figure 9:

2

High-Service Pump Performance

Average loaded rate is based on PG&E schedule E-19 and includes both energy and demand charges.
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The high-service pumps are more efficient than the jockey pump; however, they operate
infrequently compared to the jockey pump, so they have very little effect on annual energy
consumption at the effluent pump station.

Firm-Capacity
The firm-capacity of the existing pump station is approximately 6,100 gpm (8.9 mgd) with one
high-service pump operating at 93% speed, and the jockey pump operating at 100% speed.
This is the maximum sustainable flow for the pump station, with one high-service pump out of
service or as standby.
By comparison, maximum-day influent flow for the pump station is about 4.1 mgd, and the peak
flow could reach 5,600 gpm (8 mgd) with equalization reducing reported 10 mgd influent wet
weather flows. Thus, the pump station has adequate capacity to handle historical peak flows
without causing water to back up into upstream processes at the WWTP.

Wet Well Capacity
The effluent pumps take suction from an adjacent wet well. Disinfected secondary-treated
wastewater from the chlorine-contact tank spills over a weir before entering the wet well. The
weir crest is at elevation 10.60 feet; and the pump suction nozzle is at elevation 4.3 feet
(approximate).
Under normal conditions, the maximum effective water-surface elevation should be about
10.10 feet, which provides 0.50 feet of freeboard under the weir crest. Water levels above
elevation 10.60 could cause water levels to increase in the chlorine-contact tank, which could
affect treatment performance.
The minimum recommended water-surface elevation to prevent vortices from forming in the wet
well varies depending on the pump output. A minimum of 4.2-feet of submergence is
recommended over the suction bell of the high-service pumps, based on criteria established in
Hydraulic-Institute Standard 9.8-1998 (Pump Intake Design). Thus, the minimum recommended
water-surface elevation for the high-service pumps should be set at elevation 8.5 feet (el.
4.3 feet + 4.2 feet).
Wet-well geometry yields about 2,500 gallons of storage per foot of depth. The maximum and
minimum allowable water levels yield a working depth of 1.6-feet, for an effective volume of
4,000 gallons.
The function of the wet well is to provide enough working storage to prevent the pumps from
over cycling, which can lead to overheating of the motor and premature failure. Pumps started
with adjustable-frequency drives should not cycle more than twelve times per hour in order to
prevent the motor windings from overheating. Using this criteria, the high-service pumps require
3,500 gallons of working storage to prevent over cycling, assuming a minimum pump output of
2,800 gpm (4.1 mgd). If the two high-service pumps are automatically alternated between lead
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and lag, these pumps require 1,700 gallons of working storage. Thus, it appears that the
existing wet well has sufficient capacity to prevent excessive cycling of the high-service pumps.

Evaluation Criteria
Level of Service Goals
Suggested level of service goals are detailed herein for the EPS to serve as a basis for
identifying improvements needed at the EPS to meet required service levels. Table 1 identifies
suggested level of service goals for the effluent pump station.
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Minimize energy costs.
Minimize maintenance costs.
Minimize staffing costs.

Staffing
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Limit level excursions to  2X year.
Zero roof leaks.
Zero water intrusion from wet well to dry well.

x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

kW-hrs/Mgal pumped.
$/yr spent on equipment replacement and repairs.
Maintenance hours/year.
Operations hours/year.
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Suction and discharge pressure gages on all pumps.
Gage selection adequate to allow accurate measurements (gage error 
2%) of pressure.
Effluent flowmeter error  5% over maximum (10:1) operating range.
All instruments inspected weekly and calibrated annually.
Level transmitter is suitable for measuring water levels in the wet well.
Backup level instruments installed for emergency control automation and
alarms.
All daily discharge-flow volumes recorded in SCADA database for previous
three years
Peak-hour flow recorded for previous three years of record.

x
x
x
x
x
x

Maintain wet-well level below influent weir at all times.

Service-Level Metrics

x

Functionality

Financial Efficiency

Automatically maintain level in
the wet well within allowable
limits.
Adequate to protect critical
equipment from environment.

Ability to validate NPDES
compliance.

Ability to provide real-time
process feedback for control
automation.

Energy Consumption
Maintenance

Building Structures

Controls and Automation

Instrumentation

Adequate firm-capacity to
prevent flooding of upstream
treatment processes.

Design Capacity

Capability to accurately
measure critical performance
and maintenance metrics.

Service-Level Objective

Effluent Pump Station Suggested Level of Service Goals

Service Category

Table 1:
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Equipment downtime [hrs/yr].

Mean-time between failures.
NPSH margin  1.2.
Pumps operate within allowable operating region (AOR)3.
Number of emergency repairs/year.

x
x
x
x
x

Confined-space entries / year.
All O&M staff receives annual training.
No OSHA violations
Arc-flash labels/placards on all electrical switchgear.
Lockout/tag-out capability for all equipment.

x
x
x
x
x

Safety

Installed spare for all critical equipment.

x

Reliability

Service-Level Metrics

© Kennedy/Jenks Consultants, Inc.

Hydraulic Institute, American National Standard for Centrifugal and Vertical Pumps for Allowable Operating Region (ANSI/HI 9.6.3-1997).

Minimize use of confinedspaces for equipment requiring
maintenance.
Comply with OSHA
requirements for arc-flash
hazard mitigation.

Maintain continuous NPDES
permit compliance.
Minimize lead time required to
effect equipment repairs.
Spare-parts on hand for longlead critical items.
Minimize failure rates for critical
systems
Suitable for expected range of
operation and service
Replace unserviceable
equipment before critical failure
occurs.

Service-Level Objective
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Electrical Hazards

Confined-Space Hazards

Equipment Mortality

Equipment Selection

Pump Station Failures

Emergency Responses

Redundancy

Service Category
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Level of Service Failures
While the pump station has adequate capacity to handle anticipated peak-hour and maximumday flows, the existing pump station does not achieve the following suggested level-of-service
criteria:
x

Electrical gear and PLC have outlived their useful service life, which reduces EPS
reliability.

x

Electrical gear has not been verified to meet arc flash safety requirements.

x

Instrumentation and other mechanical equipment in the dry well could be subjected to
flooding or corrosion failure.

x

Absence of backup level instrumentation in the wet well reduces overall reliability of the
pump station. Loss of the primary level instrument could cause automatic level control to
fail, resulting in flooding of upstream processes, and ultimately, an overflow at the wet
well and possible NPDES permit violation.

x

Roof leaks could lead to water damage and short circuit in the electrical gear, which
could lead to a complete failure of the pump station.

x

Sump-pump piping is configured in a way that could lead to back-siphon flooding of the
dry well. Existing motors for 3W pumps, and recirculation pumps would be damaged.

x

Excessive vibration of high-service pumps will accelerate wear on the pump and motor
bearings, leading to premature pump failure and/or cracks in the floor.

x

Age of existing electrical switchgear is beyond its functional service life and limits the
availability of spare-parts due to obsolescence.

x

Wire-to-water electrical efficiency of the jockey pump is approximately 58%, compared to
a maximum practical efficiency of about 76%4. Optimizing jockey-pump efficiency could
potentially save approximately $1,000 in annual energy costs.

Alternatives Analysis
The following pumping-improvement alternatives were considered:

4

x

Alternative 1: Maintain Existing Pump Configuration and Replace Electrical Gear (with or
without Additional Portable Pump Redundancy)

x

Alternative 2: Replace All Pumps (Vertical Turbines)

Maximum practical wire-to-water efficiency is the product of hydraulic efficiency (80%) and motor
efficiency (95%).
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x

Alternative 3: Replace All Pumps (Dry-Pit Submersibles)

Alternative 1: Maintain Existing Pump Configuration and Replace Electrical Gear
In general, the existing pumps and support systems have been reliable with only one failure
noted in the last 10+ years having to do with electrical systems. The existing pumps can provide
a firm capacity (6,100 gpm), meeting the peak flow demands (5,600 gpm). This means that the
pump station can deliver the maximum anticipated flow with one high-service pump out of
service. It is conceivable that the high-service pumps and motors could last for another 15 years
or more if excessive vibration is corrected and with routine maintenance and periodic rebuilds.
The existing electrical switchgear, MCC and programmable-logic controller (PLC) should be
replaced to improve reliability. It is assumed that the existing pump adjustable frequency drives
(AFDs) would be reused.
Flooding of the dry well should not prevent the existing pump station from functioning because:
y
x

The jockey pump is rated for immersible service.
Motors for the high-service pumps are located above the maximum water surface.

Energy consumption is 130 kW-hr/Mgal, which is equivalent to 28,000 kW-hours per year at an
average-daily flow of 0.6 mgd. Annual energy cost is approximately $3,100 assuming an
average loaded rate of $0.11 per kW-hr.
Elements of the existing system which have been identified as needing improvement to maintain
the desired levels of service include:
y

Repair roof leaks / rebuild roof membrane.

y

Install backup level instrumentation in the wet well.

y

Replace switchgear and MCC and relocate existing AFDs.

y

Replace PLC.

y

Demolish unused Return-Water Pump.

y

Replace and relocate No 3 Water Pumps.

y

Elevate sump pump discharge to provide air break above top floor elevation.

y

Perform periodic (annual) thermal imaging of switchgear and adjustable frequency
drives.

y

Megger motor leads (annual).

y

Monitor and correct vibration of pumps and motors.
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y

Install bypass connection to forcemain, purchase trailer-mounted pumps (optional).

Leaks in the roof should be repaired as soon as possible, and the roof membrane rebuilt.
Ambient humidity is high due to the proximity to the coast, and foggy conditions are common.
Temperature in the electrical room should be maintained 10 to 15° F above the dew point, at all
times or a dehumidifier installed. This should be sufficient to prevent condensation on the
concrete walls and other surfaces that could lead to corrosion or other damage.
The No. 3 Water Pumps could be replaced with vertical turbines, located above the wet well.
Condition of the pump and motor bearings can be monitored by taking vibration measurements
and noting any excessive upward trends. Quarterly vibration measurements should be taken at
multiple speeds between the minimum and maximum operating speeds. If a resonant frequency
is observed, the corresponding adjustable-frequency drive should be configured to avoid
resonance.
As an option to increase reliability, installing a bypass connection to the existing forcemain pipe
to the outfall would allow portable pumps to bypass the effluent pump station. Portable pumps
for added redundancy and reliability would only be used on rare occasions at the EPS and so
should be sized so they can be used for a wide range of pumping needs around the WWTP for
maintenance activities and in emergencies. A pump with an engine rated for approximately
40 horsepower (hp) should be sufficient to discharge the maximum-day flow of 4.1 mgd and
therefore two engine pumps of this size could be used to provide emergency pumping up to 8
mgd. Alternatively, three 25-hp portable pumps could be used to provide 8 mgd capacity and
may be more desirable as pumps of this size would provide more versatility for other uses
around the plant.

Alternative 1 Estimated Cost
Capital Cost: Table 2 shows the estimated probable construction cost for improvements to the
existing effluent pump station.
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Table 2:

Alternative 1: Replace Electrical Gear and Maintain Existing Pump
Configuration Estimated Probable Construction Cost Estimate

Item
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

Description
Effluent Pump Station Building Modifications
Repair roof leaks
Rebuild roof membrane
Ventilation System
Building Subtotal
Mechanical Modifications
Replace & relocate backup No 3 Water pumps & piping
Bypass connection to outfall pipeline
Allowance for correcting existing pump vibration issues
Three (3) Trailer-mounted self-priming pumps (25 hp)
Mechanical Subtotal

Cost

$30,000
$25,000
$20,000
$60,000
$135,000

Electrical Modifications
Rewire No 3 Water pump
Install backup level transducer at wet well
Replace MCC and Switchgear
Replace PLC
Conduit & Wire
Electrical Subtotal

$10,000
$5,000
$300,000
$90,000
$40,000
$445,000

Project Subtotal:

$645,000

$5,000
$30,000
$30,000
$65,000

Mobilization/Demobilization:
$65,000
Contractor Overhead and Profit:
$107,000
Project Total:
$817,000
Pre Design Contingency @ 30%:
$245,000
Total with Contingency: $1,062,000
Typically, engineering and construction management for a project of this size and complexity
would be about 30% of construction cost and therefore the projected budget for capital
expenditures for Alternative 1 would be $1,381,000.
If the trailer-mounted portable pumps were removed from this alternative the projected budget
for capital expenditures for Alternative 1 would be $1,197,000.
Operation and Maintenance Costs: The following recurring costs should be planned for
Alternative No. 1:
x

$3,100 per year (electricity)
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x

$2,000 per year (Additional Predictive Maintenance cost to account for age of pumps, i.e
Megger Testing and Thermal Imaging)

Alternative 2: Replace Effluent Pumps with Vertical Turbines
This alternative consists of replacing the existing pumps with vertical turbine units installed
outdoors on the deck of the existing wet well. The new pumps and motors would improve
reliability, while also providing an opportunity to improve energy efficiency if the pump selection
is optimized for typical loadings.
Although the existing pumps are rated for solids handling typical of raw wastewater, disinfected
secondary effluent has very low suspended solids and the particles are extremely small. This
type of treated wastewater can be safely pumped with conventional water-service pumps.
Conventional vertical turbine pumps are often more efficient than end-suction solids-handling
pumps (80+% vs. 68%), when properly designed for the typical duty conditions.
Additional energy savings are also realized by using a premium-efficiency vertical motor for all
pumps. For example, the immersible-duty motor for the jockey pump has a nominal efficiency
rating of 85%, compared to a 94% efficiency rating for a typical premium-efficiency vertical
motor.
Three identical pumps, each rated for 2,800 gpm at 30 feet of head, would be sufficient to
provide a firm capacity of 5,600 gpm (8 mgd) with one unit as a standby. This configuration
assumes that the spare aeration basin could be continued to be used for flow equalization
during peak-flow events. Pumps of this size would provide better flexibility and improved
efficiency at low flows. Flow at the rated condition should be specified to be 20% - 30% greater
than the flow at the best-efficiency point, depending on the shape of the pump curve. Specifying
the rated condition in this way will allow energy efficiency to increase as the pump slows down
to accommodate average flows.
New adjustable-frequency drives should be installed for the pumps. They should be configured
during startup to limit the minimum speed corresponding to the minimum specific energy (i.e.
kW-hr/Mgal). This will cause the pump to operate near its best efficiency point when it is
operating at minimum speed.
Pump output at minimum speed will exceed the average daily flow, most of the time. This can
be accommodated by cycling the pumps to maintain levels in the wet-well between elevation 7-ft
and 10-ft.

Alternative 2 Estimated Cost
Capital Cost: Table 3 shows the estimated probable construction cost for Alternative No. 2.
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Table 3: Alternative 2: Replace Effluent Pumps with Vertical Turbines
Estimated Probable Construction Cost Estimate
Item

Description
Effluent Pump Station Building Modifications
Repair roof leaks
Rebuild roof membrane
Ventilation System
Building Subtotal
Mechanical Modifications
Replace & relocate backup No 3 Water pumps & piping
Install 3 X 30 hp vertical turbines (2,800 gpm @ 30 ft)
Discharge laterals w/ check and isolation valves
Demolish existing pumps
Pump manifold and connection to outfall pipeline
Mechanical Subtotal

$30,000
$80,000
$60,000
$20,000
$80,000
$270,000

9

Structural Modifications
Modifications to accommodate 3 vertical turbines
Structural Subtotal

$60,000
$60,000

10
11
12
13
14

Electrical Modifications
Rewire 3W pump and recirculation pump
Install backup level transducer at wet well
New MCC and Switchgear
Replace PLC
Conduit & Wire
Electrical Subtotal

$10,000
$5,000
$300,000
$90,000
$80,000
$485,000

Project Subtotal:

$880,000

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

Cost
$5,000
$30,000
$30,000
$65,000

Mobilization/Demobilization:
$88,000
Contractor Overhead and Profit:
$145,000
Project Total: $1,113,000
Pre Design Contingency @ 30%:
$334,000
Total with Contingency: $1,447,000
Engineering and construction management is estimated to be about 30% of construction cost
for a project of this size and complexity and therefore the projected budget for capital
expenditures for Alternative 2 would be $1,881,000.
Operations and Maintenance Costs: The following recurring costs should be planned for
Alternative No. 2:
x

$2,400 per year (electricity)
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x

Recurring costs for routine preventative maintenance is considered negligible for this
alternative.

Alternative 3: Replace Effluent Pumps with Dry-Pit Submersible Pumps
This alternative consists of replacing the existing pumps with three identical submersible solidshandling pumps. The new pumps and motors would improve reliability, while also providing an
opportunity to improve energy efficiency if the pump selection is optimized for typical loadings.
Vibration would be reduced by eliminating the drive shafts and the additional rigidity of installing
the close-coupled pump and motor assembly to floor of the dry well.
Pump efficiency would be slightly less than for the vertical turbine units (75% - 80%), and motor
efficiency for the submersible motors would be around 85%.
Three identical pumps, each rated for 2,800 gpm at 30 feet of head, would be sufficient to
provide a firm capacity of 5,600 gpm (8 mgd). Flow at the rated condition should be specified to
be 20% - 30% greater than the flow at the best-efficiency point, depending on the shape of the
pump curve. Specifying the rated condition in this way will allow energy efficiency to increase as
the pump slows down.
New adjustable-frequency drives should be installed for the pumps. They should be configured
during startup to limit the minimum speed corresponding to the minimum specific energy (i.e.
kW-hrs/Mgal). This will cause the pump to operate near its best efficiency point when it is
operating at minimum speed.
Pump output at minimum speed will exceed the average daily flow, most of the time. This can
be accommodated by cycling the pumps to maintain levels in the wet-well between elevation
7 feet and 10 feet.

Alternative 3 Estimated Cost
Capital Cost: Table 4 shows the estimated probable construction cost for Alternative No. 3.
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Table 4:

Item
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

Alternative 3: Replace Effluent Pumps with Dry-Pit Submersible
Pumps Estimated Probable Construction Cost Estimate
Description
Effluent Pump Station Building Modifications
Repair roof leaks
Rebuild roof membrane
Ventilation System
Building Subtotal
Mechanical Modifications
Replace & relocate backup No 3 Water pump & piping
Install 3 X 30 hp dry-pit submersibles (2,800 gpm @ 30 ft)
Discharge laterals w/ check and isolation valves
Demolish existing pumps
Pump manifold and connection to outfall pipeline
Mechanical Subtotal
Electrical Modifications
Rewire 3W pump and recirculation pump
Install backup level transducer at wet well
Replace MCC and Switchgear
Replace PLC
Conduit & Wire

Cost
$5,000
$30,000
$30,000
$65,000
$30,000
$100,000
$60,000
$20,000
$80,000
$290,000

Electrical Subtotal

$10,000
$5,000
$300,000
$90,000
$80,000
$485,000

Project Subtotal:

$840,000

Mobilization/Demobilization:
$84,000
Contractor Overhead and Profit:
$139,000
Project Total: $1,063,000
Pre Design Contingency @ 30%:
$319,000
Total with Contingency: $1,382,000
Typically, engineering and construction management for a project of this size and complexity
would be about 30% of construction cost and therefore the projected budget for capital
expenditures for Alternative 3 would be $1,797,000.
Operations and Maintenance Costs: The following recurring costs should be planned for
Alternative No. 3:
x

$2,400 per year (electricity)

x

Recurring costs for routine preventative maintenance is considered negligible for this
alternative.
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Summary of Alternatives
A summary of the capital and annual operations costs is provided in Table 5.
Table 5:

Estimated Costs Comparison
Alternative 1
Alternative 1
Maintain
Maintain
Existing Pumps Existing Pumps
Alternative 2
(No Portable
(Add Portable
New Vertical
Redundancy)
Redundancy) Turbine Pumps

Initial Estimated
Capital Cost
Annual Operation
and Maintenance
Costs
15-Year(a) Present
Worth of Costs(b)
15-year(a) Annual
Cost

Alternative 3
New Dry Pit
Submersible
Pumps

$1,197,000

$1,381,000

$1,881,000

$1,797,000

$5,100

$5,100

$2,400

$2,400

$1,274,000

$1,456,000(c)

$1,917,000

$1,833,000

$85,000

$97,000

$128,000

$122,000

Notes:
(a) 15-year evaluation of present worth is chosen based on expected life extension of existing pumps for
Alternative 1. Alternatives 2 and 3 would be expected to have longer useful lives.
(b) Present worth includes capital costs and electricity and additional maintenance costs and assumes zero inflation.
(c) Includes trailer mounted backup pumps as added redundancy (not included in other alternatives).

Apparent Best Alternative
The three alternatives are similar in that each alternative would improve the reliability of the
EPS, and as such each alternative is equally viable. The chosen alternative could be chosen on
lowest capital cost (Alternative 1 without portable pump redundancy), or could be based on a
combination of cost, increased useful life beyond 15 years, and increased safety and reliability
beyond that provided by the lowest cost alternative.
The minor operational cost savings related to improved energy efficiency of different pumps and
motors does not appear to significantly drive cost based selection of a preferred alternative.
However, there may be benefits in terms of rebate money from PG&E that could be applied to
the project if the energy reductions could be significant enough to attract PG&E interest. A more
energy efficient EPS could result in a reduction in power usage of approximately
7,000 kW hours per year.
The lowest capital cost alternative would be Alternative 1 without portable trailer-mounted pump
redundancy. If the source of existing pump vibration can be easily identified and eliminated
maintaining the existing pump station with the improvements under this alternative could extend
the life of the pump station such that it could reliably operate for ten to fifteen more years with
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suitable preventive maintenance. However, the existing pump suction and discharge valves
have been identified as assets with potential high risk. It is not known if the existing valves are
operable and therefore the valves should be inspected further. If the existing valves need to be
replaced, then the cost of Alternative 1 would increase.
Adding a bypass connection and trailer-mounted pumps to Alternative 1 would provide
additional redundancy and the trailer-mounted pumps could be used for various other
applications around the plant, such as to provide a backup system for the RAS pump station.
Alternative 2 simplifies maintenance on the pumps, and eliminates the need to enter the dry
well. Alternative 2 costs more compared to Alternative 1, but reduces annual energy costs by
approximately $1,000, annually. This alternative also improves overall reliability by renewing all
of the pumps, pump piping, and electrical gear, while eliminating the need for District staff to
enter the dry well for maintenance activities. Pumps can be easily pulled with a boom truck
without entering the building. The higher cost for this alternative may be justified if a monetary
value can be established for improved safety and ease of maintenance and additional life of the
pumps beyond 15 years. Alternative 2 does not include backup trailer-mounted pumps which
could be used in other areas of the WWTP.
Alternative 3 could pose construction sequencing challenges as the new pumps would need to
be built in the same location as the existing pumps. Furthermore, the dry-pit pumps would still
require CAWD staff to enter the dry well for pump maintenance. Also, removing the pumps is
more labor intensive (compared to Alternative 2), because the pump and motor assemblies
would have to be lifted through openings in the top floor. It would likely be necessary to reuse
much of the existing pump valves and piping which may not be in suitable condition for use in
the long term, therefore as is the case for Alternative 1, if existing piping and valves are found to
need replacement Alternative 3 cost would increase. Alternative 3 does not include backup
trailer-mounted pumps which could be used in other areas of the WWTP.
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Introduction
In April 2012, Kennedy/Jenks (K/J) completed a survey and rating of the assets at the Carmel
Area Wastewater District (CAWD) wastewater treatment plant (WWTP). In general, many
digestion system assets were categorized in less than average condition, and many are in need
of maintenance to preserve their ability to perform reliably. The digestion system as it exists
today is a composite of several digester improvement projects which began 80 years ago. In
1938 Digester 3 and the Sludge Holding tank were built, in 1960 Digester 2 was built, and in
1976 Digester 1 and the Digester Control Building were built. Because the digestion system was
not built as part of one single project the system lacks cohesive design criteria, making it difficult
to operate reliably to meet regulatory requirements for sludge treatment. In addition to the
phased construction and age of the digestion system, the digestion process does not have the
redundancy necessary to insure reliable anaerobic digestion if critical equipment fails. Based on
this, K/J recommended a predesign review of the digestion system to determine the
improvements necessary to reduce physical failure risks and add sufficient redundancy so that
the digestion system will perform reliably. The predesign review is presented in this technical
memorandum.
While age alone should not be used to determine when facilities need to be repaired or
replaced, it is a useful indicator to compare with industry benchmarks. General guidance of the
average useful life for wastewater treatment systems digesters are listed by several state
agencies and include:
x

x

State Water Resources Control Board – Division of Water Quality – Bulletin 54C, April
1983
o Digester Structure – 30 years
o Digester Equipment – 12 years
State Controller’s Office – Division of Local Governments Affairs – 1979
o Structures – 40 years
o Pumps – 15 years
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o
o
o
o

Motors – 20 years
Heaters – 15 years
Pipes – 15 years
Dewatering Equipment – 15 years

On this basis, all of the digestion related equipment are now near or beyond their average
useful life, and should be carefully evaluated to determine the improvements or maintenance
needed to preserve their ability to operate reliably.

Digestion System Capacity and Level of Service Requirements
Digesters need to be routinely taken out of service for cleaning, inspections, and to conduct
repairs and retrofits. Therefore, the digestion system needs to have capacity to handle the
sludge flow and solids loading with the largest digester out of service. Meeting capacity with the
largest unit out of service is referred to as meeting firm capacity. Furthermore, to operate at
effective digestion rates, digesters need to be continuously heated and mixed. For CAWD, this
equates to the following capacity and level of service requirements:
y

Capacity: The firm capacity of the digestion system working volume needs to be
sufficient to provide a minimum of 15 days solids detention time at a sludge temperature
of a minimum of 95 degrees Fahrenheit to reliably digest the feed solids to meet Federal
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 503 Regulations for Class B biosolids and to
provide a stabilized non-odorous sludge. Digesters are typically designed with a
detention time of greater than 15 days to improve performance, reduce sludge solids for
disposal, generate additional methane gas energy, and provide a safety factor.

y

Level of Service: Each digester in the system should have reliable equipment systems
which allow the digestion process to operate safely and continuously. Digester mixing
and heating systems need to be sufficient to achieve a minimum 38% volatile solids
destruction to comply with EPA 503 Regulations Class B biosolids. The digester
structure/cover needs to be gas-tight and allow collection and distribution of the digester
gas produced without inadvertent venting.

Current Digestion System Deficiencies
Digester 1 alone has the capacity to handle the solids flow and loading for the entire digestion
system, however Digesters 2 and 3 have marginally sufficient volume to provide the minimum
15 days detention time. K/J reviewed plant data for solids loading rates and completed a simple
solids balance for the WWTP to develop the design parameters of sludge loading rates and
digestion capacity. Based on this analysis, the average daily solids flow is likely between 15,000
to 18,000 gallons per day. However, solids flow to the digesters is variable and dependent on
plant influent characteristics and primary and secondary process operational conditions.
Digesters 2 and 3 are estimated to need a minimum working volume of 225,000 to
270,000 gallons to meet EPA 503 regulations with Digester 1 out of service. Digester 2 has a
working volume of only 205,000 gallons, providing 11 to 13 days of detention time which is
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insufficient to serve as a backup to Digester 1 by itself. Digester 3 has a working volume of
about 60,000 gallons which in conjunction with Digester 2 would provide a total of 14 to 17 days
of detention time which could meet the minimum capacity; although this digestion capacity is
marginal and additional factors of safety in the days of detention time would be desirable. While
Digesters 2 and 3 could provide the required detention time, Digester 3 is currently in a state of
disrepair and not suitable for service and will need major improvements to serve as a reliable
digester. Consequently, the current system does not have sufficient reliable capacity to handle
the solids loading with Digester 1 out of service.

Digestion System: Capacity and Level of Service Failures
The existing digestion process does not currently meet the level of service and capacity criteria
described above. A brief summary of the major capacity and level of service deficiencies is as
follows:
1. Capacity Failure - Anaerobic Digestion Process (Lack of Firm Capacity): In the
event Digester 1 needs to be taken out of service for any reason, including cleaning to
remove grit and scum at typical ten year frequencies, Digester 2 would then presumably
be placed into service. However, Digester 2 alone does not have sufficient capacity to
treat the sludge volumes required, so Digester 3 would also need to be placed into
service. Even with Digester 2 and 3 in service the sludge detention time and heating
may not be sufficient to meet Class B biosolids requirements. Digesters 2 and 3 mixing
systems need rehabilitation, the digester gas piping is in poor condition, the reliability of
heated sludge recirculation for Digester 2 is questionable, and the structural integrity of
Digesters 2 and 3 needs to be checked. Therefore, improvements are needed to provide
firm capacity as described under “Digester Firm Capacity Improvements” later in this
Technical Memorandum (TM). Firm capacity improvements could involve retrofit of
Digesters 2 and 3 or constructing a new digester of sufficient capacity. (As discussed
later in this TM, retrofit/rehabilitation of Digesters 2 and 3 does not appear to be a more
cost effective alternative than constructing a new digester.)
2. Level of Service Failure - Anaerobic Digester Heating Reliability (Lack of
Reliability/Redundancy): There is currently only one heat exchanger and one
recirculation pump that is shared between Digesters 1 and 2. If either the pump or the
heat exchanger were to fail, there would be no way to heat the digesters, and the
process would fail within a few days. Possible “Interim Reliability Improvements” to add
redundancy to the existing digester heating system are discussed later in this TM.

Physical Condition Deficiencies: Digester 1
In addition to the above failures, following are specific potential physical failure risks for
Digester 1. If Digester 1 fails under one of the following failures, it will be difficult for CAWD to
treat sludge to meet Class B biosolids regulations and would likely result in costly emergency
actions to maintain service.
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1. Condition of sludge heater: The only sludge heater has been in service for almost
40 years, and based on age alone is beyond its useful life. However, the useful life has
likely been shortened since the sludge passages of the heater have been exposed to
sludge containing highly corrosive ferric chloride for the past 8 years. If the interior
sludge tubing fails, then CAWD will not be able to heat its digesters, which will cause
process failure in a matter of days. Since sludge heat exchangers have long lead items,
CAWD would not be able to restore heating for months.
2. Condition of sludge recirculation pump: The only sludge recirculation pump is used
to pump digested sludge through the sludge heater to heat the circulated sludge, which
then heats the digester. The interior of the pump has been exposed to ferric chloride,
which has been fed to the suction side of the pump for 8 years. Consequently, this pump
has a high probability of failure. If the pump were to fail, it may be possible that a
temporary pump could be found and installed in a matter of days to restore digester
heating. However, installing a redundant pump to avoid the expense and inconvenience
of temporary modifications is desirable.
3. Condition of Digester 1 mixers: Digester 1 was designed to be mixed by two external
draft tube mixers, but only one mixer is currently operating. One mixer has been out of
service for a few years, and while CAWD has a replacement mixer, staff is reluctant to
install it for fear that it might “disturb” solids within the digester that could cause
problems with the operation of Digester 1, which appears to be functioning well at this
time. The mixer in service is making noise, perhaps due to wear, and the continuous
service life of this mixer is uncertain. If the mixer were to fail, the digestion performance
would suffer, but the digestion process may still be satisfactory due to the long hydraulic
detention time in the digester. In addition, staff would likely be able to install the
replacement mixer that is on site in a matter of days. While the consequence of mixing
failure is not severe, it’s not a desirable condition to operate without immediate mixing
redundancy.
4. Condition of Digester 1 cover: The cover for Digester 1 is 30 years old, and similar
steel covers in service for this length of time often have corrosion damage that requires
repairs and recoating. In addition, the rate of corrosion may have increased since CAWD
has fed ferric chloride to the digester for the past 8 years. (The cover shows areas of
corrosion on the exterior, although this is probably more evident of the exterior coating
deterioration.) Typically well engineered and applied coating systems will last for 20 to
30 years before recoating is needed. The consequence of cover failure is significant
since digester gas would leak out, thus causing an unsafe condition. The digester would
need to be taken out of service to be repaired, which would likely take a matter of weeks,
depending upon the severity of the repairs.
5. Likely Debris Buildup inside Digester 1: Digester 1 is the largest digester and is
heated and mixed for use as a primary digester. This digester has reportedly not been
cleaned since 1998. Based on this, the digester likely has a large volume of settled
debris and scum to be removed, and will need to be taken out of service to be cleaned
and inspected. If debris at the bottom of Digester 1 is disturbed it can clog heating
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recirculation piping and result in a failure of the digester heating system. Accumulation of
scum and debris in a digester also shortens the effective sludge detention time by
reducing the effective digestion volume.

Physical Condition Deficiencies: Digesters 2 and 3
Following are specific physical deterioration issues relating to Digesters 2 and 3. These physical
deficiencies do not pose a direct risk to CAWD’s ability to digest sludge because Digester 1
alone can meet the required levels of service. However, the following physical deficiencies do
impact the ability of CAWD to meet sludge digestion levels of service if Digester 1 is out of
service for any reason:
1. Structural Integrity of Digester 2: Based on a structural evaluation of Digester 2, it will
need significant structural improvements to repair damage, and to improve reinforcing
per the current seismic and structural design standards. Until these retrofit repairs are
made, it would be risky to take Digester 1 out of service.
2. Sludge Heating of Digester 2: Currently CAWD operations staff is not sure if Digester 2
could be heated using the existing sludge heating recirculation system because of a long
period of non-operation. Recirculation piping has been unused for over 10 years and
valves have not been exercised in any known frequency which means that sludge
heating recirculation loop piping may not convey sludge.
3. Condition of Digester 2 cover: Staff reported that this cover appeared to be in good
condition based on a general visible inspection five years ago. However, this cover is
also 30 years old, and should be thoroughly inspected for corrosion damage. The ferric
chloride addition may have increased the rate of corrosion for the cover, but likely not as
much as to Digester 1 since Digester 2 has been used as a secondary digester.
4. Condition of Mixer for Digester 2: Maintenance staff has reported that the single mixer
for Digester 2 is losing a quart of oil every week, which is almost 10% of its total oil
capacity of three gallons. This indicates that there is a serious problem with the mixer,
and that it may be unable to continue to operate reliably without repairs.
5. Digester 2 Gas System: Gas has been observed escaping from the pressure relief
valve (PRV) on the digester cover based on odors around the PRV. Correcting this may
be as simple as checking and revising the relief setting of the PRV. In contrast, if the
PRV is relieving pressure properly, it would indicate that the digester gas pressure
controls are not functioning or tuned properly. The continuous venting of digester gas is
a significant safety hazard.
6. Condition of Digester 3: As noted above, Digester 2 does not appear to have sufficient
capacity to provide adequate detention time at the calculated solids feed flow if
Digester 1 is out of service. To provide the extra detention time, Digester 3 could be
used. Unfortunately, this digester has major deficiencies that would need to be corrected
to allow it to be placed into service as a primary or secondary digester. These include
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structural modifications, improving mixing, adding heating capacity, replacing digester
gas piping, and possibly modifying the sludge piping to and from the digester. In
summary, Digester 3 needs to be completely rehabilitated to be operational.

Interim Reliability Improvements
Interim Reliability Improvement Alternatives:
Based on the deficiencies described above, the current capacity and level of service
deficiencies need to be addressed. Major improvements involving structural and equipment
retrofits or a new digester tank would be required to address the current firm capacity reliability
issues. These firm capacity improvements would take several years to design, construct and put
into service as described later in this TM. Therefore, interim improvements are recommended to
provide a more reliable system in the interim period before Digester Firm Capacity
Improvements are completed. Interim improvements would also give CAWD the flexibility to
postpone Digester Firm Capacity Improvements to allow CAWD to focus on upgrading other
systems in the plant with a higher risk profile.
K/J understands that CAWD is considering cleaning Digester 1 in the near future since it has not
been cleaned for over 10 years. If Digester 1 is taken out of service for cleaning for 30 to
60 days, CAWD would need to use Digesters 2 and 3 to provide digestion at the current feed
sludge flow. However, as previously discussed Digesters 2 and 3 have marginal capacity and
have major deficiencies which make these digesters unreliable. Therefore, taking Digester 1 out
of service for cleaning at this time is very risky.
Construction of major Digester Firm Capacity Improvements could not be completed until 2015
at the earliest (assuming design begins in early 2013). Without interim improvements Digester 1
will need to continue to operate as is for at least 3 years. As noted above, the major risks to
continued reliable operation of Digester 1 are the heating system, sludge circulation system,
mixing system, and issues that could arise from collected debris in Digester 1.
There are several alternatives for interim digester improvements presented herein that could
increase the reliability of the digestion system before investing in major Digester Firm Capacity
Improvements. Interim improvements would increase the reliability of the existing digestion
system such that the time before implementing major digester capacity improvements may be
prolonged. One of the interim alternatives is the “do nothing” alternative which would not
improve reliability in the interim time before major improvements to address capacity issues of
Digester 2 and Digester 3. The alternatives considered herein are:
x

Alternative 1: Increase reliability of Digester 1 equipment such that cleaning of
Digester 1 will not be necessary until after Digester Firm Capacity Improvements.

x

Alternative 2: Increase reliability of Digester 2 and Digester 3 equipment and piping and
decrease digester feed volume such that Digester 1 may be taken out of service for
cleaning, thus increasing the long term reliability of Digester 1.
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x

Alternative 3: Develop provisions to truck partially digested dewatered primary and
waste activated sludge to Monterey Regional Waste Management District Landfill.

x

Alternative 4: Construct a lime stabilization system as a back-up to the digestion
system.

x

Alternative 5: No interim improvements.

Alternative 1 – Increase reliability of Digester 1 (w/o cleaning Digester 1)
Increasing the reliability of Digester 1 without cleaning Digester 1 would require that the heating
and sludge recirculation equipment be reliable. As previously noted the sludge heating system
has physical condition issues which could lead to an unexpected failure. In addition, the
equipment needs to be able to handle potential ragging and grit issues that could occur if debris
collecting at the bottom of Digester 1 becomes suspended. Rags and other debris collecting at
the bottom of Digester 1 could become suspended as a result of changes to mixing intensity
from switching out the mixer currently on Digester 1 for maintenance or for replacing the mixer if
it fails.
Improvements that would be implemented in Alternative 1 include:
y

Install a new heat exchanger: A second heat exchanger is needed to provide
redundancy for the existing sludge heat exchanger which has a high likelihood and
consequence of failure. A spiral type heat exchanger is recommended which provides
space and efficiency advantages. Once this heat exchanger is installed, it would be used
as the primary source of heating for Digester 1. The existing sludge heat exchanger
would be used as a redundant sludge heater. Alternatively, CAWD could install two new
spiral heat exchangers now, and eliminate the existing sludge heat exchanger.

y

Install a new boiler to provide reliable hot water loop heating for the sludge heat
exchanger.

y Install a new sludge recirculation pump and piping: The new pump and piping would
need to be installed in conjunction with the new spiral heat exchanger to provide a fully
operational heating system for Digester 1. The existing recirculation pump and piping
would serve as a redundant system. Alternatively, two recirculation pumps and piping
systems could be installed so that the existing recirculation pump could be removed. This
approach would be needed if a second spiral heat exchanger is installed now as
described above.
y

Develop a plan to replace the sludge mixer with the existing mixer for Digester 1: If the
single operational mixer for Digester 1 fails, CAWD can replace it with the standby mixer
that is on site. Since the mixer will need to be replaced within a few days, CAWD should
develop a specific plan to replace the mixer, to ensure it has all parts on hand, and that
outside services (crane, etc.) are identified and can be readily available as needed.
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y

Install a macerator and cleanouts on sludge recirculation piping: To improve the sludge
circulation system such that it can handle rags and grit from Digester 1, a macerator
would need to be installed on the recirculation suction point from Digester 1. In addition,
new piping would need to be installed to allow operations to flush each run of piping in
the sludge recirculation and heating loop. These improvements would increase the
reliability of operating Digester 1 without cleaning.

The estimated probable capital construction cost for Alternative 1 is summarized in Table 1. It
should be noted that the cost of the new equipment to support Digester 1 will likely be needed in
the near future, regardless of which interim or long term alternative(s) are selected.
Table 1:

Alternative 1: Increase Reliability of Digester 1 (w/o cleaning
Digester 1) Estimated Probable Construction Cost

Item

Description

1
2
3
4

Equipment
Spiral Heat Exchanger (1)
Hot Water Boiler
Sludge Recirculation Pump (1)
Macerator

5
6
7

Mechanical Piping
Sludge Piping
Hot Water Piping
Valves

Cost

Equipment Subtotal

8

Mechanical Subtotal
Electrical & Instrumentation
Electrical/Instrumentation Work
Electrical and Instrumentation Subtotal
Project Subtotal:
Mobilization/Demobilization:
Contractor Overhead and Profit:
Project Total:
Contingency @ 30%:
Total with Contingency (Rounded):

$70,000
$100,000
$25,000
$25,000
$220,000
$15,000
$25,000
$15,000
$55,000
$60,000
$60,000
$335,000
$34,000
$55,000
$424,000
$127,000
$550,000

Engineering costs associated with equipment replacement for a small project like this are highly
variable, but are estimated to be in the range of 20%. Therefore the estimated budget including
engineering and rounded for budgetary purposes would be $660,000. Estimated engineering
costs would include design and construction support services, but not construction management
which could be managed by the District.
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Alternative 2 – Increase reliability of Digesters 2 and 3 to allow cleaning
Digester 1
Cleaning and inspecting Digester 1 will provide more certainty as to the condition of Digester 1
in addition to cleaning debris which could clog process piping. However, in order to take
Digester 1 down for 30 to 60 days to permit cleaning, Digesters 2 and 3 need significant
mechanical and electrical improvements to allow them to operate reliably as digesters. These
digesters will also likely need significant structural improvements; although structural
improvements are not included in this interim alternative as these structural improvements
would be a major retrofit. Consequently, while this is a viable alternative, it is risky in that it
assumes that the digester structures would be able to function in the interim without failure. The
improvements in this alternative involve reliability improvements only as necessary to take
Digester 1 down for cleaning for 30 to 60 days, which means these improvements would not be
designed for long term operation.
Improvements that would be implemented to Digesters 2 and 3 in Alternative 2 include:
y

Empty Digester 2 and inspect piping systems: The piping systems used to operate
Digester 2 as a primary digester have not been used for over 10 years. Therefore,
before placing Digester 2 into service as the primary digester it would be prudent to
inspect the piping to determine if it can be used and then repair or replace valves and
clean piping as is necessary.

y

Repair or replace the mixer for Digester 2: The mixer is using an excessive amount of
oil, which may indicate that physical mortality is imminent. Prior to relying on this without
a backup, it needs to be thoroughly checked and repaired as needed.

y

Install mixing system for Digester 3: The pumped mixing system for Digester 3 has been
out of service for an extended period. A major rebuild of this pump should be assumed
for budgetary purposes.

y

Install new sludge piping (temporary or permanent): The existing sludge piping and
valves have not been used to operate Digesters 2 and 3 as primary digesters in over
10 years. Therefore, it is likely that valves have seized and piping could be unreliable.
Depending on the extent of inoperable valves, piping modifications to allow Digester 2 to
operate as a primary digester and Digester 3 to operate as a secondary digester will be
required.

y

Install new sludge heat exchanger(s) to heat Digesters 2 and 1: As discussed in
Alternative 1 a new heat exchanger (or two heat exchangers) is needed to provide
redundancy for the existing sludge heat exchanger for Digester 1, which is in poor
condition and has a high likelihood of physical failure which could result in a level of
service failure for the digestion system.

y

Install a new boiler to provide reliable hot water loop heating for the sludge heat
exchanger.
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y

Install new sludge recirculation pump(s) and piping: As discussed in Alternative 1, a new
sludge recirculation pump (or two pumps) and piping would need to be installed in
conjunction with the new spiral heat exchanger to provide a fully operational heating
system for Digester 1 and Digester 2. New piping would improve the ability to heat
Digester 2. It would be desirable to provide dedicated new recirculation pumps for
Digester 2 and Digester 1.

y

Install new gas piping to improve the gas handling system for Digester 3 which does not
appear to be adequate to handle gas if Digester 3 is operated. New digester gas piping
and appurtenances would be required from Digester 3 to the Digester Control Building.

y

Develop a plan to replace the sludge mixer with the existing mixer for Digester 1: As
discussed in Alternative 1, if the single operational mixer for Digester 1 fails, CAWD can
replace it with the standby mixer that is on site. Since the mixer will need to be replaced
within a few days, CAWD should develop a specific plan to replace the mixer, to ensure it
has all parts on hand, and that outside services (crane, etc.) are identified and can be
readily available as needed.

The estimated probable capital construction cost for Alternative 2 is summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2:

Alternative 2: Increase Reliability of Digesters 2 and 3 to allow
Cleaning Digester 1 Estimated Probable Construction Cost

Item

Description

1
2
3
4
5

Equipment
Spiral Heat Exchanger (1)
Hot Water Boiler
Sludge Recirculation Pump (1)
Digester 3 Mixer Rehabilitation
Repair Digester 2 Mixer

6
7
8
9

Mechanical Piping
Sludge Piping
Hot Water Piping
Digester 3 Gas Piping
Valves

Cost

Equipment Subtotal

10

Mechanical Subtotal
Electrical & Instrumentation
Electrical/Instrumentation Work
Electrical and Instrumentation Subtotal
Project Subtotal:
Mobilization/Demobilization:
Contractor Overhead and Profit:
Project Total:
Contingency @ 30%:
Total with Contingency (Rounded):

$70,000
$100,000
$25,000
$20,000
$50,000
$265,000
$75,000
$25,000
$10,000
$25,000
$135,000
$90,000
$90,000
$490,000
$49,000
$81,000
$620,000
$186,000
$800,000

Engineering costs associated with retrofits for a small project like this are highly variable, but are
estimated to be in the range of 25% due to the complexity. Therefore the estimated budget
including engineering and rounded for budgetary purposes would be $1,000,000. Estimated
engineering costs would include design and construction support services, but not construction
management which could be managed by the District.
The above alternative assumes that the cover for Digester 3 is in good enough condition to
operate leak free. It is unknown whether this is true. Furthermore, this alternative does not
include structural improvements to retrofit Digesters 2 and 3 to meet current seismic and
structural codes. For these reasons this alternative is not recommended.
Alternative 3 – Emergency Disposal of Partially Digested Sludge to Monterey
Regional Waste Management District Landfill
Currently CAWD produces approximately 150 tons per month of Class B dewatered sludge of
about 16% solids content which until recently were hauled offsite for composting at McCarthy
Farms in Lost Hills, Kern County. The sludge hauler for CAWD has since been changed and the
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dewatered solids are now disposed of at the Monterey Regional Waste Management District
Landfill. In the possible event that sludge does not meet Class B requirements because of
failures in the digestion system CAWD could potentially still dispose of the dewatered solids at
the Monterey Regional Waste Management District Landfill, although the waste would be
classified and handled differently at the landfill.
In order to develop this potential alternative, CAWD should contact the Monterey Regional
Landfill and discuss the possibility and costs of occasional disposal of biosolids which do not
meet Class B regulations. An agreement for this occasional sludge disposal option should be
sought with the landfill to have a plan in place when needed. There would not be a significant
capital improvement investment required to truck solids to the Monterey Regional Waste
Management District landfill however there could be an increase in disposal fees over the
current fees. This approach is a “non-asset” approach to dealing with potential asset failure
modes, meaning the approach does not involve building new assets or repairing assets.
The potential risk associated with this alternative is that dewatering of partially digested sludge
would result in an increase in odors in the dewatering process, and result in the need for odor
mitigation. The odors could be mitigated by adding lime upstream of the dewatering system to
control odors or to stabilize the sludge to the point that it would meet Class B requirements
(Alternative 4).
Alternative 4 – Lime Stabilization System as a Back-up to Digestion
Lime stabilization inactivates or destroys pathogens if it is used to elevate the pH of the sludge
to a pH of 12 for more than 2 hours. To meet vector attraction reduction requirements the
sludge must be maintained at a pH of 11.5 for 22 hours which drives the dosage requirements
up to 25% to 40% (dry weight basis) lime dose.
Lime usage to stabilize 15,000 gallons per day of liquid sludge would require approximately
800 lbs per day of lime slurry (calcium hydroxide). Calcium hydroxide slurry concentration would
be approximately 20% and therefore the daily volume of lime slurry required would be about
400 gallons per day. Lime slurry costs approximately $1 per gallon resulting in a chemical cost
of about $400 a day and $12,000 per month.
Lime could be fed after anaerobic digestion in the digesters and before the sludge holding tank
which is used to feed the belt filter press. A mix tank constructed of polyethylene with about
1,000-gallon capacity and a propeller mixer could be used to mix the lime into the sludge. New
piping between Digester 2 and the mix tank would be required and could be comprised of
8-inch-diameter flexible hose. Both sludge feed into the mix tank and the lime feed into the mix
tank would need to be at controlled rates, therefore sludge feed and lime feed pumps would be
required to provide accurate mixing ratios in the mix tank.
A lime feed point would also be included into the primary clarifier scum trough upstream of the
digesters if the digestion system fails and it is necessary to continue use of the digesters for
sludge storage. If the digester heating systems are not functioning and anaerobic digestion fails
then the sludge in the digesters would become “sour” and probably cause odor issues, but with
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lime stabilization upstream the sludge would be stabilized with odors greatly reduced and could
be stored in the digesters without resulting in odor issues. Upstream stabilization would however
impede any anaerobic sludge digestion from occurring in the digesters after the lime feed.
Costs for equipment would include a lime/sludge mix tank, sludge piping (hose could be used),
lime slurry storage tank (with mixer to keep slurry mixed), sludge feed pump, sludge flowmeter,
slurry metering pump and electrical power to the equipment.
The estimated probable capital construction cost for Alternative 4 is summarized in Table 3.
Table 3:

Item

Alternative 4: Backup Lime Stabilization System Estimated
Probable Construction Cost
Description

1
2
3
4
5

Equipment
Lime Slurry Storage Tank (w/ mixer)
Sludge/Lime Slurry Mixer (Qty 2)
Sludge/Lime Slurry Mix Tank
Sludge Transfer Pump
Lime Slurry Metering Pumps (Qty 2)

6
7
9

Mechanical Piping
Sludge Piping
Lime piping and valves
Sludge valves

Cost

Equipment Subtotal

10

Mechanical Subtotal
Electrical & Instrumentation
Electrical/Instrumentation Work
Electrical and Instrumentation Subtotal
Project Subtotal:
Mobilization/Demobilization:
Contractor Overhead and Profit:
Project Total:
Contingency @ 30%:
Total with Contingency (Rounded):

$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$25,000
$30,000
$115,000
$15,000
$10,000
$10,000
$35,000
$20,000
$20,000
$170,000
$17,000
$28,000
$215,000
$65,000
$280,000

Engineering costs associated with a small project like this are highly variable, but are estimated
to be in the range of 20%. Therefore the estimated budget including engineering and rounded
for budgetary purposes would be $340,000. Estimated engineering costs would include design
and construction support services, but not construction management which could be managed
by the District. The total cost of this alternative could be reduced if CAWD staff performed some
installation work without the services of a general contractor. However, some work such as
electrical work and equipment anchoring work should be assumed to require the services of a
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contractor. Furthermore, renting chemical tanks from the lime supplier could also reduce the
cost to implement this alternative.
Alternative 5 – No Interim Improvements
By not implementing interim improvements it would be prudent to expedite construction of
additional digester capacity and equipment improvements to minimize the length of time that
Digester 1 continues to run with the above mentioned deficiencies. By doing nothing, CAWD
would be accepting that there is a risk that the digestion system could experience a failure
before capacity and equipment improvements are implemented. Firm capacity improvements
could take approximately 3 years from inception to completion.

Digester Firm Capacity Improvements
As previously noted, the existing digestion system is deficient because it does not have reliable
firm capacity. Digester firm capacity is defined as the capacity to meet the required digestion
system criteria with the largest digester out of service. Currently if the largest digester
(Digester 1) is out of service, Digester 2 and Digester 3 would be required to digest sludge to
meet Class B biosolids requirements. Digester 2 and Digester 3 have been identified as needing
substantial repairs and/or improvements to the structures, mixing systems, heating systems,
gas handling systems, piping systems, and possibly the covers in order to adequately and
reliably digest sludge. In order for CAWD to be able to take Digester 1 down for routine
maintenance and improvements while continuing to operate under current operating
procedures, Digesters 2 and 3 would need to be repaired and retrofitted to address structural,
equipment, and piping deficiencies. Alternatively, a new digester could be built which is sized to
provide adequate capacity in a single digester to serve as a redundant digester for Digester 1.
Therefore, two alternatives are evaluated herein to address the current digester firm capacity
deficiencies. Each of these alternatives constitutes a major project which would take
approximately 3 years to complete, including design, construction and startup.
x

Alternative A: Repair/Retrofit Digesters 2 and 3

x

Alternative B: Construct a new Digester

Alternative A – Repair/Retrofit Digesters 2 and 3
Introduction to Alternative A
With Digester 1 out of service the capacity in Digester 2 and Digester 3 could provide 14 to
17 days of sludge detention time, assuming a sludge flow of 18,000 to 15,000 gallons per day.
While this capacity leaves only a marginal safety factor for meeting pathogen reduction in the
anaerobic digestion process, this detention time would be adequate as long as both digesters
were well mixed and heated to over 95 degrees Fahrenheit. Both digesters will also need major
rehabilitation of the covers and the gas handling equipment. Because of the extensive
improvements, the digesters will need to comply with the latest California Building Code (CBC)
requirements. This compliance need will trigger significant structural retrofits to both Digesters 2
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and 3 in addition to the improvements to the heating system, covers, gas handling equipment,
and mixing equipment.
Structural Evaluation of Digester 2
K/J has conducted a detailed structural evaluation of Digester 2 to facilitate estimating the
extent of structural improvements and capital investment that would be required to bring
Digester 2 to meet current building codes. A detailed structural evaluation was not conducted for
Digester 3, however budget allowances for repairing structural deficiencies in Digester 3 are
included in the costs for Alternative A. Digester 3 budget allowances were determined based on
an assumption that similar retrofit and repairs would be needed for the Digester 3 structure as
was determined for Digester 2 in this analysis.
Digester 2 Structural Background Information
The original drawings of Digester 2 and the drawings of the replacement cover for Digester 2 in
the 1982 Early Start Reclamation Project were reviewed. The structural technical specifications
and the relevant geotechnical reports were not available. Digester 2 was built in 1960 and has
been in service for more than 50 years. The Digester is a pre-stressed concrete circular tank.
The tank is 40 feet in diameter and the wall is 22 feet tall. The tank was designed to hold a
maximum of 200,000 gallons of sludge at a depth of 20 feet. The tank walls were partially buried
3 feet below the adjacent grade. The digester was originally designed to have a floating steel
cover. In 1982, the cover was removed and replaced with a fixed steel cover. The walls and the
floor slab are supported on steel pipe piles.
Summary of Site Observations
Two site visits were performed to assess the exterior condition of Digester 2 on 29 December
2011 and 14 March 2012. Structural assessment of the interior condition of the Digester was not
performed as the digester was in service during the site visits. The findings of the field
observations are summarized below:
1. Conditions of Exterior Walls: There were a significant number of cracks in the exterior
wall. Most of the cracks were hairline in width. Minor active leakage of sludge was observed
leaking from the cracks. A continuous crack around the wall at approximately two-thirds the
wall height was observed. This continuous crack may be an indication of overstressing of
the hoop reinforcing. There were rust stains on the exterior wall surfaces. Some of the rust
stains were observed to be a result of runoff from the rusted gas dome and from the rusted
guardrail posts at the roof. However, some of the rust stains were observed at the wall
cracks, which is likely an indication that the pre-stressed steel reinforcing or the
conventional reinforcing steel in the wall are corroded. See Figures 1, 2 and 3. The rust
stains may also be from ferric chloride laden sludge which leaked from the digester at some
point in the past. Ferric chloride exhibits similar rust color staining on concrete as observed
on portions of Digester 2.
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Figure 1: Digester 2 Exterior Wall
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Figure 2: Minor Leakage of Sludge at the Wall Crack

Figure 3: Rust Stain coming out from the Wall

2. Conditions of Fixed Steel Cover: The floating cover was replaced with a fixed steel cover
in 1982. The exterior of the fixed steel cover was in fair condition. The interior condition of
the cover was not inspected and should be inspected. The steel cover is likely to be
corroded and deteriorated if it has not been recoated in the past 30 years as this is beyond
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the expected useful life of sound protective coating systems. The connections of the cover
were equally spaced and attached to the top of the wall. The connections were generally in
good conditions, except two connections located adjacent to the box were corroded. See
Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4: Rusted Water Seal on Cover
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Figure 5: Rusted Roof Cover Connections
3. Conditions of Elevated Walkways: The roof of Digester 2 is accessed from either the roof
of the storage shed adjacent to Digester 3 or from the roof of the Digester Control Building
through elevated walkways. A wide open crack and apparent anchorage failure was
observed at the connection of the walkway to the Digester 2 wall for the walkway accessed
from the Digester Control Building. See Figures 6 and 7.
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Figure 6: Spalled Concrete at Walkway Connection

Figure 7: Cracked Concrete at Walkway Connection (Top View)
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4. Conditions of Guardrails: The roof guardrails around the perimeter of the Digester were in
fair condition. The guardrails are rusted in some areas. See Figure 5.
Summary of Structural Evaluations
The 2006 edition of ACI 350.3 – Seismic Design of Liquid Containing Concrete Structures and
the 2004 edition of AWWA D110 – Wire- and Strand-Wound Circular Prestressed Concrete
Water Tanks was utilized to determine the seismic forces and to evaluate the pre-stressed
concrete circular tank, respectively.
The digester is located in a high seismic region; and seismic code requirements are now much
more stringent than at the time of design more than 50 years ago. The digester was classified to
be an Occupancy Category III structure and assigned a seismic importance factor of 1.25 in
accordance with ASCE 7 Table 1-1 and Table 11.5-1. Based on the site location, the site class
and the short and 1-second period response acceleration parameters, the digester was
assigned to Seismic Design Category D in accordance with ASCE 7 Tables 11.6-1 and 11.6-2.
1. Evaluation of Wall: The tank wall is comprised of a 2-inch thick layer of shotcrete over an
8-inch thick cast-in-place concrete core wall. The core wall is lightly reinforced with #4
vertical reinforcing steel at 12 inches on center and #4 horizontal reinforcing steel at 4 feet0-inch on center. The tank wall was pre-stressed by utilizing ¾-inch-diameter steel rods and
turnbuckles. The steel rods were covered with 2 inches of shotcrete for corrosion protection.
The use of steel rods and turnbuckles as pre-stressing elements was common for
constructing a circular pre-stressed concrete tank in 1960s and the tank wall was typically
not connected to the floor slab or to the foundation to allow for radial movement.
The failure mechanisms of overturning, hoop stress and sliding were evaluated and the
results are summarized below:
a. The overturning moment at the wall base due to the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic
loads was determined to be 4,760 k-ft (kip-feet). The weight of the steel cover was
assumed to be 20 kips (1 kips = 1,000 pounds). The resisting moment from the
weight of the tank wall and the steel cover was determined to be 2,204 kip-ft, which
is far less than the overturning moment. The tank wall is thus subject to overturning
or lifting in a seismic event. The uplift of the tank may produce pounding damage to
the wall and to the footing. The sealant between the wall base and the floor slab may
be damaged and may result in leaking of the digester contents through the wall to
floor slab joint.
b. The hoop stress along the height of the wall was evaluated based on the spacing of
¾-inch-diameter steel rods. The spacing of the steel rods progressively increases
from 4 inches to 14 inches from the base to the top of the wall. Information about the
concrete compressive strength of the core wall and the shotcrete, and the yield
strength of the steel rods was not available. The concrete compressive strength was
assumed to be 3,000 psi and the ultimate strength of the steel rods was assumed to
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be 58,000 psi for the evaluation which was typical of design parameters at the time
of design. The tensile capacity of the existing steel rods wrapped around the tank
was determined to be insufficient in terms of present seismic code conditions.
c. The tank is not anchored to the foundation and is only partially contained by the floor
slab. An assumption was made that sliding is primarily resisted by friction between
the tank wall base and the footing. A friction coefficient of 0.6 was utilized assuming
the construction joint between the tank wall base and the top of the footing was not
roughened and normal weight concrete was used. The frictional force was
determined to be 164 kips which was less than the design base shear of 535 kips.
Therefore, the tank is subject to sliding in a seismic event.
2. Evaluation of Floor Slab: The floor slab is 9 inches thick and is reinforced with #5 radial
bars at 6 inches on center and #5 circumferential bars at 15 inches on center. The floor slab
is supported on circular grade beams and the grade beams are supported on steel piles.
The circular grade beams are 2 feet-6 inches wide and are spaced at 6 feet typically. The
floor slab has a maximum span of 3.5 feet. The flexural capacity of the floor slab was
determined to be adequate for the 22-foot depth of sludge assumed.
The gap between the floor slab and the tank wall was filled with sealant. Sealants typically
lose elasticity and adhesion over time and are less permanent than concrete. The tank is
susceptible to leakage at the wall to floor slab joint if the sealant fails or if lateral
displacement of the tank occurs in a seismic event.
3.

Evaluation of Deep Foundation: A total of 44 concrete filled steel pipe piles were driven
into the ground and were evenly spaced on the grade beams to support the floor slab and
the wall. The piles were embedded 12 inches into the grade beam and dowelled into the
grade beam with four #6 reinforcing bars. The dowels extended 5 feet into the pile with #3
ties at 12 inches on center. However, the information about the grade, the size, and the
embedment depth of steel pile, and the compressive strength of concrete fill were not
documented in the record drawings. There is therefore insufficient information to evaluate
the axial and lateral capacity of the existing piles.

4. Evaluation of Fixed Steel Cover: The digester was designed to have a floating steel cover.
In 1982, the cover was removed and replaced with a fixed steel cover. The fixed steel cover
is connected to the top of the tank wall to prevent sliding and upward displacement of the
roof caused by a sloshing waves, seismic forces, wind pressure, and pressure generated by
the gas. The sloshing height was determined to be 4.61 feet in accordance with ACI 350.3.
Since the existing digester only has 2 feet of freeboard, the tank cover is subject to uplift and
pounding due to the sloshing wave in a seismic event, which could bend and damage the
cover. The existing anchors of the steel cover were not evaluated due to insufficient
information, but lifting of the cover is also a distinct possibility. The type, size and
embedment depth of the anchors were not documented in the original drawings and the
shop drawings of the steel covers were not available for review.
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Structural Rehabilitation of Digester 2
Two alternatives were considered for strengthening the digester. The first was to remove the
existing pre-stressed steel rods and the shotcrete and to replace with new pre-stressing strands
around the tank. The second was to remove the pre-stressed steel rods and the shotcrete and
to cast a new concrete wall against the existing core wall. It is a code provision that a tank
located in a high seismic region have either a non-sliding base or an anchored flexible base.
For a code compliant pre-stressed concrete circular tank, the wall base should be separated
from the footing by a neoprene pad and the tank wall should either be anchored with seismic
cables to resist the overturning and sliding or be contained inside the footing to prevent sliding if
overturning is not a concern. Even though this alternative is viable, it is not cost effective to
rehabilitate a concrete tank that is less than 500,000 gallons in capacity and to add seismic
cables to a flexible wall base to meet the code requirements.
The second alternative is to cast a new 12-inch thick concrete wall against the existing core
wall. This alternative is preferable and is more cost effective than the first alternative. Since the
core wall is lightly reinforced and the concrete compressive strength of the existing core wall
and the yield strength of the reinforcing steel are unknown, the hydrostatic and the seismic
loadings would be resisted by the new wall. The new concrete wall would be anchored to a pile
supported ring footing to resist the overturning and the sliding. A PVC waterstop would be
installed at the wall to footing joint to prevent leakage of the contents. The existing piles would
be capable to continuously support the weight of the tank and the contents since there is not
any sign of settlement. See Figure 8 for the conceptual design of strengthening Digester 2.
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Figure 8: Conceptual Detail of Structural Retrofit of Digester 2
In summary, the recommendations for rehabilitation and strengthening of Digester 2 are as
follows:
1.

The structural wall of the tank does not have sufficient capacity to resist the overturning
moment and hoop stressing. These deficiencies should be addressed by removing the
existing shotcrete and the pre-stressing steel rods and replacing them with a new 12-inch
thick concrete wall cast outside the existing wall. The cracks in the existing core wall
should be repaired. The active leakage of sludge through the cracks should be repaired by
injecting hydrophobic polyurethane chemical grout to stop the leakage.

2.

A new pile supported ring footing should be constructed to support the new concrete wall
to address the uplift due to overturning. The new ring footing should be connected to the
existing footing to prevent any differential settlement. The installation of piles may be
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challenging due to the proximity of the adjacent facilities and underground piping,
especially the high pressure gas and the weak adjacent structures. Appropriate
precautions or actions should be taken to prevent damaging the adjacent piping and the
structures.
3.

The new thickened tank wall should be anchored to the footing to prevent uplift and sliding.
The construction joints and the interface of the new and existing footing should be
watertight by providing a PVC waterstop.

4.

The corroded steel cover connections at the top of the tank wall should be repaired.

5.

The cracked concrete at the end connection of the walkway should be repaired.

6.

The rusted guardrail at the tank roof should be repaired and recoated.

7.

The interior condition of the tank wall, floor slab and the roof cover should be assessed,
evaluated and repaired if necessary. The repair scheme and the associated repair cost
should be an additional factor to determine the merit of rehabilitating the existing digester.

8.

The observed leakage through the cracks on the exterior surface of the tank wall implies
that the core wall is cracked through the wall thickness. The interior surface of the concrete
wall may be deteriorated since the digester has been operated over 50 years. An
elastomeric polyurethane lining should be installed to stop and prevent further deterioration
of the concrete.

9.

The reuse of the existing digester cover may not be feasible due to the unknown interior
condition and the insufficient information to evaluate the anchorage.

10. A new cover is recommended to be included in the budgeting of potential rehabilitation of
Digester 2 because the cover is over 30 years old and likely has corrosion damage.
Mechanical Improvements for Digesters 2 and 3
In addition to the structural retrofits that would be required for building code compliance,
Digesters 2 and 3 would need improvements to the mixing system, gas handling system and
heating system to perform reliably as primary digesters when Digester 1 is out of service. Due to
the observed condition of Digesters 2 and 3 mechanical systems (piping and equipment), it is
estimated that the majority of the equipment either needs to be replaced or is in need of a major
rebuild. The mixing systems on both digesters are projected to need major repairs or
replacement; heat recirculation piping systems are currently exhibiting signs of failure due to
extensive idle periods and are projected to need to be replaced. Gas handling piping and
appurtenances to the boiler, microturbines and flare are also projected to need to be replaced
due to condition of the piping.
As an option to reduce the primary sludge feed volume to address the capacity concerns with
running Digesters 2 and 3 as the only digesters CAWD could reduce the pumping rate from the
Primary Clarifiers to optimize solids compaction in the Primary Clarifier sludge hopper which
would result in thicker solids feeding to the digesters. We understand that this option may not be
practical with the current system, and that installation of smaller pumps with variable frequency
drives may be needed to optimize this option. Because this would only be required on a
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temporary basis, the odor issues associated with longer sludge retention time in the Primary
Clarifiers could be an acceptable risk. Furthermore, by also implementing chemically enhanced
sedimentation with ferric chloride odor issues can be mitigated. However, even with chemically
enhanced sedimentation there is still a potential for elevated odors occurring in the Primary
Clarifiers. By implementing these operational changes to the Primary Clarifier Sludge pumping
the detention time in Digesters 2 and 3 could potentially be increased. Alternatively, the existing
primary sludge pumps could be fitted with adjustable frequency drives to reduce the pumping
rate from the clarifiers reducing the velocity at the sludge suction inlet and resulting in intake of
less liquid from the tank and more solids.
Alternative A – Repair/Retrofit Digesters 2 and 3 Probable Construction Cost
Table 4 provides an engineer’s estimate of probable construction cost for Alternative A
improvements to retrofit Digester 2 and Digester 3 to provide firm capacity when Digester 1 is
out of service.
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Table 4:

Item
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

Alternative A: Repair/Retrofit Digesters 2 and 3 Estimated
Probable Construction Cost
Description
Cost
Digester 2 Structural Repairs
New Concrete Wall/Footing
$200,000
New Footing Piles
$80,000
Existing Concrete Wall Crack Repair
$20,000
Steel Cover Replacement
$150,000
Elastomeric Polyurethane Internal Tank Coating
$75,000
Walkway/Guardrail Repairs
$15,000
Digester 2 Repairs Subtotal $540,000
Digester 3 Structural Repairs (Assumed to be similar
to scope as Digester 2 Repairs)
New Concrete Wall/Footing
$80,000
New Footing Piles
$50,000
Existing Concrete Wall Crack Repair
$10,000
Cover Replacement
$60,000
Elastomeric Polyurethane Internal Tank Coating
$40,000
Walkway/Guardrail Repairs
$10,000
Digester 3 Repairs Subtotal $250,000
Mechanical Improvements
Digester Gas Handling Piping
$60,000
Sludge Heating Recirculation Piping
$75,000
Hot Water Piping
$25,000
Digester 2 Sludge Heating Recirculation Pump
$30,000
Digester 3 Sludge Heating Recirculation Pump
$30,000
Hot Water Boiler
$100,000
Spiral Heat Exchanger (1)
$70,000
Digester 2 Mixing System Improvements
$100,000
Digester 3 Mixing System Improvements
$20,000
Mechanical Improvements Subtotal $510,000
Electrical and Instrumentation
Electrical/Instrumentation Improvements
$200,000
Electrical Subtotal $200,000
Project Subtotal: $1,500,000
Mobilization/Demobilization: $150,000
Contractor Overhead and Profit: $248,000
Project Total: $1,898,000
Contingency @ 30%: $569,000
Total with Contingency (Rounded): $2,500,000

Engineering costs associated with repair/retrofit of existing digesters and equipment
replacement is estimated to be in the range of 30% due to the complexity of the project.
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Therefore the estimated budget including engineering and rounded for budgetary purposes
would be $3,250,000. Estimated engineering costs would include design and construction
support services, but not construction management which could be managed by the District.

Alternative B – Construct a new Digester
Alternative B – Construct a New Digester - Design Criteria
A single new digester could be constructed to replace Digesters 2 and 3 and provide adequate
solids retention time with Digester 1 out of service. Sizing a new Digester for 20 days of solids
retention time at a loading rate of 18,000 gallons per day of sludge would require a new digester
to have a working volume of 360,000 gallons. This size is based on the sludge flow of 15,000 to
18,000 gallons per day which should be further confirmed. Prior to proceeding with work to
design a new digester, flow meters should be installed on the digester feed piping to provide
more accurate average and peak month flows that can be used for design of the digester. In
addition, the design criteria should account for projected future growth in the District. The design
criteria of 20 days of solids detention time accounts for losses in detention time as a result of
inert solids accumulation in the digester and as a safety factor for peak solids loading.
Description of Improvements
The cost of constructing a new digester would include the costs of the tank structure which
would include foundation piles, concrete floor slab and walls, as well as a new cover for the
digester. Furthermore, the new digester would require mixing equipment, sludge heating
equipment and gas handling equipment. It is assumed that all of the new digester support
equipment would not fit within the existing Digester Control Building and therefore some
equipment would need to be located on a new equipment slab on the exterior of the Digester
Control Building. The new equipment could be constructed outside, but should be built above
the estimated flood elevation. Figure 9 illustrates an overview of where the new digester could
be located as well as the new digester equipment slab. Figure 10 provides a conceptual layout
of the equipment that could be built on the new digester equipment slab. As an alternative to an
exterior elevated equipment slab, the building could be expanded to include a new enclosed
room for the equipment if budget were available. The probable estimated construction cost
included below does not include this alternative.
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Alternative B – Construct a New Digester Probable Construction Cost
Table 5 provides an engineer’s estimate of probable construction cost for Alternative B to
construct a new digester to replace Digesters 2 and 3 and provide firm capacity in the digestion
system.
Table 5:

Item
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17

Alternative B: Construct a New Digester Estimated Probable
Construction Cost
Description
Cost
New Digester Structure
Site Work
$50,000
New Footing Piles
$120,000
Digester Walls/Footing/Floor Slab
$260,000
Steel Cover Installation
$140,000
Elastomeric Polyurethane Internal Tank Coating (Head
$60,000
Space Only)
Walkway/Guardrails/Stairs
$60,000
New Digester Subtotal $690,000
New Digester Elevated Equipment Slab
New Elevated Concrete Slab Structure
$100,000
New Footing Piles
$50,000
Walkway/Guardrail/Stairs
$10,000
New Digester Elevated Equipment Slab Subtotal $160,000
Mechanical Work
Digester Gas Handling Piping and Equipment
$60,000
Sludge Heating Recirculation Piping
$75,000
Hot Water Piping
$25,000
Hot Water Boiler
$100,000
Digester Sludge Heating Recirculation Pump
$30,000
Sludge Heat Exchanger
$70,000
Mixing System
$150,000
Mechanical Work Subtotal $510,000
Electrical and Instrumentation
Electrical/Instrumentation Work
$200,000
Electrical Subtotal $200,000
Project Subtotal: $1,560,000
Mobilization/Demobilization: $156,000
Contractor Overhead and Profit: $257,000
Project Total: $1,973,000
Contingency @ 30%: $592,000
Total with Contingency (Rounded): $2,600,000

Engineering costs associated with construction of a new digester are estimated be in the range
of 25%. Therefore the estimated budget including engineering and rounded for budgetary
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purposes would be $3,250,000. Estimated engineering costs would include design and
construction support services, but not construction management which could be managed by
the District.

Conclusions
Interim Improvements Recommendations
Interim reliability improvements for critical digestion system components are recommended to
minimize the high probability of physical mortality. The consequence of failure of these
components is significant in that they will cause the digestion process to become inoperable for
extended periods of time. The improvements described in Alternative 1 should be completed as
soon as possible to achieve this.
In addition to improvements in Alternative 1, a combination of hauling partially digested sludge
to the Monterey Regional Landfill and Lime Stabilization (Alternatives 3 and 4) would provide
multiple levels of contingency to handle solids residuals in the event of a myriad of foreseeable
digestion system failure scenarios. Furthermore, with lime stabilization and landfill disposal it
Digester 1 could be taken down for cleaning and repairs without needing to improve Digesters 2
and 3.
Combining Alternative 1 with Alternatives 3 and 4 provides the highest level of reliability in the
interim before Major Digester Firm Capacity Improvements are implemented. The capital cost of
Alternatives 1, 3 and 4 combined would most likely be in the range of $1,000,000, but would
allow postponing completion of “Major Digester Firm Capacity Improvements” for 5 or more
years (to 2018 or later). This would free up funding to make improvements in other areas of the
plant. Furthermore, the costs associated with Alternative 1 would offset future equipment costs
associated with purchasing redundant heating and recirculation equipment during Major
Digester Firm Capacity Improvements (Alternative A or B).
Alternative 2 increases the reliability of the digestion system to a degree that would allow taking
Digester 1 down for cleaning; however it would not address some foreseeable failure modes of
the digestion system such as a failure of the Digester 1 steel cover. Furthermore, Alternative 2
relies on the risky assumption that the seismic structural deficiencies with Digesters 2 and 3 will
not result in a failure when these digesters are placed in service as the only digesters. Overall,
the potential costs to bring Digesters 2 and 3 into suitable operating condition under this
alternative are estimated to be similar in cost to Alternatives 1, 3 and 4 combined and has less
benefit.

Major Digester Firm Capacity Improvements
Major firm capacity improvements are necessary to provide a digestion system where any
digester can be taken down for routine maintenance and regular repairs without affecting the
ability for CAWD to digest sludge. Alternative B, constructing a new replacement digester, is the
recommended alternative for the following reasons:
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y

Alternative B estimated cost is similar to Alternative A.

y

Alternative B would provide greater digestion capacity than Alternative A.

y

Alternative B will be all new construction and can be designed to better facilitate
operation and maintenance needs since it does not need to be designed around
numerous existing constraints.

y

Alternative B has the greatest potential to be integrated with and share equipment
between Digester 1 and the new digester.

y

Having two digesters instead of three would be beneficial, because they can be
designed to be fully redundant and interconnected so that the system has redundancy
built in to the support systems and centered around the new equipment slab and
Digester Control Building.

y

Two digesters will be less expensive to operate and maintain than three digesters.

Summary of Digestion System Capital Improvement Project Alternatives
From the evaluations of the digestion system it appears that three separate projects would be
required to maintain the level of service goals of the digestion system. Interim Reliability
Improvements and Firm Capacity Improvements would be the first two projects and the third
project would be to conduct necessary repairs on Digester 1. Tables 6 and 7 summarize the
alternatives developed for the first two projects:
Table 6:

Interim Reliability Improvements Estimated Costs Comparison
Alternative 2
Alternative 3
Increase
Alternative 1
reliability of
Emergency
Increase reliability Digesters 2 and
Disposal of
3 to allow
of Digester 1 (w/o
Partially
Alternative 4
cleaning
cleaning
Digested Sludge
Lime
Digester 1
Digester 1)
to Landfill
Stabilization

Estimated
Construction Cost:
Engineering:
Total Capital Cost:

$550,000

$800,000

N/A

$280,000

$110,000
$660,000

$200,000
$1,000,000

$20,000
N/A
Short Term
Increase in
Dumping Fees

$60,000
$340,000
$12,000 per
month lime
slurry cost

Additional
Operating Costs:
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Table 7:

Firm Capacity Improvements Estimated Costs Comparison
Alternative B - After
Alternative 1(a)
Alternative A
Alternative B Construct new Digester using
equipment purchased in
Repair/Retrofit Construct new
Alternative A
Digesters 2 and 3
Digester

Estimated
Construction Cost
Engineering
Total Capital Cost:

$2,500,000

$2,600,000

$2,200,000

$750,000
$3,250,000

$650,000
$3,250,000

$650,000
$2,850,000

Notes:
(a) Constructing Alternative B after Alternative 1 takes advantage of the equipment purchased in Alternative 1
to offset the total cost of Alternative B.

Digester 1 Physical Condition Improvements
In addition to the previous recommended improvement projects, Digester 1 will need repair or
replacement of its cover and may require minor structural repairs which could include coating
the inside of Digester 1. The cost of repairs to Digester 1 should be included as an additional
capital project expense that would be planned to be completed after firm capacity
improvements. Table 8 provides a budgetary estimate of probable construction cost for future
physical condition improvements to Digester 1, assuming that Digester 1 will require a new
cover and internal coating.
Table 8:

Item
1
2

Digester 1 Physical Condition Improvements Estimated Probable
Construction Cost
Description

Cost

Improvements
Elastomeric Polyurethane Interior Coating
Cover Rehabilitation/Replacement
Improvements Subtotal
Project Subtotal:
Mobilization/Demobilization:
Contractor Overhead and Profit:
Project Total:
Contingency @ 30%:
Total with Contingency (Rounded):

$200,000
$350,000
$550,000
$550,000
$55,000
$91,000
$696,000
$209,000
$910,000
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Engineering costs associated with repairing Digester 1 would be in the range of 20%. Therefore
the estimated budget including engineering and rounded for budgetary purposes would be
$1,090,000. Estimated engineering costs would include design and construction support
services, but not construction management which could be managed by the District.

Recommended Projects
The recommended projects include Alternatives 1, 3, and 4 in the interim before firm capacity
improvements are implemented. The recommended firm capacity improvement project is
Alternative B, which can be planned for completion in 2018 or later as interim improvements can
be used to maintain the level of service before Digester 1 is taken out of service for cleaning.
The cost of Alternative B would be offset as shown in Table 7 with the interim investments in
digester heating equipment as part of Alternative 1 (Alternative B - After Alternative 1). After firm
capacity improvements are completed, Digester 1 could be taken down to rehabilitate the
interior walls with a coating and replace or repair the existing cover. Table 9 summarizes the
recommended projects.
Table 9:

Recommended Projects Summary

Estimated Probable
Construction Cost
Engineering
Total Capital Cost
Interim Reliability Improvements (1 to 3-year timeframe)
Alternative 1:
$550,000
$110,000
$660,000
Alternative 3:
N/A
$20,000
$20,00
Alternative 4:
$280,000
$60,000
$340,000
Firm Capacity Improvements (4 to 6-year timeframe)
Alternative B
$2,200,000
$650,000
$2,850,000
After Alternative 1:
Digester 1 Physical Condition Improvements (7 to 10-year timeframe)
Digester 1 Future Repairs:
$910,000
$180,000
$1,090,000
Totals:
$3,940,000
$1,020,000
$4,960,000

In summary, three separate stages of digestion system improvement projects should be
planned over the next 10 years: Interim Improvements, Firm Capacity Improvements, and
Digester 1 Physical Condition Improvements. The estimated sum of capital cost for these three
separate digestion system projects over the next 10 years is expected to be in the range of
$5,000,000.
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To:
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Carmel Area Wastewater District

From:

Mr. Monty Hazlehurst, P.E., Mr. Patrick Treanor, P.E., Kennedy/Jenks Consultants

Review:

Mr. Bob Ryder, P.E., Kennedy/Jenks Consultants

Subject:

Standby Dewatering Evaluation of Alternatives
K/J 1268007*01

This memorandum presents alternatives to provide dewatering during required repairs to the
digested sludge dewatering system at the Carmel Area Water District (CAWD) Wastewater
Treatment Plant (WWTP).
Currently, there are two belt filter presses located side by side on the second floor of the
Dewatering Building. Belt Filter Press (BFP) #1 is not functional and is beyond repair. BFP #2
needs to be rebuilt in-place. Because the two presses were installed too close to one another,
there is not adequate space to rebuild BFP #2 without first removing BFP #1. BFP #1 is slated
to be removed.
The BFP manufacturer estimates it may take up to two and one-half weeks to rebuild BFP #2 inplace, as long as all required replacement parts are on-site. During the two and one-half week
period, an alternative method of dewatering will need to be provided.

Design Criteria
Operations data for the BFP from January 2008 through April 2012 show the largest monthly
amount of digested sludge was dewatered in August 2011. The BFP operated for 89 hours and
dewatered 422,300 gallons of digested sludge. Operations data also show the average solids
concentration for the digested sludge has been approximately 1.5 percent. This solids
concentration when applied to the August 2011 peak monthly flow, yields a peak solids
production of 52,800 dry pounds (lbs) per month, or 13,200 dry lbs per week. Assuming a BFP
though put of 50 gallons per minute (gpm), the peak monthly flow of 422,300 gallons could be
processed in 141 hours, or 35 hours per week.
Alternatives developed are based on processing a peak digested sludge flow of 50 gpm over
35 hours per week (operating 5 days per week, 7 hours per day). Since the average solids
concentration of the dewatered cake discharged from the existing BFP is approximately
16 percent, dewatering alternatives were based on producing a cake with a minimum solids
concentration of 16 percent.
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Alternative 1 – Temporary Sludge Dewatering
This alternative would provide temporary sludge dewatering for the estimated two and one-half
week time period required for rebuilding BFP #2. Prior to beginning temporary dewatering
operations; however, BFP #1 would need to be demolished to provide the space necessary to
make necessary maintenance repairs on BFP #2. This demolition work would require the
services of a contractor and would cost an estimated $25,000 with markups and contingency
bringing the cost up to an estimated $40,000.
There are over a half dozen companies in the United States that provide temporary sludge
dewatering services. Two companies were contacted that provide temporary dewatering;
Synagro Technoloigies, Inc. and National Plant Services, Inc. Both are large national companies
which have California offices and can provide temporary sludge dewatering on an as-needed
basis. Both would provide a trailer mounted BFP and polymer system. They would discharge to
the existing cake storage bin for disposal by others. Power would be supplied by the WWTP.
They would provide dewatering for 5 days per week and the manpower to operate the
dewatering equipment.
Estimated cost for equipment mobilization and demobilization is $10,000. Estimated cost for
dewatering is $2,400 per day. For a two and one-half week period (13 days of dewatering), the
estimated cost is $41,200.
The estimated time period between the dewatering companies receiving notice to proceed and
completing mobilization can be as short as 48 hours during the winter months, but could be
weeks during the summer when the demand for dewatering equipment is much higher.
Once the BFP is rebuilt, temporary sludge dewatering may be required in the future due to
unforeseen equipment failure. If temporary dewatering equipment were not available in the
event of an unforeseen failure of BFP #2, it may be feasible to contract with a company for
hauling and disposing of liquid sludge although this would be costly and require multiple
truckloads of liquid sludge be hauled from the site for each day that dewatering was not
available. The most time consuming part to replace on the existing BFP #2, if it were to fail,
would be a roller. The BFP manufacturer estimated that any one of the rollers could be replaced
in approximately two and one-half weeks from the time of break down.
The budgetary estimate of capital cost of this alternative is estimated to be approximately
$80,000. This alternative would permit necessary repairs to BFP #2 to decrease the probability
of failure of the existing dewatering system, but would not provide redundancy.

Alternative 2 – Permanent Standby Sludge Dewatering
This alternative would provide a permanent means of sludge dewatering during the time that
BFP #2 was out of service for repairs. The major advantage of this alternative over Alternative 1
is that standby mechanical dewatering equipment could be operated immediately following an
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unforeseen breakdown of BFP #2, whereas Alternative 1 may require a period of days or weeks
before temporary dewatering could start. While it is not a regulatory requirement to have
redundant sludge dewatering capabilities at a WWTP, redundancy in operating systems is
always a desirable feature and would mitigate the risk of potential costs associated with an
unforeseen dewatering system failure.
In the past ten to fifteen years new mechanical dewatering concepts have been developed and
extensively used throughout the United States. The new concepts include screw and rotary
presses. These types of dewatering equipment are advantageous in terms of space, reliability,
dewatered sludge concentration, removal efficiency, low energy consumption, operations time
and maintenance.
Three mechanical dewatering equipment alternatives were evaluated; Huber Inclined Screw
Press, Fournier Rotary Press, and FKC Screw Press. All three types of equipment would
provide cake with a minimum 16 percent solids concentration. Since the units would only be
used as a standby for BFP #2, for relatively short periods of time, the differences in power and
polymer requirements between the equipment types have limited importance.
Although equipment sizing has been based on operating at 50 gpm for 35 hours per week
(7 hours per day over 5 days), all three types of equipment could be (and often are) run
24 hours per day and during unattended periods.
The existing BFP #2 is an Ashbrook Simon-Hartley 3-Belt Klampress with a 2-meter belt. The
manufacturer stated that the ideal maintenance clearance, required on one side of the BFP for
removing rollers, is equal to the width of the belt plus 2 feet. With a 2-meter belt, the ideal
clearance would be 8.5 feet. The manufacturer stated that the minimum space required is
6 feet. With a space of 6 feet the rollers can be pulled straight out and then angled up to remove
them. Thus, all three standby dewatering equipment alternatives are laid out to provide for more
than 6 feet of clearance on one side of BFP #2.
All three dewatering equipment types would discharge directly onto the existing belt conveyor.
Huber Inclined Screw Press: Huber recommends the Model Ros3Q-620 Screw Press to
dewater approximately 50 gpm of digested sludge with a solids concentration of 1.5 percent to a
cake concentration greater than 16 percent. The Huber scope of supply would include the
inclined screw press manufactured from Type 304 stainless steel with a 5-Hp motor, a Class 1,
Division 2, NEMA 4X control panel, and flocculation reactor piping. The Huber Inclined Screw
Press conceptual layout is shown in Figure 1. Manufacturer’s information on the Huber inclined
screw press is included as an attachment to this memorandum.
Fournier Rotary Press: The Fournier Rotary Press utilizes parallel screens in rotary
“channels” to dewater sludge. Fournier estimates a two-channel press will be required to
dewater 50 gpm of anaerobic digested mixed primary and secondary sludge with a solids
concentration of 1.5 percent to a cake solids concentration greater than 16 percent. Two
additional channels may be added in the future to double the capacity. The press would be
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provided with a 15-Hp motor, which would be able to operate a total of four channels in the
future.
The Fournier scope of supply would include the rotary press, sludge/polymer flocculation tank,
piping between flocculation tank and rotary press, sludge flow meter, polymer flow meter, filtrate
collector pipe, cake chutes, wash water solenoids for automatic wash sequence, load cells for
channel load monitoring, cake sensors for unattended operation, air actuated valves for
automatic sludge recirculation, control panel, startup, commissioning, training, and performance
testing.
Wash water is required only at shutdown and requires 50 gpm per channel at 60 psi for a period
of 5 minutes. Wash water can be delivered to one channel at a time in stages for a total of
50 gpm over 10 minutes for two channels (5 minutes per channel), or to both channels at once
for a total of 100 gpm over 5 minutes.
The working space required around the press for maintenance is 3 feet all around. The
flocculation tank should be within 20 feet of the press, to ensure the sludge floc maintains good
size and consistency. The Fournier Rotary Press conceptual layout is shown in Figure 2.
Manufacturer’s information on the Fournier Rotary Press is included as an attachment to this
memorandum.
FKC Screw Press: FKC recommends the Model BHX-700 Screw Press to dewater 50 gpm of
digested sludge with a 1.5 percent solids concentration to a cake with greater than 16 percent
solids concentration. The FKC scope of supply would include a screw press with a 3-Hp motor,
flocculation tank and mixer with a 1-Hp motor, and control panel. All wetted parts would be
stainless steel. The FKC Screw Press conceptual layout is shown in Figure 3. Manufacturer’s
information on the FKC Screw Press is included as an attachment to this memorandum.
Estimated Construction Costs: Estimated construction costs for the three types of permanent
standby sludge dewatering are shown in Table 1. As shown, the three types of equipment have
equipment costs that are relatively equal. Therefore, the type of equipment selected should be
based on other factors such as performance, ease of operation, and operator preference.
Budgetary costs for equipment were provided by the manufacturers, actual bid prices may be
lower.
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Table 1:

Estimated Construction Cost of Permanent Standby Sludge
Dewatering
Huber Screw
Fournier Rotary
FKC Screw
Press
Press
Press
Demo BFP #1
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
Equipment Cost
$245,000
$220,000
$235,000
Equipment Installation Cost (30%)
$73,000
$66,000
$71,000
Subtotals
$343,000
$311,000
$331,000
Electrical and Instrumentation (17%)
$58,000
$53,000
$56,000
Subtotals
$401,000
$364,000
$387,000
Mobilization/Demobilization
$40,000
$36,000
$39,000
Contractor Overhead and Profit (15%)
$66,000
$60,000
$64,000
Subtotals
$507,000
$460,000
$490,000
Contingency (20%)
$101,000
$92,000
$98,000
Estimated Construction Cost
$608,000
$552,000
$588,000

One of the advantages of the Fournier Rotary Press is that its capacity can be increased by
adding additional channels. The estimated cost for each future channel is approximately
$50,000. A two-channel press having a capacity of 50 gpm could be expanded to four channels
with a total capacity of 100 gpm for less than approximately $100,000 in equipment cost.
The two types of screw presses use the least energy, and that can be a savings of several
thousand dollars per year. Polymer usage and operator attention is estimated to be nearly equal
for the three manufactures. All three manufacturers claim their equipment can run unattended,
with little operator attention. Furthermore, with these newer mechanical dewatering equipment
types it is very likely that a 20% or higher sludge cake could be produced which then can save
nearly a quarter of current sludge hauling and disposal costs. As a result of these advantages it
is quite likely that a new screw press or rotary press at CAWD would become the first choice in
operation at the WWTP.

Conclusion
Although the cost of providing temporary sludge dewatering would be minimal compared to
providing permanent standby sludge dewatering, there is a risk that temporary dewatering when
required would not be available in a timely manner or at a fair price. A permanent redundant
dewatering system that could be operated immediately when required would offer an advantage
with a fixed cost, and have significant operations and maintenance advantages as compared to
belt filter presses.
If permanent standby dewatering equipment is the selected alternative, all three types of
equipment should be further investigated. Because the construction costs would be similar for
the three types of permanent standby dewatering equipment, their selection should be based on
factors such as performance, ease of operation, compatibility with existing ancillary equipment,
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and operator preference. References should be contacted to determine operating or
maintenance issues and performance. Visits to operating installations are also recommended.
All three equipment manufacturers offer laboratory analysis of the digested sludge to better
approximate polymer usage and expected performance. In some cases, they can also supply
piloting equipment.
Enclosures:
Figure 1: Belt Press Building Standby Dewatering – Huber Inclined Screw Press – Conceptual Layout
Figure 2: Belt Press Building Standby Dewatering – Fournier Rotary Press – Conceptual Layout
Figure 3: Belt Press Building Standby Dewatering – FKC Screw Press – Conceptual Layout
Huber Product Information
Fournier Product Information
FKC Product Information
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WASTE WATER Solutions

Screw Press
ROTAMAT® RoS 3Q

The new Screw Press for sludge dewatering:
– outstanding performance
– eﬃcient and reliable operation
– easy operation and maintenance

➤
➤
➤ The Need for better
Sludge Dewatering

➤
➤
➤ Our Screw Press RoS 3Q Features and Function

Sludge / biosolids disposal becomes ever more difficult
and expensive. The better sludges are dewatered, the
less mass needs to be hauled and transportation costs
are reduced. Advanced biosolids treatment, such as
drying or incineration, requires excellent prior mechanical
dewatering to avoid excessive energy consumption and
costs for water evaroparation.

Flocculated sludge is pumped into a cylidrical screen
basket wherein an auger slowly rotates. The diameter of
the auger’s shaft increases towards the end of the basket
and the gap between its flights decreases. The volume
between basket, shaft and flights continuously decreases,
and the pressure thus increases, as the sludge is moved
through the basket. Sludge water is pressed through the
basket’s screen.

State-of-the-art sludge dewatering must be:
➤ effective to minimize sludge transportation costs and
fuel consumption,
➤ reliable and automized to minimize downtimes and
operator attention,
➤ easily adjustable to varying sludge characteristics,
➤ efficient in respect to investment and operation costs.

The auger pushes the increasingly thicker sludge towards
an annular clearance, defined by a circular opening and
an adjustable discharge cone therein. The cone is pressed
against the opening by pneumatic cylinders, thus maintaining a defined sludge pressure at the discharge end.
A brush on the flights cleans the screen from the inside
and a spray bar backwashes it periodically from the
outside.
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Screw drive rotating the auger at 0.2 - 1.5 rpm
Sludge feeding connection
Filtrate discharge connection
Auger with increasing shaft diameter and decrasing gap between its ﬂights
Screen basket with 1.0 to 0.05 mm spacings
Sludge cake discharge chute
Pneumatic cylinders for maintaining a continuously adjustable pressure of the discharge cone

WASTE WATER Solutions

➤
➤
➤ Advantages
High solids concentrations in sludge cakes are due to:
➤ defined sludge volume reduction along the auger
➤ continuously adjustable sludge pressure at the
discharge end
➤ strong drive torque for effective pressure generation
➤ continuous screen basket cleaning
➤ thin sludge cake

Reliable operation with little downtime results from:
➤ virtually no wear because of < 1.5 rpmrotation speed
➤ few moving parts
➤ sturdy stainless steel design

Mobile screw press in a trailer

➤ easy access through large inspection openings
➤ simple self-monitoring control strategy
➤ possibility of unsupervised 24/7 operation

Minimum operation costs because of:
➤ outstanding energy efficiency
➤ specific power consumption (< 10 kW/tonDS)
➤ little operator attention (< 20 min/day)
➤ minimum wear and tear
➤ low washwater consumption (< 8 % of sludge feed
flow)
➤ good filtrate quality
➤ high solids capture rate (usually > 97 %)

Low investment costs due to:

Sturdy screen basket made of stainless steel

➤ compact design and small footprint
➤ simple control system
➤ integrated support legs
➤ vibration-free and almost noiseless operation
➤ full enclosure preventing odor emission

Installation with a solids capacity of 300 lbs per hour

WASTE WATER Solutions

➤
➤
➤ Special Applications
Dewatering of thin sludges:
Due to pump feeding, large volumes of sludge water are
removed in the pre-dewatering zone (the first feet of its
length). This permits dewatering of thin sludges with a
solids concentration < 1 %.
Benefits:
➤ sludge dewatering without the need for prior
thickening
➤ no investment and operation costs for sludge
thickening
➤ typical cake solids of 18 – 24 %

Contract dewatering with a trailer-mounted unit size 440

➤ sludge volume reduction > 97 % in a single step
➤ little operator attention

Variable sludge characteristics
Dewatering performance is usually impaired and operator
attention increased by frequently varying sludge quality .
Our ROTAMAT® Screw Presses automatically self-adjust to
over- and underloading. A control loop makes sure that
optimal operation is always maintained.
Benefits:
➤ always optimum performance
➤ reliable operation
➤ minimized operator attention

Screw press for 24/7 unattended operation

Sizes and Data
Size

Solids Capacity
[lbs/hr]

Nominal Power
[kW]

280

150

0.37

440

300

1.5

800

1,100

4.0

Complete size 280 installation with a 133 ft2 footprint

HUBER TECHNOLOGY, Inc.

Subject to technical modification
0,15 / 2 – 9.2010 – 7.2010

9735 NorthCross Center Court STE A · Huntersville, NC 28078
Phone: (704) 949 - 1010 · Fax: (704) 949 - 1020
huber@hhusa.net · http://www.huber-technology.com

ROTAMAT®Screw Press RoS 3Q
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$%7!4%2).'
-UNICIPAL AND )NDUSTRIAL
7ASTE 7ATER !PPLICATIONS

4(% &/52.)%2
02%33 4%#(./,/'9
4HE &/52.)%2 02%33 IS IN THE FOREFRONT OF MUNICIPAL
AND INDUSTRIAL SLUDGE DEWATERING TECHNOLOGY
4HE PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION IS SIMPLE 3LUDGE IS FED INTO
A RECTANGULAR CHANNEL AND ROTATES BETWEEN TWO PARALLEL
REVOLVING STAINLESS STEEL CHROME PLATED SCREENS 4HE
FILTRATE PASSES THROUGH THE SCREENS AS THE FLOCCULATED
SLUDGE ADVANCES WITHIN THE CHANNEL 4HE SLUDGE CONTINUES
TO DEWATER AS IT TRAVELS AROUND THE CHANNEL EVENTUALLY
FORMING A CAKE NEAR THE OUTLET SIDE OF THE PRESS
4HE FRICTIONAL FORCE OF THE SLOW MOVING SCREENS COUPLED
WITH THE CONTROLLED OUTLET RESTRICTION RESULTS IN THE
EXTRUSION OF A VERY DRY CAKE
4HE BENEFITS DERIVED FROM USING THE &/52.)%2 2/4!29
02%33 HAVE BEEN WELL DOCUMENTED AND ARE TRANSLATED
INTO HUGE SAVINGS FOR THE CUSTOMER BY MEANS
OF PERFORMANCE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

(/7
)4 7/2+3
3LUDGE IS FED AT LOW PRESSURE INTO A SPACE BETWEEN
TWO PARALLEL FILTERING ELEMENTS
!S THE FREE WATER COMES AWAY FROM THE SLUDGE
SOLIDS ACCUMULATE IN THE CHANNEL UNTIL ENOUGH PRESSURE
IS GENERATED AGAINST THE OUTLET GATE
4HE FILTERING ELEMENTS SLOW SPEED ROTATION GENERATES
ENOUGH BACK PRESSURE TO DEWATER THE REMAINING
SOLIDS AND EXTRUDE A DRY CAKE
,OW MAINTENANCE LOW POWER CONSUMPTION AND REDUCED
POLYMER USAGE TRANSLATE INTO LOWER OPERATING COSTS

0RINCIPLE OF OPERATION
  



    

     

     

  


  



 
 
 
 

  



 

 

  

 
 

!$6!.4!'%3
 4OTALLY ENCLOSED

 ,OW POWER CONSUMPTION

 ,OW ODOR LEVELS

 3MALL FOOTPRINT

 ,OW SPEED

 .EW /PTIMIZED  DIA CHANNEL
SURPASSES PREVIOUS MODELS

 ,ITTLE MAINTENANCE

0ERFORMANCE

/PERATION

-AINTENANCE

%CONOMY

■

#ONSISTENTLY HIGH CAKE DRYNESS

■

#ONTINUOUS PROCESS

■

2OBUST CONSTRUCTION

■

3AVINGS ON FINAL DISPOSAL COSTS

■

#OMPETITIVE THROUGHPUT

■

%QUIPMENT TOTALLY ENCLOSED

■

3MALL NUMBER OF

■

-INIMAL SPACE REQUIREMENTS

■

(IGH CAPTURE RATES

MECHANICAL PARTS

■

,OW MAINTENANCE COSTS

■

2EDUCED AIRBORNE CONTAMINANTS

■

3LOW ROTATION SPEED

■

2EDUCED LABOR COSTS

■

2EDUCED CORROSIVE EXPOSURE

■

,OW ENERGY CONSUMPTION

■

,OW POTABLE WATER USAGE

WITH REDUCED ODOR CONCERNS
■

%ASY START UP AND SHUT DOWN
PROCEDURES

■

6ERY SIMPLE TO OPERATE

■

2EQUIRES VERY LITTLE SUPERVISION

■

#AN BE COMPLETELY AUTOMATED

TO NEARBY EQUIPMENT
■

!UTOMATED  MINUTESDAY
SELF CLEANING CYCLE OPTIONAL

AND REMOTELY CONTROLLED

4(% .%7 #6 /04)-5- 02%33
4HE &OURNIER #6 /PTIMUM 2OTARY
$EWATERING 0RESS IS THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT
IN THE  YEAR HISTORY OF THE TECHNOLOGY
7INNER OF THE  7%& )NNOVATIVE
4ECHNOLOGY !WARD THIS #ANADIAN
INVENTION HAS UNDERGONE SEVERAL
UPGRADES OVER THE YEARS
&ROM THE FIRST VERSION INVOLVING A LARGE
SHAFT MOUNTED GEAR UNIT LARGE SUPPORT
BEARINGS AND BASE THE UNITS ARE NOW
MANUFACTURED WITH A v DIAMETER
DEWATERING CHANNEL THAT FAR SURPASSES
EARLIER VERSIONS
! SINGLE WIDTH CHANNEL HAS NOW PROVEN
ITSELF ABLE TO DEWATER ALL VARIETIES OF SLUDGE
ALLOWING A SINGLE MACHINE TO BE USED
ANYWHERE WITHOUT PHYSICAL MODIFICATION

7ITH MORE THAN  UNITS INSTALLED
AND RUNNING IN OVER A DOZEN COUNTRIES
THE &OURNIER 2OTARY 0RESS IS THE MARKET
LEADER IN ITS CATEGORY
! DEDICATED TEAM OF MORE THAN
 EMPLOYEES APPROACHES EACH NEW
YEAR AS A CHALLENGE CHARGED WITH FINDING
NEW WAYS TO IMPROVE THE CURRENT MODEL
WITHOUT INCREASING COSTS
! LARGE PARTS INVENTORY IS MAINTAINED FOR
ALL PREVIOUS MODELS OF THE 2OTARY 0RESS
ENSURING THAT CUSTOMERS WHO ENJOY THEIR
OWN MODEL YEAR CAN REST ASSURED
THEY WILL ALWAYS BE ABLE TO OBTAIN
REPLACEMENT PARTS
2ETRO FIT KITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THOSE
CUSTOMERS WISHING TO UPGRADE THEIR UNIT
TO THE NEWEST TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE

%XPANDABILITY
!NOTHER UNIQUE FEATURE OF THE 2OTARY 0RESS IS THE ABILITY
TO ORDER UNITS THAT CAN BE EXPANDED AT A FUTURE DATE
4HIS ALLOWS CUSTOMERS TO BENEFIT FROM LOWER CAPITAL COST
AT TIME OF PURCHASE AND FLEXIBLE EXPANSION AS THE NEED ARISES
#OMMON CONFIGURATIONS ARE  TO  CHANNELS  TO  CHANNELS
AND  TO  CHANNELS  HOWEVER ANY COMBINATION OF CHANNELS
CAN BE OBTAINED UP TO THE MAXIMUM OF  CHANNELS PER MACHINE
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0ROCESS SCHEMATIC
&OURNIER )NDUSTRIES INC SPECIALIZES IN THE MANUFACTURING
OF MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT AND HAS DONE SO SINCE
 4HE COMPANYgS TECHNICAL ABILITIES AND EXPERTISE
INVOLVE DESIGN LAB AND PILOT TESTING COMMISSIONING
AND TRAINING 4HE &/52.)%2 02%33g PERFORMANCE CAN
BE DEMONSTRATED THROUGH THE USE OF OUR MOBILE UNITS

 
 















   
  

 




0OLYMER 3TORAGE 4ANK



0OLYMER -ETERING 0UMP



3LUDGE &EED 0UMP



&LOCCULATOR



2OTARY 0RESS

)3/   
&OURNIER )NDUSTRIES INC IS AN )3/ REGISTERED MANUFACTURER
ASSURING THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF QUALITY CONTROL
!LL PARTS ARE SUBJECTED TO RIGOROUS VERIFICATION
BEFORE THEY ARE INSTALLED IN YOUR MACHINE

2ESULTING FROM MANY YEARS OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
THE TECHNICAL ADVANCES IMPLEMENTED IN THE &/52.)%2
02%33 ARE WELL DEMONSTRATED IN NUMEROUS APPLICATIONS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD $UE TO ITS RELIABILITY THE &/52.)%2
2/4!29 02%33 REQUIRES VERY LITTLE SUPERVISION )T IS THE
ONLY DEWATERING TECHNOLOGY THAT IS SAFE FOR STAND ALONE
AUTOMATIC OPERATION AND CAN BE MONITORED
AND OPERATED BY REMOTE CONTROL

&ULL SIZE 0ILOT -ACHINE
/UR UTILIZATION OF A FULL SCALE PILOT ELIMINATES THE
NEED FOR UNCERTAIN SCALE UP VALUES IN THE FINAL
INSTALLATION 7HAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET

!##%33/2)%3  -/2%

0OLYMER
FEED SYSTEMS
! WIDE VARIETY OF MANUAL AND FULLY
AUTOMATIC LIQUID AND DRY FEED POLYMER
SYSTEMS ARE AVAILABLE
/FF THE SHELF UNITS AS WELL AS CUSTOM
SYSTEMS RESPOND TO EVERY CUSTOMERS
INDIVIDUAL NEEDS
&ROM THE SMALLEST FLOW TO CLARIFIER FEED
SYSTEMS ANY SIZE CAN BE QUICKLY ASSEMBLED
AND SHIPPED TO YOUR SITE OR INCLUDED FOR
DELIVERY WITH YOUR DEWATERING SYSTEM

3PARE 0ARTS )NVENTORY
&OURNIER )NDUSTRIES INC MAINTAINS A FULL
INVENTORY OF SPARE PARTS FOR ALL MODELS
OF OUR 2OTARY 0RESS /UR PARTS DEPARTMENT
CAN SHIP ORDERS FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY
WITHIN MUCH OF CONTINENTAL .ORTH !MERICA

3HAFTLESS
SCREW CONVEYORS
#USTOM ENGINEERED FOR YOUR APPLICATION
HOLLOW FLIGHT OR SHAFTLESS SCREW CONVEYORS
CAN BE FITTED WITH ANY ACCESSORY FOR TOTAL
PLANT AUTOMATION
3TANDARD SCREW SIZES FROM v TO v
ALLOW A VARIETY OF FEED RATES FOR DIFFERENT
SIZE SYSTEMS
,ENGTHS FROM  FT TO OVER  FT CAN
BE COMBINED FOR VIRTUALLY ANY LAYOUT

-ACHINING #APABILITY
-ANY LARGE MULTI FUNCTION
MACHINING CENTRES ARE USED
IN THE MANUFACTURING OF
2OTARY 0RESS COMPONENTS

3LUDGE BLENDERS
AND OTHER
ACCESSORIES
(AVING MANY YEARS OF CUSTOM FABRICATION
EXPERIENCE OUR ENGINEERING STAFF
CAN TACKLE ANY PROJECT AND PROVIDE
A COMPLETE PACKAGE SOLUTION TO YOUR
BIOSOLIDS HANDLING APPLICATION
4RUCK BODIES AND CUSTOMIZED
MOBILE CONTAINERS CAN BE EQUIPPED
WITH A HOST OF FEATURES PARTICULAR
TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS ALLOWING YOU
TO OPTIMIZE YOUR OPERATION FOR THE
MOST BENEFICIAL USE

0RODUCTION #APABILITIES
0ARTS FOR 2OTARY 0RESSES ARE PRODUCED IN SERIES
4HIS ALLOWS US TO REDUCE PRODUCTION COSTS AND
IMPROVE QUALITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS

%XPERTISE SINCE 

9OUR LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE

&/52.)%2 ).$5342)%3 ).#
 7EST &RONTENAC BLVD 4HETFORD -INES
1UEBEC #ANADA '( "
0HONE   
&AX   
GE N E R AL FO UR N IE R IND US T R IE S COM

WWWROTAR Y PRESSCOM

0R INT ED I N # AN ADA

' 2 ! 0 ( ) 3 3 ) - /

&OURNIER )NDUSTRIES )NC HAS BEEN
MANUFACTURING MACHINERY SINCE 
!T OUR HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY
LOCATED IN THE 1UEBEC MINING AREA
WE CONTINUE TO PROVIDE QUALITY
PRODUCTS AND SERVICE TO A WIDE RANGE
OF INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS

A.

Proposed Equipment

1.

Screw Press –

Qty.
1

Unit Price Delivered

Description

US$ 235,000

FKC Screw Press
Model BHX-700x4000L

Material:

Anaerobically Digested Municipal Sludge

Capacity:

4.5 dry tons per day operating 24/7 – Each
Dewatering Only
377 Dry Lbs. / HR. - Each

Inlet consistency:

1.0% TS or higher

Outlet consistency:

16% or higher with polymer addition
Sample Required to Verify Performance

Nonvolatile solids content:

50% or higher

Materials of construction:

SS-304 wetted parts,
Base coated CS
Non-wetted parts coated CS

Screw design:

Suitable for Water Treatment Residuals only

Screens:

Punched SS-304

Speed reducer:

Sumitomo Cyclo reducer

Motor:

3.0 HP, 1800 rpm, NEMA B, 480 VAC, 3 Ph, 60 Hz,
included
Suitable for variable speed operation w/ PWM
constant torque inverter

Other:

1 set standard tools
1 set drum covers
1 motor coupling
4 spare screens

Approx. shipping weight:

15 tons

Delivery:

Delivery within 5 (five) months after receipt of written
purchase order

1

A.

Proposed Equipment

2.

Flocculation Tank

Qty.
1

Description
Flocculation Tank 175 gal with
variable speed agitator

Unit Price Delivered
Included

Drive:

SEW Eurodrive Varimot
gearmotor with mechanical speed variator

Motor:

1 HP, 1800 rpm, manufactured by SEW
480 VAC, 3 Ph, 60 Hz included

Materials of construction:

SS-304 wetted parts

Approx. shipping size/ weight:

55 cubic feet / 500 Lbs

Delivery:

Delivery within 5 (five) months after receipt of written
purchase order

2

A.

Proposed Equipment –
Dewatering Package

4.

Ancillary Equipment

Ancillary Equipment

Unit Price Delivered

Control Panel including:
Enclosure, NEMA 4x
PLC – Allen Bradley Micrologix 1500
Operator Interface - Allen Bradley Panelview 600
Software, Programming, & Documentation
Screw Press VFD
Sludge flow meter
Headbox level transmitter
Sludge Pump VFD,
Motor starter for Flocculation Tank
Motor starter for Conveyor
Discrete Output for Polymer System On/Off
Analog Output for Polymer System Speed Control
Discrete Input for Polymer System alarm
Discrete Input for Conveyor zero speed switch
Discrete Input for Conveyor emergency stop

3

BIOSOLIDS DEWATERING

FKC screw presses provide a unique, cost effective solution for dewatering of municipal and industrial biosolids. While
relatively new to this market in North America, FKC screw presses have been dewatering various non-ﬁbrous sludges
and other materials for over 20 years in a wide variety of industries.

®

A PPLICATIONS
• Municipal WWTP Sludges of All Types
(Aerobically Digested, Anaerobically

Small 12" diameter screw press installed at the City of Forks, WA

Digested, Raw)
• Primary, Secondary, or Mixed Sludges
• Industrial Biosolids
• Septage & Grease Trap

F EATURES OF THE FKC
BIOSOLIDS DEWATERING SCREW PRESS
• Heavy Duty Construction

• Stainless Steel Wetted parts

• High Outlet Consistency

• Low Power Consumption

• Slow Speed

• Fully Enclosed covers

• Few Moving Parts

• Simple, Unattended Operation

• Very Low Maintenance

• Automated Washdown

• Upgradeable to Produce

• High Quality Construction

Class A Biosolids

Two 1.25 meter diameter class A capable screw
presses in Monterey, CA

Typical Sludge Dewatering Process
Flow Diagram

FLOC
TANK

SCREW PRESS

POLYMER

SLUDGE FEED

DEWATERED
BIOSOLIDS

Dewatering Skid Systems for Small Applications

Sludge Dewatering Skid

Skid Mounted Packages

CONTROL STATION
20’

CONTROL PANEL

POLYMER MAKE-DOWN

SLUDGE PUMP
®

8’

FKC Co., Ltd.
FLOC TANK

2708 W. 18th Street
Port Angles, WA 98363
(360) 452-9472
www.fkcscrewpress.com

SCREW PRESS
SCREW
CONVEYOR

mail@fkcscrewpress.com
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To:
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Carmel Area Wastewater District

From:
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Preliminary Capital Projections – “Replace Assets at the End of Estimated Residual
Life”
K/J 1268007*01

This memorandum presents cost estimating data developed for the replacement costs of the
Carmel Area Wastewater District (CAWD) wastewater treatment plant assets. Each individual
asset in the asset registry (approximately 680 assets) is provided with an individual asset
replacement cost. The replacement cost for each individual asset includes materials and
installation costs. In addition to the materials and installation costs, the replacement projections
include other costs associated with replacing assets. These other costs include: contractor’s
construction markups, retrofit contingencies, and engineering/construction management.
The focus of the cost projections is on the treatment plant assets which do not fall under the
reclamation project. Major assets located on the treatment plant site which are not included in
the cost projections herein are: Reclamation assets (Tertiary Building & MF/RO pad assets), lab
facilities, civil site work (paving, landscaping, etc.), and SCADA software/computers. The
collection system assets are also not included in the costs.
The preliminary cost projections are considered a Class 4 estimate based on planning level
information with an estimate accuracy of -30% to +50% for replacement costs of assets in
accordance with the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering (AACE) . The
projected time of replacement of assets are based on the asset survey visual observations
conducted by Kennedy/Jenks in March 2012, and by Beecher Engineering for the electrical
assets.
A simplified asset management strategy scenario is assumed for the preliminary cost
projections; this strategy is “replacement of assets when they reach the end of their estimated
residual life”. This asset management strategy does not incorporate asset failure modes such as
financial inefficiency, level of service failures, or capacity related asset failures. Furthermore,
risk management, and rehabilitation alternatives life cycle cost analyses are not included.
Furthermore, the data of the physical condition of assets is limited to the extent that visual
observations are limited and also due to the fact that many assets (such as buried pipelines)
were not accessible for visual inspection during the March 2012 asset survey or for Beecher
Engineering investigations. To account for assets that were not given condition ratings during
\\sfocad\projects\pw-proj\2012\1268007.01_cawd capital improvement plan\10-engdesign\tm1 preliminary replacement cost\tm1_preliminary_replacement_cost.doc
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the observations the cost of replacement of these assets is averaged over a 30-year period to
facilitate cost projections.
The preliminary cost projections developed are a starting point for budgetary planning and
provide a general range of estimated probable capital cost expenditures related to replacement
of assets. Subsequent asset management and pre-design tasks related to the capital
improvement projects planning will improve decision making criteria and appropriately schedule
projects. These subsequent tasks will refine the timeframes for expenditures and the yearly
budget costs from those shown in these preliminary projections.
The estimated total replacement costs include:
x

Materials and Installation: These costs include the asset material costs and the cost of
installation without markups.

x

Construction Cost: These costs include the materials and installation cost as well as
the markups associated with construction. The construction markups include: contractor
mobilization, bonding, overhead and profit, and sales tax. Adding these markups results
in an estimated construction cost of 30% over the Materials and Installation cost.

x

Retrofit Contingency: These costs account for additional materials and installation
costs that are typically required to build improvement projects within an existing
operating facility. Retrofit projects typically cost about 20% to 30% more than “green
field” projects. The Retrofit Contingency used in this analysis is 25% of the Construction
Cost.

x

Engineering: Engineering costs include planning, design, environmental permitting and
construction management. Engineering is estimated to be 20% of the Construction Cost
and Retrofit Contingency.

x

Total Replacement Cost: The Total Replacement Cost is the summation of the
Construction Cost, Retrofit Contingency and Engineering costs.

Note: Some assets may be able to be replaced by CAWD maintenance staff without the
need of a contractor, and would therefore reduce total replacement cost by eliminating the
costs of the markups for some assets. The savings associated with in house replacement is
not specifically included in the estimates, but could reduce the estimated total replacement
cost by approximately 10%.

Asset Replacement Cost By Area
Table 1 shows the replacement cost for the assets categorized by area of the plant.
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Table 1:

Asset Replacement Cost By Area

Area
Influent
Influent Bldg
Influent Manhole
Influent Totals:
Primary Treatment
Headworks
Primary Clarifiers
Primary Treatment
Totals:
Secondary Treatment
EQ/Aeration
Blower Bldg
RAS Pump Bldg
Secondary Clarifiers
Secondary Treatment
Totals:
Disinfection/Disposal
Chlorine Contact
Chlor/Dechlor Building
Effluent Bldg
Outfall
Disinfection/Disposal
Totals:
Solids
Treatment/Disposal
DAF Thickener
Digester Control Bldg
Digesters
Belt Press Bldg
FOG Facility
Solids
Treatment/Disposal
Totals:
Site Utilities and Yard
Piping
Yard Piping
3W System
1W System
Site Utilities and Yard
Piping Totals:
Misc Buildings
Ops Building
Misc Structures
Misc Buildings Totals:

Materials &
Installation

Total
Construction
Retrofit
Replacement
Cost
Contingency Engineering
Cost

$2,894,675
$121,525
$3,016,200

$3,764,000
$158,000
$3,922,000

$941,000
$40,000
$981,000

$941,000
$40,000
$981,000

$5,646,000
$238,000
$5,884,000

$1,435,300
$1,631,000

$1,866,000
$2,121,000

$467,000
$531,000

$467,000
$531,000

$2,800,000
$3,183,000

$3,066,300

$3,987,000

$998,000

$998,000

$5,983,000

$5,791,510
$1,991,215
$1,057,285
$2,382,000

$7,529,000
$2,589,000
$1,375,000
$3,097,000

$1,883,000
$648,000
$344,000
$775,000

$1,883,000
$648,000
$344,000
$775,000

$11,295,000
$3,885,000
$2,063,000
$4,647,000

$11,222,010

$14,590,000

$3,650,000

$3,650,000

$21,890,000

$2,040,000
$1,868,000
$1,674,040
$1,126,800

$2,652,000
$2,429,000
$2,177,000
$1,465,000

$663,000
$608,000
$545,000
$367,000

$663,000
$608,000
$545,000
$367,000

$3,978,000
$3,645,000
$3,267,000
$2,199,000

$6,708,840

$8,723,000

$2,183,000

$2,183,000

$13,089,000

$456,750
$1,578,500
$2,620,000
$2,282,040
$192,000

$594,000
$2,053,000
$3,406,000
$2,967,000
$250,000

$149,000
$514,000
$852,000
$742,000
$63,000

$149,000
$514,000
$852,000
$742,000
$63,000

$892,000
$3,081,000
$5,110,000
$4,451,000
$376,000

$7,129,290

$9,270,000

$2,320,000

$2,320,000

$13,910,000

$1,866,850
$187,000
$94,000

$2,427,000
$244,000
$123,000

$607,000
$61,000
$31,000

$607,000
$61,000
$31,000

$3,641,000
$366,000
$185,000

$2,147,850

$2,794,000

$699,000

$699,000

$4,192,000

$1,691,000
$897,000
$2,588,000

$2,199,000
$1,167,000
$3,366,000

$550,000
$292,000
$842,000

$550,000
$292,000
$842,000

$3,299,000
$1,751,000
$5,050,000
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Asset Replacement Cost By Asset Class
Table 2 shows the replacement cost for the assets categorized by asset class.
Table 2:

Asset Replacement Cost By Asset Class
Total
Construction
Retrofit
Replacement
Cost
Contingency Engineering
Cost
$22,854,000
$5,714,000
$5,714,000
$34,282,000
$6,693,000
$1,674,000
$1,674,000
$10,041,000

Asset Class
Structural
Electrical
Process Equip
(Liquid)
Process Equip
(Solid)
Process Equip
(Chemical)
Process Equip
(Gas)
Support
Equipment
Instrumentation
Bldg Mechanical
Valve/Gate
Pipe (Process
Exposed)
Pipe (Process
Buried)
Pipe (Chemical)
Pipe (Misc)

# Assets
84
115

Materials &
Installation
$17,580,000
$5,148,000

57

$2,466,790

$3,207,000

$802,000

$802,000

$4,811,000

30

$1,993,000

$2,591,000

$648,000

$648,000

$3,887,000

35

$615,000

$800,000

$200,000

$200,000

$1,200,000

11

$550,000

$715,000

$179,000

$179,000

$1,073,000

59
54
32
72

$708,500
$537,000
$708,500
$981,790

$922,000
$699,000
$922,000
$1,277,000

$231,000
$175,000
$231,000
$320,000

$231,000
$175,000
$231,000
$320,000

$1,384,000
$1,049,000
$1,384,000
$1,917,000

56

$1,512,620

$1,967,000

$492,000

$492,000

$2,951,000

41
8
24

$2,839,890
$120,000
$117,400

$3,692,000
$156,000
$153,000

$923,000
$39,000
$39,000

$923,000
$39,000
$39,000

$5,538,000
$234,000
$231,000

Totals:

678

$35,878,490

$46,648,000

$11,667,000

$11,667,000

$70,000,000

Replacement Cost Summary
Table 3 summarizes the estimated replacement costs for the CAWD treatment assets in the
asset registry (excluding reclamation project assets).
Table 3:

Total Treatment Plant Replacement Cost

Total Materials & Installation:
Replacement Construction Total:
Total Replacement (w/ Retrofit Contingency and
Engineering):

Estimated Total
$35,900,000
$46,700,000
$70,000,000
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Preliminary 15-year Capital Budget Projection
Table 4 summarizes the estimated total replacement cost for assets that are projected to need
replacement within the next 15-years. The -30% to +50% cost estimate range reflects the
probable range of costs which could be invested in capital improvements, depending on the
decisions made during upcoming planning efforts and asset management analyses.
Table 4:

15-year Treatment Plant Estimated Asset Renewal Liability

Materials & Installation
(assets with less than 15-yr estimated
residual life):
15-yr Replacement Construction Total:
15-year Replacement (w/ Retrofit
Contingency and Engineering):

-30%
Estimate(a)

Estimated

$11,200,000
$14,600,000

$15,960,533
$20,749,033

$24,000,000
$31,200,000

$21,800,000

$31,125,033

$46,700,000

+50%
Estimate(a)

(a) -30% to +50% estimate range is based on AACE recommended practice.

Figure 1 illustrates the asset replacement cost data in terms of yearly budgetary expenditures
with a 15-year look ahead. Figure 2 shows the average yearly budget over a 15-year period
based on the replacement projection.

Figure 1: Estimated Preliminary 15-year Capital Replacement Budget
Projection
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Figure 2: Estimated Preliminary 15-year Capital Replacement Budget
Projection: Average Budget

Preliminary 30-year Capital Budget Projection
Table 5 summarizes the estimated total replacement cost for assets that are projected to need
replacement within the next 30-years. The -30% to +50% cost estimate range reflects the
probable range of costs which could be invested in capital improvements, depending on the
decisions made during upcoming planning efforts and asset management analyses.
Table 5:

30-year Treatment Plant Estimated Asset Renewal Liability

Materials & Installation
(assets with less than 30-yr estimated
residual life):
30-yr Replacement Construction Total:
30-year Replacement (w/ Retrofit
Contingency and Engineering):

-30%
Estimate(a)

Estimated

$19,900,000
$25,800,000

$28,293,740
$36,782,740

$42,500,000
$55,200,000

$38,700,000

$55,176,740

$82,800,000

+50%
Estimate(a)

(a) -30% to +50% estimate range is based on AACE recommended practice.
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Figure 3 illustrates the asset replacement cost data in terms of yearly budgetary expenditures
with a 30-year look ahead. Figure 4 shows the average yearly budget over a 30-year period
based on the replacement projection.

Figure 3: Estimated Preliminary 30-year Captial Replacement Budget
Projection
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Figure 4: Estimated Preliminary 30-year Capital Replacement Budget
Projection: Average Budget

Subsequent Work and Continuous Data Improvement
The budget projections provided herein do not assess asset failure modes of financial
inefficiency, level of service failures, or capacity failures. The projections are solely based on
asset physical mortality failures, based on limited visual observations of physical condition.
Approximately one third of the assets in the asset registry were not given a condition rating in
the Kennedy/Jenks March 2012 asset survey and Beecher Engineering electrical surveys.
Therefore, the replacement cost of these non-rated assets is evenly distributed over a 30-year
period in the cost projections.
Further inspections would improve the physical mortality data and better define the time of
replacement required to reduce physical mortality failures. Continuing to improve the overall
WWTP asset mortality data will require ongoing inspection and testing of: buried piping (CCTV),
electrical assets (wire tests), structures (concrete tests/seismic analysis), and other assets that
are not readily visible for inspection.
Level of service evaluations of individual assets may identify assets which are not meeting their
level of service and therefore need to be replaced or modified to meet the asset service goal.
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Alternatively, an asset may not be needed as it is not required for meeting strategic levels of
service. Kennedy/Jenks will assist CAWD in strategic level of service evaluations for the
treatment plant, which is a precursor to defining the level of service for each individual asset. It
is recommended that CAWD continuously improve its understanding of the individual assets
levels of service as this can drive the decisions made regarding an individual asset’s
replacement.
Risk management is not included in the preliminary projections and therefore it is likely that
assets with high consequences of failure will need to be replaced earlier than is reflected in the
projections contained herein. The data herein assumes no risk management and that assets
would be replaced at the end of their physical life regardless of risk. This type of asset
management strategy will not necessarily mitigate against potential failures that would result in
fines or other damages. Kennedy/Jenks will conduct risk evaluations prior to producing the 15year Capital Improvement Plan.
Rehabilitation projects may extend the useful life of assets and have a lower lifecycle cost than
replacement of assets. For high value assets, engineering analysis are warranted to determine
whether repair, replacement, or improvement is the best approach for extending the life of the
asset.

Conclusion
The projected cost data contained herein is preliminary. Subsequent asset management
evaluations to be conducted by Kennedy/Jenks will better define decision making criteria to
develop yearly budgets and improvement projects that should be included in the 15-year capital
improvement program. The current projection indicates that a potential range of yearly average
capital improvement expenditures could be between $1.5-million and $3-million a year.
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Technical Memorandum No. 6
To:

Ms. Barbara Buikema and Mr. Jim Pinkevich
Carmel Area Wastewater District

From:

Mr. Patrick Treanor, P.E., Kennedy/Jenks Consultants

Reviewed by: Mr. Robert Ryder, P.E., Kennedy/Jenks Consultants
Subject:

Levels of Service – Wastewater Treatment Plant
K/J 1268007*01

This memorandum presents a preliminary summary of levels of service goals for the Carmel
Area Wastewater District (District/CAWD) wastewater treatment plant (WWTP). Kennedy/Jenks
Consultants has met with the District to generally discuss the strategic goals that CAWD has for
the WWTP in order to develop the goals summarized herein. The input received from the
District has been very valuable in confirming the vision for the CAWD WWTP.
By understanding the strategic goals of the WWTP, the levels of service for specific treatment
processes and asset classes can be established such that these serve the WWTP strategic
goals. Subsequently, individual assets would have level of service goals to serve both the
WWTP levels of service, individual process levels of service, and the asset class levels of
service. This concept is referred to as the roll-up of level of service and is shown graphically in
Figure 1.
WWTP Strategic Levels of
Service

Area/Process Levels of
Service

Asset Class Levels Of Service

Individual Asset Level of
Service

Figure 1: Level of Service Roll-Up
The levels of service summarized herein are meant to serve as a basis for strategic decision
making in the upcoming 15-year Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) Master Plan. By clearly
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outlining what levels of service the WWTP should achieve, the capital improvements will be
spent on projects which best serve the fundamental goals of CAWD. The focus of the 15-year
CIP is on the secondary treatment plant and therefore the 15-year CIP plan does not include
projects involving the Reclamation Project, or the CAWD sewage collection system.
Levels of service can be modified by the District at any time to respond to changes in
regulations, customer demands, growth, operational cost changes, or other external or internal
factors.
As shown in Figure 1, there are several “levels” where level of service can be applied. These
levels are explained below:
y

WWTP Strategic Levels of Service: Levels of service which encompass the general
purpose and fundamental mission of the WWTP as an institutional facility.

y

Area/Process Levels of Service: Levels of service associated with individual
processes such as the Sludge Digestion System, Operations Building, or Influent
Building. Each area or process has its own unique purpose and therefore has unique
levels of service it is meant to provide. For instance, the Influent Building has a principal
level of service to transfer plant influent to the headworks.

y

Asset Class Levels of Service: Asset Classes categorize assets into groups such as
structure, process equipment, piping, etc. The levels of service for asset classes are
unique to the class of asset.

y

Individual Asset Level of Service: Individual assets can be assigned a level of service
although it takes significant effort to do so for the vast numbers of individual assets.
Given the current level of detail of CAWD’s asset management and planning efforts, and
the effort required to establish service levels for individual assets, these are not being
defined at this time, but may be introduced into the decision making for individual assets
at any time in the future when warranted.

WWTP Strategic Levels of Service
Fundamental Strategic Levels of Service for the CAWD WWTP
As an institutional facility, the fundamental mission of the CAWD WWTP is to safely, reliably and
cost-effectively treat wastewater to meet regulatory compliance and return this treated
wastewater back into the environment. The fundamental levels of service for the WWTP
encompassed by this mission are:
y

To be compliant with all current regulatory waste discharge permits and to be positioned
to comply with probable future regulations.

y

To be cost effective in operating and maintaining the WWTP.
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y

To invest in safety practices to eliminate personal injuries or environmental hazards from
occurring at the WWTP.

y

To apply fail safe systems and redundancy to maintain reliability.

Additional strategic goals which are in support of the fundamental levels of service include:
y

To provide secondary treated wastewater to the Reclamation Project tertiary
microfiltration/reverse-osmosis (MF/RO) plant.

y

To plan for and appropriately handle severe flooding events which can occur at the
WWTP.

Regulatory Compliance
The level of service of the treatment process is to be compliant with the Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB) waste discharge permit. The discharge permit requires a monthly
average limit of 30 mg/l for five-day biological oxygen demand (BOD5) and 30 mg/l total
suspended solids (TSS). The permit does not contain nitrogen or phosphorous limits, which is
likely a result of the ocean discharge point. Other water quality limits are set for coliform and
toxic pollutants.
In addition to the RWQCB waste discharge permit, the CAWD secondary wastewater treatment
process is to be compliant with EPA biosolids disposal regulations. Currently, CAWD transports
dewatered Class B biosolids to McCarthy Farms in Lost Hills, Kern County. McCarthy Farms
land applies un-composted biosolids to farmland as organic nutrients in King County. McCarthy
Farms is also a composting facility which processes biosolids into Class A solids for beneficial
reuse as organic nutrients to both agricultural and urban landscape/golf course uses.
The Reclamation Project involves a partnership between CAWD and Pebble Beach Community
Services District (PBCSD). Regulations concerning the recycled water produced by the
Reclamation Project are not summarized in this evaluation as the focus of the current CIP and
asset management evaluations is on the secondary treatment plant.

Cost Effectiveness
Because CAWD is a public agency which is in service of the community and is funded by the
dischargers, CAWD is obligated to be cost effective. Where multiple alternatives are available
CAWD should choose the probable least expensive life-cycle options which meet all other
fundamental levels of service.

Safety
The safety of the community and the CAWD employees are of the utmost importance. Safety
practices should be applied to meet all OSHA Guidelines with the intent to eliminate personal
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injury at the WWTP. Aside from the human impact, lawsuits associated with personal injuries,
environmental hazards, or nuisances could have financial impacts that would also impair
CAWD’s cost effectiveness.

Reliability
Equipment and processes may fail which can lead to upsets in treatment processes and
subsequent regulatory non-compliance. It is not enough for systems to provide for regulatory
compliance most of the time. Systems should be in place to continue to meet regulatory permits
nearly all of the time even in the event of a system failure or unexpected conditions.

Recycled Water Production
CAWD is contractually obligated to provide secondary treated wastewater for the Reclamation
Project which produces recycled water in the MF/RO system owned by PBCSD and operated by
CAWD. The reclamation project is a benefit to cost effectiveness of CAWD, because PBCSD
contractually pays one-third of treatment capital improvement costs at the CAWD secondary
treatment plant.

Planning for Flooding at the WWTP
In addition to meeting levels of service of regulatory compliance, cost effectiveness, safety, and
reliability, the WWTP is facing potential future challenges associated with increased storm
intensity and flooding as a result of global climate change and/or land form changes that may
result in increased runoff. The WWTP is located in the Carmel River Flood Plain and has been
subjected to major floods. When the first major phases of the current treatment plant were built
in the 1970’s and 1980’s the primary and secondary treatment liquid process tanks were built
with sidewalls elevation at 21 feet above mean sea level to protect the treatment facilities from
floods.
A distinct level of service should be established for the WWTP in regards to flooding. Currently,
it is unclear how the plant will withstand the next major flood. It is recommended that CAWD
assess the flood planning issue in detail in the next 5 years to identify improvements that would
be necessary to improve reliability of the WWTP process during future floods.

Summary of WWTP Strategic Levels of Service
Table 1 summarizes the fundamental strategic levels of service for the WWTP. These are the
principal strategic levels of service that are being used to guide the decision making for the
15-year CIP planning.
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Table 1:

Strategic WWTP Strategic Levels of Service

Be Compliant with all Regulatory
Requirements

Be Cost Effective

Invest in Safety Practices to Eliminate
Personal Injuries or Environmental Hazards at
the WWTP

Apply Fail-Safe Systems and Redundancy to
Maintain Treatment Reliability

Supply Secondary Treated Wastewater to
Reclamation Project

**Level of Service for the WWTP in the Event
of Severe Flooding – Currently Undefined

Area/Process Levels of Service
The levels of service for areas and processes within the WWTP should be set such that they
help achieve the strategic goals of the WWTP. The following is a list of the areas/processes that
are currently being used in the asset registry hierarchy:
x

Influent: Influent Building, Influent Manhole

x

Primary Treatment: Headworks, Primary Clarifiers

x

Secondary Treatment: Aeration Tanks, Blower Building, Return Activated Sludge
(RAS) Pump Building, Secondary Clarifiers

x

Equalization Tank

x

Disinfection and Disposal: Chlorination/Dechlorination, Chlorine Contact, Effluent
Building, and Outfall

x

Solids Treatment: Dissolved Air Floatation (DAF) Thickener, Digester Control Building,
Digesters, Belt Press Building, Fat-Oils-Grease (FOG) Facility

x

No. 3 Water System

x

No. 1 Water System

x

Operations Building

x

Miscellaneous Buildings: Maintenance Shop, Lunch Room, Blacksmith Shop, Vehicle
Storage, and Safety Officer Trailer
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Influent – Levels of Service
The current level of service provided by the Influent System is to receive wastewater influent
which flows into the Influent Building from across the Carmel River at an elevation below grade
and pump via the influent pumps to the influent manhole, which is high enough to allow gravity
flow through the wastewater treatment processes. The influent pump system is critical to
delivering wastewater for treatment and us variable speed to match influent flows. The influent
system does not provide any treatment of the wastewater influent except for the scum/grease
pump which removes grease and scum which collects along the water surface in the influent
wet well. A flow meter is located in the Headworks Building, which provides plant influent flow
measurement.
In addition to serving as the influent pump station, the Influent Building also houses the backup
engine generators for the WWTP, which provide power to the critical processes in the event of a
power outage.
Table 2:

Influent Levels of Service

Influent Building - Pumping Influent to
Headworks

Influent Flow Monitoring (located in
Headworks Basement)

Influent Building - Removal of Grease/Scum
from Influent Wet Well

Influent Building – Power Outage Reliability
Backup Generators

Pretreatment and Primary Treatment - Levels of Service
The WWTP Pretreatment includes the Headworks and the WWTP Primary Treatment includes
the Primary Clarifiers. The Headworks is designed to remove rags and grit and discharge the
rags and grit into garbage dumpsters for hauling offsite to a landfill. The Primary Clarifiers are
designed to remove settleable solids and scum from the liquid process water. The Primary
Treatment process area also includes sludge and scum pumps located in the Headworks
basement which pump primary sludge to the digesters.
Table 3:

Pretreatment and Primary Treatment Levels of Service

Headworks - Remove rags and grit from the
liquid treatment process and collect in
dumpsters.

Primary Sludge/Scum Pumps - Pump
settleable solids sludge and scum to digesters.

Primary Clarifiers - Remove settleable solids
from the liquid treatment process.
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Secondary Treatment - Levels of Service
The WWTP Secondary Treatment utilizes an activated sludge process for biological stabilization
and is comprised of the anoxic selector, aeration basins, secondary clarifiers, the Blower
Building and the Return Activated Sludge (RAS) Pump Building. The level of service for the
secondary treatment process is to further reduce BOD and TSS to meet the RWQCB waste
discharge permit.
The aeration basins convert BOD of organic matter to biomass through the cellular
consumption, growth and respiration of suspended aerobic microorganisms. Air from the Blower
Building is supplied to the aeration basins to introduce dissolved oxygen to help maintain
aerobic respiration. Secondary clarifiers located downstream of the aeration basins settle and
remove the biomass from the aeration basin effluent (mixed liquor). The secondary clarifier
sludge is returned via RAS pumps to the aeration basins to maintain the desired effective
concentration of aerobic microorganisms in the aeration basins. Excess RAS is sent to the
thickener as a Waste Activated Sludge (WAS) before ending up in the digesters.
Table 4:

Secondary Treatment Levels of Service

Anoxic Selector – Provides suppression of
activated sludge bulking organisms.

Secondary Clarifiers - Remove suspended and
floatable solids biomass from mixed liquor.

Aeration Basins - Convert BOD to biomass.

Secondary Clarifiers – Collect activated
sludge.

Blower Building – Provide air to aeration
basins to maintain sufficient dissolved oxygen
levels.

RAS Pump Building – Pump activated sludge
collected in secondary clarifiers to anoxic
selector (before aeration basins).

Equalization Tank - Levels of Service
The Equalization Tank can store approximately 0.5-million gallons and is used to diminish flow
variations resulting from diurnal flows. This function allows operations to supply a more uniform
flow to the Reclamation Project MF/RO tertiary treatment process during the day shift.
Furthermore, during wet weather the Equalization Tank can be used to trim the peak wet
weather flows that need to be treated.
Table 5:

Equalization Tank Levels of Service

Reduce Influent Flow Peaks Resulting from
Diurnal Flow Variations – Maximize volume of
water delivered to the Reclamation Project.

Reduce Influent Flow Peaks Resulting from
Diurnal Flow Variations – Trim peak wet
weather flows.
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Disinfection and Disposal – Levels of Service
The WWTP disinfection process utilizes chlorine disinfection to remove or inactivate pathogenic
microorganisms (bacteria, viruses, protozoa, and fungi) in the wastewater before discharge to
the environment. Chlorine residuals must be completely removed from the treated wastewater
by use of the reducing chemical, liquid Sodium Bisulfite (SBS), prior to discharge to the ocean.
The Chlorination/Dechlorination Building houses the chemicals which are used in disinfection
oxidation (chlorine gas) and dechlorination reduction (liquid SBS). Secondary effluent is dosed
with chlorine through a Water Champ induction mixer for initial dispersion and then travels
through the chlorine contact channels which provide almost 2 hours of detention time at a 1.5MGD flow rate.
After disinfection and dechlorination, the WWTP effluent is pumped out the Outfall Pipeline via
the Effluent Building Pump Station. The Outfall Pipeline terminates with diffusers which
contribute to mixing and dispersing the treated effluent into the ocean environment.
Water delivered to the Reclamation Project is not dechlorinated with SBS and flows by gravity to
the Flow Equalization Basin (FEB) upstream of the MF/RO equipment. Chloramine is formed in
the Chlorine Contact Channel as chlorine reacts with ammonia. A chloramine residual is
maintained in the secondary treated water delivered to the MF equipment to discourage
biofouling slimes from developing on the MF membranes.
Table 6:

Disinfection and Disposal Levels of Service

Chlorination/Dechlorination Building – Dose
and disperse chlorine upstream of chlorine
contact channel and dose SBS downstream of
chlorine contact channel.

Chlorine Contact Channel – Produce
chloramine for water delivered to Reclamation
Project to control biofouling of MF membranes.

Chlorine Contact Channel – Provide contact
time for chlorine to sufficiently remove or
inactivate pathogens.

Effluent Building – Pump treated effluent out
the outfall.

Chlorine Contact Channel – Monitor effluent
flow rate and residual concentration.

Outfall Pipeline – Transport treated effluent to
offshore ocean environment and provide initial
diffusion and dispersion into the ocean.

Solids Treatment - Levels of Service
The level of service provided by the solids treatment is to treat solids to meet Class B EPA
biosolids requirements by reduction and stabilization of solids so they do not constitute a public
health or toxicity concern and may be disposed of by land application. The Digestion System
receives sludge from the Primary and Secondary Treatment. Sludge is stored in the Digesters
where it is continually mixed as it is digested by anaerobic bacteria. The sludge is circulated
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through a sludge heater in the Digester Control Building to increase the rate of digestion by
maintaining the optimum mesophilic temperature of 98o Fahrenheit ± 2o in the Digesters. The
anaerobic digestion process reduces solids as well as pathogens so the sludge meets Class B
EPA requirements.
The sludge thickener thickens WAS from the secondary clarifiers to reduce the flow and volume
of sludge being sent to the digesters thereby increasing the effective sludge digestion time.
The FOG Receiving Facility receives FOG waste from pump trucks that are charged tipping fees
for disposal at the WWTP. The addition of FOG increases the biodegradable materials load for
the anaerobic bacteria in the digesters and thus increases the methane gas production which
can be used to generate power onsite.
A byproduct of the anaerobic digestion process is digester gas which contains methane.
Digester gas is conveyed to a cogeneration system (micro turbines) to generate power, or may
be used to fuel the hot water boiler which heats water for use in heating digester sludge.
Digester gas not used up in the micro turbines or the boiler may be burned off at the flare per air
quality requirements.
Digested sludge is dewatered in the Belt Filter Press Building to reduce by about 90% the
volume that has to be trucked offsite for land application disposal. A Belt Filter Press is operated
to dewater digested sludge and the operation of the press is supported by the addition of
polymer into the sludge upstream of the press which enhances the degree of dewatering.
Table 7:

Solids Treatment Levels of Service

Digesters – Provide anaerobic digestion of
adequate duration to reduce pathogens in
sludge to meet Class B Solids requirements.

FOG Facility – Receive FOG deliveries to
collect disposal fees and increase methane
production for power production in
microturbines.

Digesters – Digester gas byproduct is used for
power cogeneration or for fueling sludge
heating.

Belt Filter Press – Dewater digested sludge to
reduce volume of sludge that needs to be
transported.

Sludge Thickener – Thicken WAS to reduce
volume of sludge sent to digesters.

Belt Filter Press Building – Polymer addition to
digested solids to enhance the degree of
dewatering.

Digester Control Building – Heat digester
sludge to facilitate necessary pathogen
removal rates in Anaerobic Digesters.

Flare – Burn off excess digester gas to meet
air quality regulations.
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No. 3 Water System - Levels of Service
The No. 3 Water System is a plant water system that utilizes chlorinated secondary treated
effluent for general use around the plant and also is used by the Collections Department for
filling the vactor truck to use for jet cleaning sewers. Uses at the treatment plant includes:
process spray water, belt filter press spray water, wash down water, pump seal water, and
irrigation water.
Table 8:

No. 3 Water System Levels of Service

Various Areas – Provide pump seal water
which must be fed to pumps to prevent
damage of pump seals and substantial pump
leaks.

Secondary Clarifiers – Spray water for scum
collection.

Various Areas – Wash down water and
flushing water.

Belt Filter Press – Spray water for continuous
belt cleaning.

No. 1 Water - Levels of Service
The No. 1 Water system at CAWD serves potable water around the plant for potable uses in
restrooms, locker rooms, and in the lab. Furthermore, No. 1 Water is used for emergency
eyewash showers around the plant. In the event of a failure of No. 3 Water, No. 1 Water is also
available for pump seal water.
Table 9:

Water System Levels of Service

Various Areas – Potable use, restroom and
locker room use, sinks, lab, etc.

Various Areas – Emergency eyewash showers

Various Areas – Pump seal water

Operations Building – Levels of Service
The Operations Building is the center of operations and control of the WWTP. Currently the
Operations Building is a multi-purpose building with: office space with computer stations,
restrooms/locker rooms, electrical MCC equipment room, and plant library. The Operations
Building electrical room also houses the WWTP potable water booster pump system.
To meet the strategic WWTP levels of service of Reliability and Regulatory Compliance, the
Operations Building should serve primarily as the central Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) interface location where the plant processes can be effectively monitored
and controlled.
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Table 10:

Operations Building Levels of Service

Operations Building – SCADA Monitoring and
Control Center

Operations Building – Office space with
adequate workspace for operations staff.

Operations Building – Library

Operations Building – Restroom/Locker
Rooms

Operations Building – Electrical Building

Operations Building – WWTP potable water
pumping

Miscellaneous Buildings - Levels of Service
There are several miscellaneous buildings around the plant that support the functioning of the
WWTP in meeting strategic levels of service. These include the Maintenance Shop, Lunch
Room, Blacksmith Shop, Safety Officer Trailer, and Vehicle Storage Building. The Maintenance
Shop stores tools and provides a workspace for repair of equipment. The Lunch Room is a
break room where staff can conduct meetings, or take breaks and eat lunch. The Blacksmith
Shop appears to be primarily an equipment storage building. The Safety Officer Trailer is an
office for the WWTP Safety Officer. The Vehicle Storage Building is a garage for CAWD
vehicles.
Table 11:

Miscellaneous Buildings Levels of Service

Maintenance Shop – Store tools and
workspace for equipment maintenance.

Lunch Room – Eating area for staff.

Blacksmith Shop – Store equipment

Safety Officer Trailer – Office space for safety
officer.

Vehicle Storage Building – Garage for CAWD
vehicles.

Asset Class Levels of Service
The levels of service for each asset class within the WWTP should be set such that they help
achieve the strategic goals of the WWTP as well as the levels of service of the areas and
processes. The following is a list of the asset classes that are currently being used in the asset
registry hierarchy:
y
y
y
y

Structures
Electrical
Instrumentation
Process Equipment
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y
y
y
y

Support Equipment
Building Mechanical
Valves/Gates
Piping

Structures Asset Class - Levels of Service
Structures at the treatment plant are designed and constructed to withstand earthquakes per the
seismic codes in effect at time of construction. Structures should not catastrophically fail under
any foreseeable conditions, but could be damaged to some degree from major earthquakes.
Structures can weather or deteriorate over the life-cycle; and when major upgrades occur
should be designed for current seismic codes. Structures should meet California Fire Code in
terms of ingress and egress and ventilation for safety of staff. Structures should be designed to
protect critical process elements (equipment, electrical panels, etc) during flood, wind, and rain
storm events.
Table 12:

Structures Asset Class Levels of Service

Structure – Meet seismic codes at time of
construction will not catastrophically fail under
any conditions.

Structure – Upgrades to structures should
meet current seismic codes.

Structures – Protect critical process elements
during flood, wind, and rain storm events.

Structure – Meet California Fire Codes

Electrical Asset Class - Levels of Service
Electrical assets should provide electrical power and signals to equipment, instrumentation, and
lighting. Electrical assets that are part of the treatment process should be reliable as electrical
failures can be catastrophic to the treatment and disposal process. All electrical assets should
meet current arc-flash safety standards, because of the high risks associated with electrical
accidents.
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Table 13:

Electrical Asset Class Levels of Service

Electrical – Provide power and signals to
pumps, process equipment, instrumentation,
lighting, etc.

Electrical – Reliable and redundant such that
electrical system failures do not affect the
ability to treat and pump/convey wastewater at
the WWTP.

Electrical – Meet current California Electrical
and Fire Codes and current Arc Flash Safety
Standards.

Instrumentation Asset Class – Levels of Service
Instrumentation assets should monitor and control the treatment process to allow operators to
respond to changes in operating conditions and keep a record of treatment characteristics for
permit compliance and process optimization. Instrumentation should alert operations of
deterioration of a systems performance or sudden failure. Instrumentation should be used to
improve operations. For reliability, instruments should have redundancy or a manual means of
monitoring and controlling the treatment process should be available.
Table 14:

Instrumentation Asset Class Levels of Service

Instrumentation – Monitor and control
treatment process.

Instrumentation – Reliable and redundant such
that instrument failures do not affect the ability
to treat and pump wastewater where
redundancy is not provided a manual means
of control shall be available.

Instrumentation – Improve operations

Instrumentation – Alert operations of
deterioration of system performance or sudden
system failure.

Instrumentation – Keep a record of treatment
characteristics for permit compliance and
process optimization.

Process Equipment Asset Class - Levels of Service
Process equipment should function in the service of the treatment process. These assets should
be reliable and redundant such that if a failure occurs it does not adversely affect the treatment
or disposal processes. Process equipment should be able to be easily maintained and operated
safely.
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Table 15:

Process Equipment Asset Class Levels of Service

Process Equipment – Function in the service
of treatment of wastewater.

Process Equipment – Reliable and redundant
such that process equipment failures do not
affect the ability to treat and pump wastewater
at the WWTP.

Process Equipment – Safe to operate and to
maintain.

Support Equipment Asset Class - Levels of Service
Support equipment cover a broad range of equipment which is not directly critical to the
treatment process, but supports the treatment process. Support equipment should be used to
improve operations, safety, and maintenance at the plant. For the most part, these assets can
fail without causing an adverse upset to the treatment process.
Table 16:

Support Equipment Asset Class Levels of Service

Support Equipment – Improve operations,
safety and maintenance.

Support Equipment – Provide support to
critical process equipment.

Building Mechanical Asset Class - Levels of Service
Building mechanical equipment provides heating ventilation and cooling (HVAC) for buildings.
HVAC should function according to California Building, Plumbing and Fire Codes and provide
adequate ventilation to support health of staff occupying building.
Table 17:

Building Mechanical Asset Class Levels of Service

Building Mechanical – Meet current California
Building, Plumbing and Fire Codes.

Building Mechanical – Support health of staff
occupying building.

Valves/Gates Asset Class - Levels of Service
Valves and gates should provide isolation of piping, pumps and other equipment for
maintenance as well as for process control. Valves and gates should be in working condition
and be able to be easily opened and/or closed as desired in an emergency.
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Table 18:

Valves/Gates Asset Class Levels of Service

Valves/Gates – Provide isolation of equipment
for maintenance.

Valves/Gates – Provide process control.

Valves/Gates – Should be in working condition
and operable in an emergency.

Piping Asset Class – Levels of Service
Process piping should carry process liquids without major leaks or corrosion deterioration.
Process piping should have a low probability of failure, because a process pipe break can lead
to major regulatory fines if wastewater is spilled offsite into the environment. With regular
maintenance and periodic closed-circuit television (CCTV) inspection of process pipe systems
pipe failures can be eliminated.
Hazardous chemical piping should deliver chemicals safely and have multiple safeguards from
pipe leaks, which include double containment of pipes or leak detection instruments installed to
immediately detect a pipe leak and to prevent a spill or hazardous condition. Chemical piping
should have a low probability of failure because of environmental as well as human safety risks.
Gas piping should convey gas without leaks because of the potential for explosive conditions of
emissions caused by leaking gas pipes.
Miscellaneous piping with low consequences of failure should carry liquids without leaks,
however leaks can be repaired when they are detected and require a less proactive approach
than process, chemical, or gas piping.
Table 19:

Piping Asset Class Levels of Service

Process Piping – Carry process liquids without
leaks/breaks/excessive corrosion.
leaks/breaks/corrosion should be proactively
mitigated to avoid spills to the environment.

Chemical Piping – Carry chemicals without
leaks/breaks. leaks/breaks should be
proactively mitigated and multiple safeguards
such as double containment and leak
detection should be included in pipe system.

Gas Piping – Convey gas without
leaks/break/excessive corrosion.
leaks/breaks/corrosion should be proactively
mitigated to avoid explosive conditions.

Miscellaneous Piping – Convey liquids without
leaks/breaks/excessive corrosion.
leaks/breaks can occur, but should be repaired
promptly.
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Conclusions
The fundamental and strategic levels of service are the guiding principles for what the WWTP
and the individual assets should be set to accomplish. These fundamental WWTP levels of
service includes: regulatory compliance, cost effectiveness, safety, and reliability. There can be
several different situations where individual assets within the WWTP do not serve in meeting
these fundamental levels of service. If assets are not serving to meet the above strategic levels
of service or the levels of service of the Area/Process or the Asset Class, then these assets
should be rehabilitated, replaced, phased out of operation, or removed from service.
The levels of service established herein at the “Strategic WWTP Level”, “Area/Process Level”,
and the “Asset Class Level” can be used to determine if an individual asset is meeting its level
of service. If the asset is not contributing to the greater goals of the WWTP then the asset is not
meeting its intended level of service. Figures 2 and 3 provide examples of how the level of
service hierarchy can be used as a thought process to determine if an individual asset is
providing an adequate level of service. For potential future projects, examples like those shown
in Figures 2 and 3 illustrate how a project may be justifiable or not based on level of service
analysis.
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WWTP Strategic Levels of Service – Regulatory Compliance, Reliability, Flooding

Area/Process Levels of Service – Primary Treatment (Table 3)
x

Remove Settleable Solids from the Liquid Treatment Process

Asset Class Levels Of Service – Structure (Table 12)
x

Meet Seismic Codes At Time Of Construction or Rehabilitation. Will Not Catastrophically
Fail Under Any Conditions.

x

Protect Critical Process Elements During Flood, Wind and Rain Storm Events

Individual Asset Level of Service – Primary Clarifiers
Do the Primary Clarifiers Meet the Above Levels of Service?
YES
x

The Primary Clarifiers do not appear to have major structural deficiencies that would
result in a catastrophic failure.

x

The Primary Clarifiers have sidewalls about 20-ft above sea level to continue to operate
during a flood.

x

Two Primary Clarifiers so that if one fails or is out of service for maintenance the other
can continue to treat wastewater.

Figure 2: Example Individual Asset Level of Service – Primary Clarifiers
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WWTP Strategic Levels of Service – Regulatory Compliance, Reliability

Area/Process Levels of Service – Secondary Treatment - Blower Building (Table 4)
x

Provide Air to Aeration Basins to Maintain Sufficient Dissolved Oxygen Levels

Asset Class Levels Of Service – Process Equipment (Table 15)
x

Reliable And Redundant Such That Process Equipment Outages or Failures Do Not
Affect The Ability To Treat Wastewater At The WWTP

Individual Asset Level of Service – Blowers
Do the Blowers Meet the Above Levels of Service?
NO
x

There is only one appropriately sized blower in the blower building. If this blower fails a
Backup Blower will need to be started promptly.

x

The Backup Blowers sit idle for long periods of time because they are oversized.

x

When a Backup Blower is put on line it has been observed to vibrate excessively due to
a bent shaft, which is a sign of a probably early failure.

x

The Backup Blowers do not appear to be reliable due to excessive vibration.

Figure 3: Example Individual Asset Level of Service – Blowers
An asset that is not meeting its level of service goal should be considered as a failed asset.
However, this does not always necessitate that the asset be immediately repaired or replaced.
The consequences of the level of service failure need to be evaluated to determine the risk and
the strategy for addressing the failure. Consequences of failure and risk will be evaluated for
areas of the plant in Technical Memorandum No. 8. The strategies for managing the assets
based on the relative risk will be presented in Technical Memorandum No. 9.
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Assessment of WWTP Asset Failure Modes Other than Physical Mortality
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To improve asset management best practices and develop an effective Capital Improvement
Plan (CIP), Carmel Area Wastewater District (CAWD) is beginning to assess its assets relative
to four basic performance failure modes. These failure modes include financial efficiency, level
of service, capacity and physical mortality. To date many of the evaluations conducted to
support the 15-year CIP Master Plan by Kennedy/Jenks Consultants (K/J) have focused
primarily on physical mortality failure modes. This is because during the Asset Survey
conducted in March 2012 by K/J many assets were found to be in “poor” physical condition.
During the Asset Survey other failure modes besides physical mortality (such as level of service
failures) were identified, although they were not the primary focus of the observations. These
other failure modes besides physical mortality are explained in more detail herein and several
examples of these other failure modes are identified to support project development in the
15-year CIP master plan.
The four failure modes are:
x

Level of Service Failure: When the functional requirements for the asset exceed the
designed capability of the asset. Regulatory requirements and an organization’s
fundamental goals (mission) are used to define levels of service that assets are
expected to meet.

x

Capacity Failure: When the demand imposed on the asset exceeds its design
capability. Capacity metrics include (hydraulic retention time, flow, temperature,
concentration, etc.).

x

Financial Efficiency Failure: When the cost of operation of the asset exceeds the cost
of other feasible alternatives. The measurement of financial efficiency failures is often
related to the life-cycle cost of alternatives and the payback period for the investment in
implementing a more cost efficient alternative.

x

Physical Mortality: Physical condition of an asset prevents it from operating at an
acceptable level. This is apparent when an asset no longer functions normally due to
damage or deterioration of that asset.
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All assets are subject to the four failure modes and several of the failure modes could be
occurring concurrently for a single asset. Therefore, assets should be evaluated in terms of
which failure mode is most imminent. The process of determining which failure mode is most
imminent in a single asset or system is illustrated in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1: Asset Failure Mode Identification
Previous asset evaluations done for CAWD have focused primarily on physical mortality as a
means to identify whether an asset needs to be replaced, rehabilitated or repaired. However, as
presented above, assets are also subject to other failure modes including financial efficiency,
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level of service and capacity. This memorandum presents examples of assets in which the most
imminent failure mode is one of these other failure modes and not physical mortality. Ultimately
assets that are deemed to be failing under any of the four failure modes should be considered
for inclusion in the 15-year CIP.

Level of Service Failure Mode
CAWD has developed levels of service goals for the organization which were summarized in
Technical Memorandum No. 6. Among these goals are regulatory compliance, asset reliability,
maintaining safe working environments, and protecting the plant facilities from flooding. When
an asset is unable to meet these requirements regardless of its physical conditions, its failure
mode should be categorized as a level of service failure.
Regulatory/Reliability
Being compliant with regulatory requirements has been identified by CAWD as a fundamental
level of service requirement for its operations. Equipment reliability and redundancy has also
been identified as a required level of service and could be considered to be closely associated
with the regulatory level of service of assets because if an asset or system is not reliable then it
could likely cause emergency situations where regulatory requirements may not be met.
Two assets that could be considered failing the required service level in terms of reliability
include the existing aeration blowers and bulk storage of sodium bisulfate.
y

Aeration Blowers Reliability: The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
has established minimum standards of reliability for wastewater treatment systems. These
standards dictate that treatment facilities have a sufficient number of blowers such that they
are able to meet the maximum design conditions with the largest capacity blower out of
service. The existing diffused aeration system was installed in 1992 and included three,
250-hp centrifugal blowers. The aeration system was modified in 1997 and one of the
original blowers was replaced with a smaller 150-hp Turblex blower. The smaller blower has
had sufficient capacity to meet the plant’s aeration demands and has subsequently been the
only blower in routine use since its installation. Lack of use of the 250-hp blowers has
caused the shafts of these larger blowers to deform such that they vibrate excessively and
cannot be run for long periods reliably. The standby blowers are functional however the
vibration affects the reliability of these blowers to run properly when needed. Therefore, the
standby blowers cannot be considered to provide a reliable level of aeration redundancy
intended by the EPA Standards.
To address this reliability level of service failure, it is recommended that CAWD replace one
of the existing 250-hp blowers with a new 150-hp blower to provide a reliable backup blower
that is properly sized and redundant to the existing Turblex blower.

y

Sodium Bisulfite Tank Redundancy: Sodium bisulfite (SBS) is used by CAWD to
dechlorinate WWTP effluent in order to meet NPDES discharge limits for total residual
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chlorine. The existing dechlorination system stores bulk chemical in a single high density
polyethylene (HDPE) tank. Bulk storage tanks can fail and for critical systems multiple tanks
are typically used to guard against loss of treatment capability if a tank fails. Because CAWD
would be unable to meet its NPDES discharge permit limits for total residual chlorine in the
event the existing bulk tank failed, lack of a second storage tank is considered a level of
service (redundancy) failure.
To address this level of service failure it is recommended that CAWD construct a new
chemical containment area and SBS tank adjacent to the existing tank to provide additional
SBS storage in the event of a failure of the current single SBS tank.
y

Various Obsolete Electrical Assets: Obsolete assets are assets that are no longer
serviceable because parts are no longer available. Much of the treatment plant electrical
equipment is old technology which is no longer supported and spare parts are no longer
available. Therefore, it is recommended that planned capital improvement projects include
replacement of electrical and controls components to systematically upgrade the current
electrical equipment to current standards and current technologies. This would include:
motor control centers, breakers, transfer switches, control panels, and programmable logic
control equipment.

y

Operations Control Building: The level of service established for the Operations Control
Building is to serve as a central control and monitoring center for the entire WWTP as well
as to provide office space for operations staff to conduct business activities involved in
operating the WWTP.
Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) which is used to control and monitor plant
operations is accessed via computers at small workstations in the Operations Control
Building which are located adjacent to other office workstations. Typically WWTPs have
dedicated rooms for SCADA control and monitoring which are separate from other
workspaces. Furthermore, SCADA monitoring stations are typically located at large desks
with multiple screens which allow multiple operators to view the SCADA screens
simultaneously so that operators can work as a team in making process modifications and
controlling equipment from the SCADA station. Plant communications tools (i.e. radios and
phones) are also normally located around the SCADA screens to allow communication
between operators in the field with operators at the control station during control
modifications.
Currently, the Operations Control Building has two small work stations which can be used to
monitor SCADA. These work stations are in crowded rooms adjacent to other office work
stations making it difficult for multiple operators to view the SCADA screens simultaneously
as a team. Furthermore, when Tesco Controls conducts maintenance of the SCADA
systems this encroaches on the operations staff ability to maintain interface with SCADA.
The crowded layout of the SCADA monitoring computers in the Operations Control Building
make it difficult to achieve the level of service of effectively controlling and monitoring plant
operations.
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To address this level of service deficiency it is recommended to move SCADA control
functions to the existing electrical room in the Operations Control Building. The existing
electrical/MCC components in this room would need to be abandoned and/or relocated as
part of electrical upgrades to make space in the Operations Control Building for an adequate
SCADA station. Moving SCADA control into the electrical room would free up more space in
the office area to make room for other level of service functions in the Operations Control
Building such as serving as the plant library, office area, and meeting area.
Safety
CAWD has identified safety as one of its strategic levels of service goals to eliminate personal
injuries at the WWTP. The asset survey conducted by Kennedy/Jenks in March 2012 identified
a number of assets that could be considered either to be failing or in imminent danger of failing
to provide an adequate level of service in terms of safety. These include walking-work surface
assets, electrical equipment assets, and emergency eyewash/showers.
y

Walking-Work Surfaces: Walking-work surface assets that are not providing required level
of service were identified during the survey. Examples include ladders without safety cages
or not designed for permanent use, grating that is not properly supported or in poor
condition, and lack of fall protection/guardrail at the end of the walkway to Digester 4
(Sludge Holding Tank).

y

Arc Flash Safety: CAWD does not currently have an arc flash safety program in place to
help protect against the potentially severe consequences of this type of electrical explosion.
Electrical equipment such as switchboards, panel boards, control panels and motor control
centers that are likely to require examination, or maintenance while energized must be field
marked to warn qualified persons of potential electric arc flash hazards. Service equipment
must be legibly marked in the field with the maximum available fault current. Establishment
of the maximum available fault current and degree of potential arc flash hazard requires
completion of an arc flash hazard analysis in accordance with National Fire Protection
Association Codes (NFPA 70E).

y

Emergency Showers: Medical and first aid assets include emergency showers and
eyewashes. Existing facilities could be considered to be failing to meet safety level of
service requirements. Shortcomings of this particular group of assets include showers within
the chlorine area that do not have eyewashes, showers that do not have flow switches that
alarm upon use, and corrosion within the plant potable water system (1W) which is creating
significant red discoloration of the water which makes it undesirable for use as eyewash
water. Portable eyewash stations were installed to meet OSHA requirements for emergency
eyewash, but portable systems do not provide as much pressure as hard piped emergency
eyewash and therefore it is recommended that CAWD address the cause of the red water to
allow use of the hard piped emergency eyewash and showers. Furthermore, flow switches
should be added to all eyewash showers to send an alarm to the operations control center
to notify staff that an operator may have been exposed to chemical and need assistance.
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Flooding and Storm Water
The CAWD WWTP is located adjacent to the Carmel River and in the Carmel River Flood Plain.
The design of the WWTP has the majority of equipment and the top of walls of tanks above
elevation 21 feet. This design criterion was developed in the early 1980’s and it is unclear if this
meets current projections of flood levels. It is recommended therefore that CAWD complete a
study to update the design criteria to protect assets and the liquid process from inundation from
floods.
The design of the onsite storm drain system is unknown and it has not been determined if runoff
is completely contained onsite. It is recommended that CAWD re-evaluate the storm water
system onsite to determine if improvements need to be made to keep spills occurring onsite
from being discharged to the environment, which would be a NPDES permit violation.

Capacity Failure Mode
An asset is categorized as having a capacity failure if the demand placed on the asset exceeds
its design capacity. Growth and system expansion with associated increases in flow rates and
solids loading can result in a capacity failure of wastewater treatment plant assets. For example,
the capacity failure would be indicated if an influent pumping station was subject to peak flows
in excess of its pumping capacity.

Digestion System
The Digestion System currently does not have the capacity to provide adequate digestion time
with the largest digester out of service (i.e. firm capacity). The Digestion System firm capacity
failure is described in detail in Technical Memorandum No. 4.

Influent Manhole
Hydraulic capacity of the plant has been stressed during high wet weather flow events although
the plant has successfully operated through significant wet weather flow events recently and in
the past. Further data and information needs to be gathered to determine if there are hydraulic
capacity concerns in the Influent Manhole. Staff has recently observed that the Influent Manhole
is a bottle neck upstream of the headworks that could be improved to avoid potential spills
occurring over the walls of the influent manhole during high wet weather influent flows.

Financial Efficiency Failure Mode
The failure mode of an asset can be categorized as a financial efficiency failure if there are
feasible and less costly alternatives that could replace it. As technology advances, assets may
also become financially inefficient simply because alternatives are available that are less costly
in terms of labor, energy and material consumption.
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Potential examples of assets whose failure mode is financial efficiency have been identified for
existing WWTP assets. They include the aeration blower control system, sludge wasting system
and microturbines. A potential financial investment in a new septic truck receiving station is also
evaluated as a set of assets that could increase the financial efficiency of the WWTP. In each
case, CAWD should produce a formal Business Case Evaluation (BCE) prior to selecting the
most cost effective alternative solution.

Aeration Blower Control System
The WWTP’s diffused aeration system was originally constructed in 1992 and included the use
of three, 250-hp, constant speed, centrifugal blowers. In 1997, energy efficiency improvements
were made that included replacement of one blower with a smaller, 150-hp, constant speed,
Turblex brand centrifugal blower. Means to monitor and control the dissolved oxygen (DO)
concentration within the aeration basins was also provided by adding DO probes and electrically
actuated throttling valves on the aeration air drop legs.
The aeration blower system has a high energy demand and therefore even moderate
improvements in energy efficiency would result in significant energy savings. By improving the
energy efficiency of the aeration system, CAWD would pay less for energy use. Feasible
alternatives to improve energy efficiency could include inlet air throttling, or adjustable speed
blower operation.
On a recent project for City of West Lafayette, Indiana, K/J found that their wastewater
treatment facility could reduce aeration energy use by about 20 to 30 percent by implementing
inlet air throttling, or adjustable speed blower operation. This reduction was in comparison to
their existing system that had no form of air flow control. Because CAWD currently has made
some energy improvements (i.e. blower discharge throttling and installing a more efficient
Turblex blower), energy savings would be less than that predicted for the City of West Lafayette
but still could be significant.
K/J investigated the configuration of the existing CAWD Turblex blower and found that the
blower does not appear to be equipped with inlet guide vanes which are commonly provided as
part of Turblex blowers to greatly increase efficiency. Because this blower does not take
advantage of inlet guide vanes, it is feasible that worthwhile improvements in energy efficiency
can be made. Examples of more financially efficient blower controls are provided in the following
theoretical analysis. Determining the amount of energy savings that could actually be achieved
at CAWD would require additional detailed analysis. However, for the purposes of this
evaluation one could assume a feasible reduction of 10 to 15 percent in energy use. According
to plant record information, in 2011 a total of 782,560 kW-hr of electricity was used by the
blower system at a cost of $100,042 for that year.
Adjusting airflow to meet oxygen demand via inlet throttling would be more energy efficient in
reducing power requirements than the current practice of discharge throttling. Installation of
adjustable inlet vanes on the existing Turblex blower with associated controls capable of
automatically modulating the inlet airflow could cost in the range of $100,000. Assuming a
10 percent reduction in energy consumption by adding inlet throttling the resulting estimated
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annual savings would be about $10,000 per year. This results in a payback period of 10 years,
which would be less than the average useful life for the new equipment.
The use of adjustable frequency drives (AFDs) could provide even greater increases in energy
efficiency but would require a capital investment in new AFD equipment and programming
modifications to the existing blower control system. Installation of one AFD with associated
controls could cost in the range of $150,000. Assuming a 15 percent reduction in energy use by
adding AFDs the resulting estimated annual saving would be about $15,000 per year; again
resulting in a payback period of about 10 years. This too would be less than the expected useful
life of the new equipment.
Additional analysis would be needed to determine if alternative blower control systems are truly
financially feasible. Performance of the existing system, other control options such as peak
shaving, and incentive programs could all factor into the analysis. Nonetheless, from initial K/J
investigations of blower efficiency, the information gathered thus far indicates that this system
may be financially inefficient.

Sludge Wasting
Excess or waste activated sludge (WAS) is currently removed from the secondary process by
means of throttling valves within the return activated sludge piping. This system has been
identified as being difficult to control resulting in operational challenges for plant staff. One
feasible alternative would be to replace the throttling valves with separate WAS pumps that
could be designed to better control the rate and volume of sludge wasted.
In determining whether or not the failure mode of the existing system wasting is in fact a
financial efficiency, costs associated with operation of the throttling system would be compared
with that of constructing an alternate pumped system. Costs of the existing system could include
labor associated with continuously monitoring and adjusting the wasting valves and cost
impacts on the solids treatment process (e.g., labor, polymer usage, energy use, etc.). There is
currently insufficient data to complete the evaluation of the existing WAS throttling valves
financial efficiency, but this system should be flagged as a possible financial inefficiency and
with adequate data it could be concluded that investing in pumped sludge wasting would
actually reduce costs compared to keeping the existing valve throttling system.

Microturbines
The WWTP has a digester gas power cogeneration system comprised of two microturbines that
generate approximately 770 kW-hr per day (average daily from year 2011 plant data) resulting
in an annual offset of CAWD electricity costs in the range of $35,000 per year (assuming
$0.12 per KW-hr). The microturbines return waste heat back to the digesters (about 0.30 million
British Thermal Units per hour (MMBH)) to supplement digester heating. Natural gas is
purchased to further heat the digester sludge, because the waste heat from the microturbines is
not sufficient to heat the digesters alone. However, the digester gas which is used in the
microturbines to generate energy could be used to heat the digesters directly via the sludge
heater/boiler eliminating the need to purchase natural gas. Therefore, the natural gas which is
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purchased to make up for the digester gas used up in the microturbines is an additional cost to
CAWD associated with running a cogeneration system. It is estimated based on 2011 plant data
that about 0.15 MMBH (35 therms per day) of heat is purchased from PG&E in the form of
natural gas at a cost of approximately $12,000 per year. Therefore, the net yearly financial
savings provided by the microturbine cogeneration system is estimated at about $23,000 per
year (not including maintenance costs).
There are no other feasible alternatives that would result in a higher financial return than
maintaining the current system as it is in its current condition. However, when it comes time to
rehabilitate or replace the existing microturbines the cost should be weighed against the annual
returns and life cycle extension to determine the level of capital investment that would be
acceptable to avoid creating a financial inefficiency. The average useful life of this equipment is
estimated to be in the range of 20 years, and when it is time to rehabilitate or replace the
microturbines financial efficiency will be a factor. Furthermore, there is not a regulatory driver for
CAWD to have a cogeneration system; therefore investments in this system should be primarily
based on a balance of financial return and investment.
As an example, the cost of completely replacing the existing microturbine cogeneration system
is estimated to be about $500,000. Assuming a continuation of the current yearly cost savings
associated with power cogeneration, the payback period for a complete replacement of the
microturbine system would be over 21 years. This payback period is not particularly attractive
because it is greater than the expected useful life of the investment. Typically payback periods
should be considerably less than the life of the asset to be attractive from a financial investment
standpoint. For the microturbines, an acceptable payback period should be less than 15 years.
The investment dollars over the acceptable payback period should not exceed the yearly net
financial return (approximately $23,000 per year) over the payback period. Therefore, for future
rehabilitation or repair of the cogeneration system, which would be expected to extend the
useful life another 20 years, the payback period should not exceed 15 years and thus the capital
expenditures should not exceed $345,000 (i.e. $23,000 x 15 years).

Septage Receiving Station
The WWTP was designed to operate at an average dry weather flow (ADWF) of 2.43 MGD as
part of the 1982 improvements. The 1992 improvements show a tertiary influent capacity of
2.25 MGD. The average flow from 2008 to 2011 was 1.56 MGD. It appears then that the WWTP
may have excess treatment capacity and that CAWD is paying to maintain higher capacity
assets than are actually being utilized. As such the replacement cost of the assets per MGD of
treated water is higher than necessary to treat the actual influent flow. To take financial
advantage of the excess capacity CAWD could consider constructing a septage receiving facility
in order to increase revenue.
A new septage receiving station at CAWD should be sized based on projections of local
demands for septage disposal. Further study into local demands for septage disposal would be
required as part of planning the development of a septage receiving station. As an example of
scale, the City of Santa Cruz with an average annual wastewater flow rate of 10 MGD, receives
about 20,000 gallons of septage per day. This is delivered in 3,000 to 5,000-gallon trucks with
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five to six deliveries per day. It is not clear if septic waste volumes generated in the Carmel area
would reach this amount, nonetheless, with developments southward to Big Sur, and up the
Carmel Valley which are not connected to a public sewer system it is conceivable that a septic
receiving station at CAWD would be reasonably utilized.
A new septage receiving station would be comprised of an underground tank with connections
for septic tank waste disposal vehicles, pumps to pump the septic waste into the headworks,
and odor control chemical dosing systems. The construction cost for a new septage receiving
station could be in the range of $200,000. Tipping fees could be in the range of $0.06 to
$0.16 per gallon. Assuming that the plant received one 3,000-gallon delivery per day, five days
per week, at $0.10 per gallon, the annual revenue from septage receiving would be $78,000.
The simple payback on investment therefore would be about 3 years. The actual payback
period would have to account for increased operating costs associated with the receiving station
(e.g., labor, energy, etc.).The estimated useful life of a septic receiving station is over 30 years.
Process implications that should be considered include; increased operating costs for the
secondary process system associated with additional aeration demand and increased solids
production with associated solids handling costs. Before implementing a plan to develop a
septage receiving station CAWD should conduct further studies. For example, if improvements
were made to the WWTP’s digestion system, it may be financially more advantageous to feed
septage directly into the anaerobic digesters instead of the secondary treatment process.
Sending septage directly to digestion would eliminate an increase in energy use that would
result if it were treated via the secondary process and would also lead to greater gas production
for use by the plant’s microturbines.

Conclusion
The four failure modes (Financial Efficiency Failure, Level of Service Failure, Capacity Failure,
and Physical Mortality Failure) are all occurring at the CAWD WWTP. While physical mortality
issues appear to be the most prevalent failure mode for the assets currently, it is important to
include assets which are exhibiting other failure modes in the CIP to manage the risk associated
with assets not meeting levels of service or required capacity.
Financial efficiency failures should be addressed in terms of investing funds to reduce life-cycle
cost, however for prioritizing projects in the CIP financial efficiency failures will likely not have
high consequences of failure compared to some of the assets at CAWD which are critical for
regulatory compliance and which are showing signs of physical mortality, level of service, or
capacity failures. The 15-year CIP Master Plan will be developed in a way that takes into
account the four failure modes however physical mortality, level of service and capacity issues
will take precedence over financial efficiency failures, primarily to manage high risk assets and
also to plan expenditures such that projects may be funded from reserve funds and to limit
funding projects from loans or bonds.
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WWTP Assets Business Risk Evaluations
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This memorandum presents a preliminary evaluation of business risk for the assets in the
Carmel Area Wastewater District (District/CAWD) wastewater treatment plant (WWTP). The
business risk information contained herein is considered preliminary as the physical condition
data generated thus far has been limited and should continue to improve as CAWD improves
asset management practices. Furthermore, the projected extent that an asset failure could
result in negative consequences is based on predicted hypothetical scenarios which could be
further modeled in subsequent evaluations.
The risk information contained in this technical memorandum is useful in informing which assets
pose the most significant risks to CAWD in the event the asset failed today. The focus of the
current work is to develop a 15-year Capital Improvement Plan and the risk evaluations
contained herein are useful in prioritizing potential asset improvement projects in terms of
importance to business risk.

Probability of Failure and Consequence of Failure
Probability of Failure (PoF) and Consequence of Failure (CoF) form the basis for determining
Business Risk Exposure (BRE). The following is a brief description of these terms:
Probability of Failure (PoF): PoF is a metric developed to estimate the likelihood that an asset
will fail. For this assessment, each asset is given a PoF score based on the physical condition
data generated during the asset survey visual observations conducted by Kennedy/Jenks in
March 2012, and by Beecher Engineering for the electrical assets. For the most part, PoF was
established based on the observed physical condition of the asset and the percent life
consumed of the asset. However, in some cases other failures such as level of service failures
or capacity failures played a role in the PoF score of the asset. The scores for PoF were
developed on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being an improbable likelihood of failure and 10
projecting an imminent failure.
Consequence of Failure (CoF): CoF is a metric developed to estimate the resulting
consequences of an asset failure. For this evaluation a hypothetical sequence of events
resulting from asset failure was estimated based on engineering judgment and understanding of
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the CAWD treatment plant operations. While the actual sequence of events that could unfold in
the event of an asset failure is impossible to predict exactly, a plausible outcome of a failure was
assumed for each asset. To develop a numerical score for CoF for this assessment, a scoring
matrix was developed specifically for the CAWD WWTP assets. Each asset was given a score
for CoF for six categories of failure criteria:
x

Acceptable Downtime - The amount of time the asset can be down before a
process failure or upset may result.

x

Safety – The resulting impacts to human injury or health in the event the asset failed.

x

Spill/Odor/Noise – The impacts and nuisance to the public in terms of spills, odor or
noise caused by the asset failure.

x

Permit/Environmental – The impacts to permit compliance and environmental
impacts resulting from the asset failure.

x

Process Functionality – The ability to maintain the functionality of the wastewater
treatment process in the event the asset failed.

x

Cost to Address Failure – Financial impacts to fix the asset and/or address the
impacts of the asset failure and return the plant to a state of normal operations.

Table 1 shows the matrix developed to score CoF under each category. The total CoF score
was a sum of the CoF scores for each category. The CoF scores ranged from 6 to 60; 60 being
a significant CoF and 6 being negligible CoF.
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Minor
Inconvenience
Minor Injury/Health
Risk (Readily
Treatable)
Moderate
Injury/Health Risk
(Short Recovery)

Major Injury/Health
Risk (Chronic/Long
Recovery) or Death

Substantial
Widespread Health
Effects or Death

Cannot be down a
month

Cannot be down a
week

Cannot be down
1 day

Cannot be down
8 Hours

Cannot be down
1 hour

3

5

7

9

10

Permit/
Environmental

Sustained Event
impacting offsite,
Media Attention,
Extensive Property
Damage

Cost to Address
Failure
No Cost
In-house Repair
Work (less than
$1,000)

Process
Functionality
No change in
Process
Functionality
Routine Operations
to maintain process
functionality
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Maintaining Process
Major In-House
Functionality
Repair Work (less
requires staff divert
than $25,000)
from other work
Maintaining Process
Emergency
Functionality
Contractor Needed
Requires
to Address Failure
Emergency Outside
(less than $500,000)
Assistance
Regulatory Fines
Loss of Process
and Lawsuits +
Functionality for less
Emergency
than 1 week
Contractor Needed
(less than $1 Million)
Regulatory Fines
and Lawsuits +
Permit Jeopardized
Loss of Process
Emergency
Environmental
Functionality
Contractor Needed
Damage Requires
Indefinitely
(greater than
Remediation
$1 Million)

No Effect on
No Impact to
Spills/Odors/
Environment
Noise
Short Duration,
Small qty. Event
Violate Daily Max
Onsite: No
Effluent Limitation
Complaints
Short Duration;
Violate Weekly
Small qty Event
Average Effluent
Offsite; Small no. of
Limitation
Complaints
Short Duration;
Violate Monthly
Large qty Event
Average Effluent
offsite; Aggressive
Limitation or Fail
Complaints; No
Class B Biosolids
Property Damage
Sustained Event
Minor Environmental
impacting offsite,
Damage, but
Media Attention,
Ecosystem can
Minor Property
Recover
Damage

Spill/Odor/
Noise
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No Impact to Safety
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1
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Downtime
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Business Risk Exposure (BRE): BRE is a metric developed to estimate the risk profile of an
asset. The BRE is based on a combined perspective of both PoF and CoF. An asset with a high
PoF score and a high CoF score would be likely to fail and have a high consequence if it failed,
and therefore would be considered a higher risk compared to an asset with a lower PoF and
CoF score where failure is unlikely and the impacts of failure would be minimal. This
memorandum contains graphs which plot the PoF score and the CoF score of the assets which
illustrate where the assets fall in the range of BRE. BRE can be divided into risk categories such
as high, medium and low risk. “High Risk”, “Medium Risk” and “Low Risk” are relative and not
absolute metrics. The thresholds for each risk category were established for CAWD for this
project as shown in the attached BRE graphs.
A Note Regarding Redundancy: Redundancy of assets is accounted for in the risk evaluations
and is captured as part of the CoF score. As an example of how CoF scores take into account
redundant assets; take the example of a pump station with two fully redundant pumps with each
pump capable of handling the peak flow demands. If one pump fails, the second pump will turn
on and maintain the level of service of the pump station. Therefore, the CoF of the first pump
failing is very low because there are no adverse impacts to meeting flow demands if the first
pump failed. However, if the second pump failed, the pump station would be unable to meet the
flow demands and in this hypothetical example could result in overflows of the pump station wet
well. Consequently, the second pump would have high CoF associated with spills and the
impacts of a loss of pumping ability. This example illustrates how redundancy of assets was
included in the CoF scoring and thus was factored into the BRE.

Risk Exposure Graphs
Business Risk Exposure plots are provided herein for information in prioritizing the investments
into the process areas and assets of the WWTP. To avoid a “fix worst first” approach of
repairing assets based only on their condition, BRE graphically illustrates areas of the plant
which have a higher risk profile relative to other areas.
Not all the assets have been inspected thoroughly enough to be able to define the PoF. In order
to account for these assets, an assumed condition rating and PoF of 6 have been assigned.
These assets that do not have condition data are distinguished in the risk exposure graphs from
other assets.
The risk exposure for the assets should be used to determine the management strategy for the
assets. The focus of the current work is to develop a 15-year capital improvements plan for the
WWTP assets and the risk exposure graphs are useful in prioritizing capital improvements.
However, capital improvements are one aspect of asset management and there are other risk
management strategies which should also be implemented by CAWD depending on the risk
profile of the asset. Recommended Risk Management Strategies to be implemented based on
risk will be described in subsequent Technical Memorandum No. 9. These Risk Management
Strategies include capital improvement strategies, maintenance strategies and non-asset
strategies as summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2:

Asset Risk Management Strategies

Capital Improvements
Strategies:
Plan Rehabilitation/
Replacement
(Improve Condition)
Moderate Repair
(Improve Condition)
Add Portable
Backup/Redundancy
(Improve Reliability)

Maintenance Strategies:
Predictive Maintenance
(Failure Prediction) and
Preventative Maintenance
(Maintain Condition)
Preventative Maintenance
(Maintain Condition)
Corrective Maintenance
(Fix it When it Breaks)

Non Asset Strategies:
Take Asset Out of Service

Strategic Changes to Capacity
Requirements or Level of
Service

Conclusion
The graphs provided herein provide a snapshot of the current risk profiles associated with each
asset and the associated process areas. This information will be used in prioritizing projects in
the 15-year CIP plan. Furthermore, this information can be used to focus maintenance practices
as will be discussed in Technical Memorandum No. 9. Risk is dynamic and will change as the
condition of the assets will change over time. As redundancy may be added to systems the risk
profiles will also change. In some cases better condition data may further inform the risk which
could result in a lower risk profile. In summary, improving the understanding of the assets and
continuing to update the PoF and CoF information is recommended for CAWD to remain
informed of risk and be able to effectively manage the assets into the future. In the meantime as
information is improved over time, it is recommended that the focus of the risk management
strategies and data refinement be on those assets on the upper end of the CoF spectrum as
these assets pose the greatest risk to CAWD if they fail.
Enclosures: Risk Graphs by Process Area
Influent Building Risk Exposure
Influent Manhole/Headworks Risk Exposure
Primary Clarifiers Risk Exposure
Thickener Risk Exposure
EQ/Aeration Risk Exposure
RAS Building Risk Exposure
Secondary Clarifiers Risk Exposure
Chlorine Contact Risk Exposure
Chlor/Dechlor Building Risk Exposure
No. 3 Water System Risk Exposure

No. 1 Water System Risk Exposure
Effluent Building Risk Exposure
Blower Building Risk Exposure
Digester Control Building Risk Exposure
Digesters Risk Exposure
Belt Press Building Risk Exposure
FOG Facility Risk Exposure
Yard Piping Risk Exposure
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ProbabilityofFailureRating
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0
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LowRisk

Monorail Crane

Architectural Elements/Windows/Doors

Thermostat

1W Piping
3W Piping

20

1WN Piping (Seal Water)

ConsequenceofFailureRating

30

Influent Pump #3 Suction Plug Valve
Influent Pump #3 Discharge Plug Valve
Influent Pump #3 Check Valve

MediumRisk

Mini Ranger Level Sensor

Grease Skimmer Pump
Influent Pump #1 Suction Plug Valve
Influent Pump #2 Discharge Plug Valve
Influent Pump #2 Check Valve
Influent Pump #1 Check Valve
Influent Pump #2 Suction Plug Valve
Influent Pump #1 Discharge Plug Valve

Handrails/Gaurdrails

MCC-ISM*

Panelboard "ISL"*
Transformer "ISL"*

Ventilation System and
Exhaust Fan (Pump Gallery)*

Engine Generator
Exhaust Silencer*

Influent Wet Well Sluice Gate #3
Lighting
Influent Wet Well Manual Gate
Influent Wet Well Sluice Gate #2
Influent Wet Well Sluice Gate #1

Influent Pump #1

Ventilation System and
Exhaust Fans (Generator Room)
Influent Building

InfluentBuildingRiskExposure

Ladder to Roof

Ventilation System and
Exhaust Fan (Influent Wet Well)

Sump Pump
(Pump Room)*

Compressed Air System
Compressed Air Pipe
Bubbler Level Sensor

Roof Drain Piping

Emergency Shower (Generator Room)
Emergency Shower (Outside Bldg)

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

Engine Generator #3 (750 kW)
Engine Generator #2 (450 kW)
Influent Pump VFDs

Influent Pump Piping
(Suction and Discharge)*
Panelboard "ISDP"*

Conduit/Wire*

Influent Pump #3

Control Panel (Small)
Control Panel (Large)

40

50

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

ATS-ISM*

Influent Pump #2

"Old" Switchboard "ISD-1"
"New" Switchboard "ISD-2"
Generator Switchboard G2S
Engine Generator Fuel Tank

HighRisk

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

60

ProbabilityofFailureRating

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

Ladder up to I
nfluent Manhole

10

LowRisk

Grit Tank Air Blower

Digester Supernatant Return Piping

Primary Sludge Pumps
Piping and Valves

Sluice Gate #1 for
Main Headworks Influent

(2) Screening Hoppers

20

Screw Conveyor #1
in Channel

Channel Drains*

30

MediumRisk

Primary Sludge Pump #2

ConsequenceofFailureRating

Bar Screen

Headworks Flowmeter

Screw Conveyor #1
to Scrennings Hopper

EQ Return Flowmeter

WAS into Influent Manhole*

Sump Pump (Pump Room)*

ATS-HSM*

Slide Gate*

Conduit/Wire*
EQ Return Piping into Grit Tank*

MCC-HSM
MCC-HM

Influent Manhole

Piping btw Influent Manhole
and Headworks

40

50

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

CMFM into Influent Manhole*

HighRisk

60

Main Process Flow Piping into Influent Manhole

Headworks Influent Piping (Pump Room)

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

(2) 18 inch Headworks Effluent Valves (Primary Clarifier Isolation)

Channel Grinder

Grit Pump Piping
and Valves

Grit Tank Rotating
Concrete Grit Tank/
Primary Scum
Scraper Drive Mechanism
Channels/Decks
Pump
120V Panelboard Grit Tank Rotating Scraper
and Walkway Structure

Grit Declassifier
and Auger
Lighting
Panelboard
Transformer

Primary Sludge Pump #1
old 18 inch Piping
Grit Pump
into Influent Manhole*
old 14 inch Piping
into Influent Manhole*
Weir Sluice Gate*

3W Piping
Screening Hopper Gates
Pump Room Exhaust Fan

14" Gate Valve (Abandoned Influent Pipe)

18" Gate Valve (Abandoned River Pump Station Inlet)

Handrails/Gaurdrails

Piping btw Primary Clarifier
Influent Manhole Scum Pump Sluice Gate #2
Piping
and Grit Tank
to Grit Tank
and Valves

Fiberglass Grating

InfluentManhole/HeadworksRiskExposure

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

ProbabilityofFailureRating

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

10

LowRisk

20

Primary Clarifier #2 Scum Baffle

30

ConsequenceofFailureRating

Scum Sump #2

Effluent Wet Well #2

Primary Clarifier #1
Effluent Wet Well #1

Primary Clarifier #2

HighRisk

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

40

50

Note:
* For assets in italicsphysical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

Rotating Sludge Collector #2
and Walkway Structure

Rotating Sludge Collector #1
and Walkway Structure

MediumRisk

Primary Clarifier #2 Launderer
Conduit/Wire*

Scum Sump #1

Rotating Sludge Collector
Drive Mechanism #2

Rotating Sludge Collector
Drive Mechanism #1

Primary Clarifier #1 Launderer

PrimaryClarifiersRiskExposure

Primary Clarifier #1 Scum Baffle

Handrails/Gaurdrails
Lighting

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

60

ProbabilityofFailureRating

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

10

Bubbler Level Sensor

Thickener Effluent Pump

Thickener Effluent Pump Piping

Thickener Sludge Pump Piping

Thickener Tank

20

Thickener Tank Sludge Collector and Walkway Structure

Effluent Wet Well
Scum Wet Well

Electrical Not Yet Field Verified*
Sludge Well Float Switches

LowRisk

#2 Water*

Sludge and Scum Pump
Water Air Tank Pump

Water Air Tank
Compressor Tank
Compressor

Thickener Tank Sludge
Collector Drive Mechanism
Thickener Baffle
Thickener Metal Bldg

Thickener Weir

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

ConsequenceofFailureRating

30

MediumRisk

ThickenerRiskExposure

40

50

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

HighRisk

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

60

ProbabilityofFailureRating

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

EQ Influent Flowmeter

Aeration Tank #3 - Spray Nozzle Piping*

Aeration Tank #2 - Spray Nozzle Piping*

EQ Tank Level Sensor*

Aeration Tank #1 (2) Gates between
Basin #1 and Basin #2

Aeration Tank #1 Air Piping

Aeration Tank #1 Basin #1 Effluent Slide gate

Aeration Tank #2
- Air Piping

Aeration Tank #2/3
- Effluent Slide gate

Aeration Tank #1 - RAS Piping

Aeration Tank #2 - RAS Piping
Anoxic Selector - RAS Piping

Aeration Tank #1 - Air MOV (2)
Aeration Tank #1 - MLR Pump #2*
Aeration Tank #1 - Anoxic Zone Mix Pumps*
Aeration Tank #2 - Air Piping Flowmeter
Aeration Tank #3 - (2) MLR Piping Pressure Transmitters
Aeration Tank #3 - Air Piping Flowmeter
Aeration Tank #2 - MLR Pump #3*
Aeration Tank #1 Aeration Tank #2 - Anoxic Zone Mix Pumps*
(2) MLR Piping Pressure Transmitters
Dissolved Oxygen Instrumenation *

EQ Return Piping
EQ Influent Piping

EQ Tank - Basin #2 Effluent Box EQ Tank Sluice Gate
Air Piping

Aeration Tank #1 Handrails/Gaurdrails

Aeration Tank #1 Sluice Gate in
Effluent Box from Basin #1

Conduit/Wire*

10

LowRisk

Aeration Tank #1 - Overflow Channel

Sample Pumps
Aeration Tank #1 - RAS Valves (8" Plug)
Aeration Tank #2 - RAS Valves (6" Plug)

20

30

Anoxic Selector

40

50

Aeration Tank #2/3

60

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

Aeration Tank #1

Aeration Tank #2/3 - Effluent Box

Aeration Tank #3
- Air MOV (2)

MediumRisk

ConsequenceofFailureRating

Aeration Tank #3 - RAS Valves (6" Plug)

EQ Basin

Aeration Tank #3 - Anoxic Zone Baffling

Aeration Tank #3 - Hach sc100 (2 total)

Aeration Tank #3 - Influent Wier Gates
Aeration Tank #2 - MLR Piping Flowmeters
Aeration Tank #1 - Hach sc100 (2 total)
Aeration Tank #1 - (2) MLR Piping Flowmeters

Aeration Tank #1 - Air Piping Flowmeter
Aeration Tank #1 - Anoxic Zone Baffling

EQ Tank - Hach sc100 (2 total)

Aeration Tank #2 - (2) MLR Piping Pressure Transmitters
Aeration Tank #2 - Hach sc100 (2 total)

HighRisk

Aeration Tank #3 - RAS Piping

Aeration Tank #3 - Air Piping & Diffusers

Aeration Tank #1 - MLR Piping

EQ/AerationRiskExposure

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

EQ Return Pump*
Aeration Tank #3 - MLR Pump #4*
Aeration Tank #2 - Anoxic Selector Aeration Tank #2/3 - Influent Slide Gate
EQ Influent Control MOV Aeration Tank #2 - Influent Wier Gates
Aeration Tank #3 - Anoxic Zone Mix Pumps*
Air MOV (2)
Weir Gates 1 & 2
Aeration Tank #1 - MLR Pump #1*
Aeration Tank #3 - MLR Piping Flowmeters
Lighting*
Aeration Tank #1 - Effluent Boxfrom Basin #1 Aeration Tank #2/3 - Handrails/Gaurdrails
Aeration Tank #1 - Effluent Box from Basin #2
Aeration Tank #2 - Anoxic Zone Baffling

Aeration Tank #3 Abandoned Rusted Pipe*
Aeration Tank #1 Center Channel manual Gates*
Aeration Tank #2 Abandoned Rusted Pipe*

EQ Tank - Basin #2 Effluent Box
EQ Tank - Basin #1 Effluent Box

Anoxic Selector - Aerator on Adjustable Winch
Aeration Tank #1 - Spray Nozzle Piping

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

ProbabilityofFailureRating

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

Gantry Crane

10

LowRisk

#1 Water*
Sump Pump*
Natural Gas Utility*

WAS Polymer Feed System

Misc Check Valves

RAS Pump Bldg
Ventilation/Heating
System*

20

30

#3 Water*

RAS Pump Wet Well

Conduit/Wire*
MCC-ASM1*
MCC-AM*

MediumRisk

ATS-ASM*

RAS pump #2

RAS Pump Bldg

Air Compressor*
PLC Panel* Bubbler Level
Sensors*
Control Panel*

RAS Pump Inlet
Valves (5) 12-inch

WAS Flow Meters
RAS Flow Meters

RAS Piping
WAS Piping

ConsequenceofFailureRating

WAS MOV Valves (2)
RAS MOV Valves (2)

Secondary Scum Pump Misc Plug Valves

RAS pump #1

RASBuildingRiskExposure

Panelboard Transformer*
120V Panelboard*
Lighting*

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

40

50

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

HighRisk

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

60

ProbabilityofFailureRating

0
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0

10

Secondary Clarifier #2 - Drain Pump

LowRisk

20

Sample Pump

30

ConsequenceofFailureRating

Mixed Liquor Distributor Box
Slide Weir Gate #2

Secondary Clarifier #2

Mixed Liquor Distributor Box

Secondary Clarifier #1

HighRisk

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

40

50

60

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

MediumRisk
Secondary Clarifier #2 - Weirs

Mixed Liquor Distributor Box
Slide Weir Gate #1

Rotating Sludge Collector #2
and Walkway Structure

Rotating Sludge Collector #1
and Walkway Structure

Secondary Clarifier #1 - Launderer

Rotating Sludge Collector
Drive Mechanism #2

(2) Mixed Liquor Flowmeters

Conduit/Wire*

Secondary Clarifier #2
Scum Baffle

Rotating Sludge Collector
Drive Mechanism #1

Secondary Clarifier #1
Scum Baffle

Lighting

SecondaryClarifiersRiskExposure

Nitrogen/Ammonia Analyzer

Secondary Clarifier #1 - Drain Pump

Flowmeter Vault

Spray System

Air inlet with winch in MLR Dist Box

Aeration to Secondary Clarifier
Wood Walkway

Scondary Clarifier #2 Guardrails
Scondary Clarifier #1 Guardrails

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

ProbabilityofFailureRating

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

Propeller Mixer in Channel*

10

LowRisk

Pipe Gallery Stile Ladders

20

DeOx Analyzer

40

50

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

MediumRisk

Backup Water Champ*

Secondary Effluent Diversion Structure*

HighRisk

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

Chlorine Contact Basins

Pipe Gallery Piping

Contact Channel #4 Level Sensor*

SE Diversion Structure
Sluice Gates

ConsequenceofFailureRating

Pipe Gallery Flowmeter

Pipe Gallery Chlorine Piping

Water Champ*

30

SE Diversion Structure
Level Sensor*

2 Solids Sump Pumps (4)
(2 per channel)*

Pipe Gallery MOV

Pipe Gallery Sample Pumps

Pipe Gallery Hatches

Scum Skimmer Pumps & Piping

ChlorineContactRiskExposure

Sample Pumps

Pipe Gallery Ventilation*

Pipe Gallery Sump Pump

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

60

ProbabilityofFailureRating

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

Abandoned SBS
Storage Tanks (2)*

Chlorinator #1

Heaters*

10

SBS Pump Room - (2) "really old" SBS pumps

Chlorine Eductors (2)

20

Lighting*
Effluent Recorder

Bldg Ventilation System

30

MediumRisk

DeOx Analyzer (initial)
Chlroine Residual Analyzers (2)

Chlorinator #2

Chlorine Detection System*
#1 Water Piping
Automatic Louvers

ConsequenceofFailureRating

Water Champ
Control Panel

SBS heat
trace system

MCC-CSM*

Chlorine Storage
Monorail Crane

PLC Panel*
Conduit/Wire*

40

50

60

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

Chlorine Cylinder
Pressure Piping
and Instrumentation

SBS Storage Tank

SBS Piping
w/heat trace
Water Champ Control
Panel (standby)

Chlorinator #3

SBS Pump Room (2) "old" SBS pumps

SBS Pump Room (4) "new" SBS pumps

Chlorine Vacuum Piping

Panelboard Transformer*
Control Panel*
ATS-CSM*

SBS Pump Piping
and Valves

120V Panelboards*
Buried Chlorine Vacuum Piping to Tertiary*
(8) 1-Ton Cylinder Scales*
#3 Water Piping*

portable eyewash stations

Chlor/Dechlor Building

HighRisk

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

Exposed Chlorine Vacuum Piping to Tertiary

Chlor/DechlorBuildingRiskExposure

Architectural Elements
/Windows/Doors/Floors
SBS Pump Room (2) Air Compressors

LowRisk

Lab Equipment

Gaurdrails

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

ProbabilityofFailureRating

0

1

2
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10

0

Feed Pump #1

10

LowRisk

20

3W Chlorination System*

3W Flowmeter

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

30

MediumRisk

ConsequenceofFailureRating

Feed Pump #2

Auto Backwash Hellan Strainer

No.3WaterSystemRiskExposure

Feed Pump #3

Pressure Tank Pressure Transmitter
Presssure Tank Level Transmitter
Hydropneumatic Tank

40

50

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

Compressors*

Hydropneumatic Tank Piping/Valves
Elec Not Yet Field Verified

HighRisk

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

60

ProbabilityofFailureRating

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

10

LowRisk

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

20

ConsequenceofFailureRating

30

MediumRisk

#1 Water Hydropnuematic Tank Air Compressor*

#1 Water Backflow Preventer*

#1 Water Feed System Instrumentation*

#1 Water Pump Station Piping and Valves
#1 Water Feed Pumps (2)

#1 Water Hydropnuematic Tank
Air Gap Tank

No.1WaterSystemRiskExposure

40

50

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

HighRisk

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

60

ProbabilityofFailureRating
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0

10

LowRisk

Effluent Pump #3 Valves
Effluent Pump #3 (Wemco)

Effluent Bldg
Ventilation System

20

Lighting*
Panelboard Transformer*
120V Panelboard*

Effluent Pump Wet Well
Supply Fan*

Flowmeter

30

ConsequenceofFailureRating

Effluent Building

DeOx Analyzers

MediumRisk

Outfall Air Release Valve

Effluent Pump VFDs*

Effluent Wet Well*

Effluent Pump #1 & #2
Discharge Valves

#3 Water Pump
Seal Water*

PLC Panels*
Control Panels*
ATS-ESM*

Effluent Pump #2

Effluent Pump #1 & #2 Inlet Valves

Conduit/Wire*
MCC-ESM*

Outfall Pipe Exposed*

Effluent Pump Piping

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

40

50

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

HighRisk

EffluentBuildingRiskExposure

Pressure Indicator Transmitter

Effluent Pump #1

Video Camera System*

(2) Sample Pumps

Architectural Elements/Doors

Return Effluent Pump*
Old #3 Water Pumps Chlorination Mixer*
#2 Water Piping (Well Water)*
Backup #3 Water System Piping*

RO Reject Pipe Into
Effluent Wet Well

Natural Gas Utility*

Wet Well Sluice Gates

Old #3 Water Pumps
Gantry Crane
Chlorine Mixer
Outfall Venturi Flowmeter (Abandoned)

Effluent Pump #3 Piping
Building Heater

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

60

ProbabilityofFailureRating

0
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0

2TonJibCrane(outside)

BackupBlower#3

BackupBlower#4

10

LowRisk

20

BlowerIntakeDuct

ConsequenceofFailureRating

30

Blower#1(EQTank)

40

50

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

MOVButterflyValves(4)

BlowerBldg

Blower#2(AerationTanks)
BlowerVFDs
MCCͲBC

AirPipingBuried*

MainSwitchboard*
BlowerControlPanel*
Conduit/Wire*
ATS*

HighRisk

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

AirPipingExposed
ManualButterflyValves(4)

BlowerBldgVentilationSystem(2fans)

MediumRisk

AirFlowmeters FlowmeteronEQAir

BlowerBuildingRiskExposure

120VPanelboard*
PanelboardTransformer*
Lighting*

TemperatureGauges(2)*
PressureGauges(4)

BridgeCrane

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

60

ProbabilityofFailureRating

0
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10

0

LowRisk

HeatReturnUnit
GasTurbines(2)

10

ControlPanels*
PLCPanel*

20

IronSponge

#2WaterPiping*

#1WaterPiping*
DigesterControlBldg
VentilationSystem*
NaturalGasFlowmeter*
RawSludgeFlowmeter*
Lighting*

ArchitecturalElements/Windows/Doors

SumpPump*

HighRisk

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

40

50

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

MediumRisk

120VPanelboards*
MCCͲSM*

PanelboardTransformer*

Conduit/Wire*

SludgePiping*

ConsequenceofFailureRating

30

DigesterControlBldg

DigesterGasPiping*

PlugValves*

SludgeHeater

NaturalGasPiping

SludgeRecirculation
Pump

DigesterControlBuildingRiskExposure

PaintedSteelHighPressure
DigesterGasTank/SiloxaneFilter

MicroturbineMetering
SmallStainlessSteelParticulate/Moisture Filter
GasChiller
GasCompressor

Digester2RecirculationPump

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

60

ProbabilityofFailureRating
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0

Digester #2 Elevated Walkways/Railings

Digester #2 Plug Valves*
Digester #2 Gas Piping*

10

Digester #3 Pressure Relief Valve

LowRisk

Digester #2 Pressure Relief Valve

Digester #2 Sludge Piping*

Digester #3 Gas Piping*

20

Digester #2 Internal Draft Tube Mixer
Digester #2 Cover

Digester #1 Elevated Walkways/Railings

Digester #2

Digester #3 Sludge Piping*

Digester #4 Gas Piping*

Digester #3 Elevated Walkways/Railings
Digester #3 Pump Mix System

Digester #3

Digester #3 & #4 Heater Room

Digester #3 & #4 Valve Bldg

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

30

Digester #1 Cover

HighRisk

40

50

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

Digester #1

MediumRisk

Digester #1 Pressure Relief Valve

Digester #1 Gas Piping*

Digester #1 Plug Valves*
Digester #1 Sludge Piping*

ConsequenceofFailureRating

Supernatant Piping*
Digester #4 Sludge Piping*

Flare

Flare Piping

Flare Pressure Regulating Valve
Flare Flowmeter
Digester #1 Exterior Draft Tube Mixers

Digester #4 Pump

Digester #4/Sludge Holding Tank

DigestersRiskExposure

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

60

ProbabilityofFailureRating
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10

MonorailCrane(2)

Lavatory

LowRisk

ATSͲSDM

20

BeltPressBldgVentilationSystemDownstairs

MCCͲSDM*

SumpPumps*

ArchitecturalElements/Windows/Doors

DownstairsElevatedWalkway

AbandonedPolymerSystemControlPanel*
AbandonedPolymerSystemPumpsandPiping*
AbandonedPolymerSystemMixTanks*

BeltPress#2

#1WaterPiping

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

Lighting*

PanelboardTransformer*
120VPanelboards*

30

BFPFeedPumps(2)

BeltPress#1

PolyblendUnits

BeltPressBldg

HighRisk

40

50

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

MediumRisk

Conduit/Wire*
ControlPanel*
480VPanelboard*
MCCͲSDSM*

BubblerLevelSensor*
FiltrateWetWell*

DewateredSludgeConveyor
3WBoosterPumps(2)

Compressor(2)

SludgePiping
FiltratePiping
#3WaterPiping

ConsequenceofFailureRating

PLCPanel*

FiltrateReturnPumps(2)

portableeyewashstations

BeltPressBuildingRiskExposure

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

60

ProbabilityofFailureRating
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0

10

RockTraps(2)
FOGFeedPump
FOGValves
FOGPiping
TankOdorScrubber
GreaseTankLevelSensorTransmitter
FOGFeedPumpPressureIndicatorTransmitter
Lighting
Conduit/Wire
GreaseRecirculationPump

TuffShed

ControlPanel
FOGTank

20

LowRisk

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

ConsequenceofFailureRating

30

FOGFacilityRiskExposure

40

50

Note:
* For assets in italics physical condition has not been determined and
thus there is insufficient data to determine Probability of Failure. In these
cases the asset Probability of Failure is assumed to be 6 in order to
illustrate the asset Consequence of Failure.

MediumRisk

HighRisk

.HQQHG\-HQNV&RQVXOWDQWV

60

ProbabilityofFailureRating
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10

LowRisk

Digester#4GasPiping
Digester#3GasPiping

Digester#3SludgePiping
Digester#2GasPiping
Digester#2SludgePiping

7HFKQLFDO0HPRUDQGXP1R

FEBInfluentfrom
Chlor/Dechlor

20

SecondaryClarifier#2
SludgetoRASWetWell

SecondaryClarifier#1
SludgetoRASWetWell

AerationBasin#2/#3to
MixedLiquorDistributor
AnoxicSelectorto
AerationBasin#2/#3

SecondaryClarifier#2
Ͳ EffluentPipe

ConsequenceofFailureRating

30

Digester#1
GasPiping
GasPit
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This memorandum presents a summary of risk management strategies that may be applied to
the assets at the Carmel Area Wastewater District (District/CAWD) wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP). These risk management strategies provide a framework and direction to guide the
actions to be taken to better manage the risk profile of the assets at the WWTP.
Risk management strategies have been assigned to each asset in the asset registry to serve as
a basis for determining budgetary estimates for the capital cost of projects to be included in the
15-year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP). Therefore, the data contained in the asset registry can
be used to guide the decision making process for the 15-year CIP projects. The risk
management strategies were applied to assets in the asset registry based on the asset
business risk exposure (BRE) that was developed and summarized in Technical Memorandum
(TM) 8.

Risk Management Strategies
The risk management strategies presented herein are distinct strategies that can be applied to
individual assets based on the particular asset BRE. Table 1 provides an overview of the
different asset risk management strategies that were applied to the assets in the asset registry.
Table 1:

Asset Risk Management Strategies

Capital Improvements
Strategies
Plan Rehabilitation/
Replacement
(Improve Condition)
Moderate Repair
(Improve Condition)
Add Backup/Redundancy
(Improve Reliability)

Maintenance Strategies
Predictive Maintenance
(Failure Prediction) and
Preventative Maintenance
(Maintain Condition)
Preventative Maintenance
(Maintain Condition)
Corrective Maintenance
(Fix it When it Breaks)
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The following is a brief summary of each of these asset risk management strategies:

Capital Improvement Risk Management Strategies
Capital improvement strategies would cover most activities which would be included in capital
improvements budgets. These strategies encompass constructing new assets to replace assets,
repairing existing assets, or purchasing new portable assets to serve as a backup or redundant
asset. Capital improvement strategies were assigned to assets with highest Business Risk
Exposure (BRE).
x

Plan Rehabilitation/Replacement (Improve Condition): This strategy encompasses a
variety of replacement, rehabilitation or retrofit projects. This strategy is applied to assets
in poor condition and in which it would be more desirable to improve the asset condition
directly rather than building a backup or redundant asset.

x

Moderate Repair (Improve Condition): This strategy encompasses asset repairs to
improve the condition of the asset without replacing the asset and without major
overhaul of the asset. Implementation of this strategy should cost less than
rehabilitation/replacement as it should involve a repair of part of the asset (not the entire
asset) or it would include minor repairs.

x

Add Backup/Redundancy (Improve Reliability): This strategy includes purchasing
backup equipment to either be installed on a full time basis or to be used as an
emergency portable backup that can be installed on short notice in the event of an asset
failure. Having backup equipment available can improve the reliability of service delivery
by giving operators options and contingencies for maintaining operations under failure
conditions.

Maintenance Risk Management Strategies
Maintenance strategies would cover most activities which would be included in annual
maintenance budgets. These strategies set different levels of asset maintenance intensity
depending on the BRE of the asset.
x

Predictive Maintenance (Failure Prediction) and Preventative Maintenance
(Maintain Condition): This maintenance strategy includes a high level of proactive
condition and performance monitoring, testing, and data gathering, and is reserved for
assets which have a high consequence of failure. Assets that fall under this maintenance
strategy should undergo much more scrutiny as a part of inspection and maintenance
activities. Predictive maintenance is focused on increasing the understanding of the
condition of the asset in order to better predict when it will fail. Types of predictive
maintenance strategies include: vibration analysis, tactical heat measurements, pump
curve testing, monitoring bearing noise levels, oil analysis, etc.
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In addition to predictive maintenance this asset strategy also includes preventative
maintenance activities that are required to keep the asset in acceptable operating
condition. Preventative maintenance is included in this strategy because assets which
require predictive maintenance to predict failures also require maintenance to maintain
condition.
x

Preventative Maintenance (Maintain Condition): This maintenance strategy is
focused on keeping assets in acceptable operating condition as well as keeping
condition data up to date such that if the condition of the asset changes the asset risk
management strategy would be reassessed as the BRE changes over time. While
gathering condition data is important, the data gathering for this maintenance strategy
should be less rigorous than data gathering conducted as part of predictive
maintenance.

x

Corrective Maintenance (Fix it When it Breaks): This strategy is reserved for assets
that have low consequence of failure, such that failure of the asset is an acceptable
occurrence. Assets with this risk management strategy would not require any predictive
maintenance efforts, but would require some routine maintenance.

Non-Asset Risk Management Strategies
Non-asset risk management strategies take a perspective that looks beyond the asset to
strategic level of service and capacity to determine if the same service level can be met with
another means than the original asset.
x

Take Asset Out of Service: For an asset that at one time had a level of service goal or
capacity need associated with it, but that prior level of service is no longer needed then
that asset may be taken out of service.

x

Strategic Changes to Capacity Requirements or Level of Service (LOS): For assets
that would have a high capital cost to replace or repair it may be less costly to invest in
determining if strategic changes to the level of service or capacity could be made. One
such example is discussed in TM 4 for the digestion system. In TM 4 an alternative to
reduce the digestion system LOS is presented which involves creating an agreement
with the local landfill to occasionally accept partially digested dewatered sludge which
does not meet Class B requirements. Having the ability to dispose of partially digested
dewatered sludge to the landfill changes the level of service and consequences of failure
for the digestion system as discussed in TM 4.
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CAWD Asset Risk Management Overview
The BRE of an asset serves as the basis for determining the best risk management strategy.
For instance, assets in a “High Risk” category would be managed differently than assets in a
“Low Risk” category. In general, risk management strategies were determined by relating BRE
to risk management strategies as illustrated in Figure 1. Areas of the BRE graph are delineated
with the most likely best management strategy. Four different areas of the graph are shown in
Figure 1 as Categories A, B, C & D. As seen in the graph the delineations for the most likely
best management strategies overlap and are not firm boundaries. Thus, each asset risk
management strategy was assigned specifically for that asset using the delineations in Figure 1
as a guide, but not as a static rule.
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The risk management strategies associated with Categories A, B, C, and D shown in Figure 1
are described below:
x

Category A: This area of the BRE graph includes all “High Risk” assets as well as
assets with “Medium Risk” and high probability of failure (PoF). The risk management
strategies assigned for Category A assets were primarily “Capital Improvement Risk
Management Strategies” to renew the condition of these assets. The goal of capital
improvement risk management for category A assets is to reduce the PoF such that the
condition of the asset is acceptable and the asset BRE would then fall into Category B or
C. High cost assets with high consequences of Failure (CoF) would be good candidates
for investigation into possible strategic changes to capacity and level of service
requirements to reduce CoF. By reducing CoF by affecting the level of service
requirements the BRE could shift to Category C or D.

x

Category B: This area of the BRE graph includes assets with high CoF but low PoF,
meaning that these assets have untoward consequences of failure yet they are in
acceptable condition. Because the condition of these assets is acceptable the focus of
risk management would be in making sure the asset condition remains acceptable.
Because of the undesirable CoF proactive maintenance and condition monitoring is
recommended. Therefore, for assets in Category B the primary risk management
strategy assigned was “Predictive Maintenance and Preventative Maintenance”.

x

Category C: This area of the BRE graph includes assets with midrange CoF. The CoF
for these assets may or may not be worth risking failure. Therefore, depending on the
asset and the projected failure consequences, proactive or reactive strategies could be
implemented. Proactive strategies include planning for rehabilitation/replacement/repair,
adding backup systems, and predictive maintenance. Reactive strategies include fixing
the asset when it breaks, and preventative maintenance. Assets in this category were
reviewed by Kennedy/Jenks and a decision was made as to the best management
strategy. It is recommended that CAWD staff review the risk management decisions
made for these assets to continue to improve the basis for decision making.

x

Category D: This area of the BRE graph includes assets with low CoF. These are
assets that can fail without appreciable consequences. Therefore, the risk management
strategies for these assets can be reactive (i.e. fix it when it breaks). In some cases the
asset has a low CoF because it is no longer needed to meet LOS requirements. In these
cases the asset can be taken out of service.

Figure 2 summarizes the number of assets in the asset registry which were assigned to the
various risk management strategies. From the distribution of assets it can be seen that the
risk management strategies with the highest occurrence are “Plan Rehabilitation /
Replacement”, “Predictive Maintenance and Preventative Maintenance”, and “Preventative
Maintenance”.
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Figure 2: Risk Management Strategies Asset Distribution
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Conclusions and Recommendations
The risk management strategy data developed for the assets and summarized herein is a
snapshot in time and is based on data from field observations and consequence of failure
predictions using engineering judgment. It is recommended that the risk management strategies
developed for the assets in the asset registry be regularly updated by CAWD to keep this
information up to date and include new information as it is uncovered. Assets which were not
accessible during investigations by Kennedy/Jenks should be inspected (i.e. buried piping,
interior of tanks, etc). Many of these assets which were not visible during investigations by
Kennedy/Jenks were assigned the risk management strategy “Predictive Maintenance and
Preventative Maintenance”. Predictive maintenance activities direct resources to inspecting
these assets thoroughly to continue to improve the BRE data to avoid an unforeseen failure of
critical assets.
It is recommended that the computer maintenance management system (CMMS) currently
being developed by CAWD include the risk management strategy data developed in the asset
registry for each of the assets. Having the risk management strategies integrated into CMMS
will allow CAWD to generate appropriate work orders. For example, assets that need predictive
maintenance would have more extensive work orders versus corrective maintenance assets
which would have little to no work orders.
The asset registry contains the risk management data as summarized in this TM. The data
developed in the asset registry has assets designated as falling under “Capital Improvement
Risk Management Strategies”, “Maintenance Risk Management Strategies” or “Non-Asset Risk
Management Strategies”. The assets in the database which have been identified as needing
“Capital Improvement Risk Management Strategies” will be a basis for developing the budgets
and projects for the 15-year CIP Master Plan.
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